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Abstract

Wikidata is a versatile and broad-based Knowledge Graph (KG) that leverages the

power of collaborative contributions via an open wiki, augmented by bot accounts,

to curate the content. Wikidata represents over 102 million interlinked data entities,

accompanied by over 1.4 billion statements about the items, accessible to the public

via a SPARQL endpoint and diverse dump formats. The Wikidata data model en-

ables assigning references to every single statement. While the quality of Wikidata

statements has been assessed, the quality of references in this knowledge graph is

not well covered in the literature. To cover the gap, we develop and implement

a comprehensive referencing quality assessment framework based on Linked Data

quality dimensions and criteria. We implement the objective metrics of the assess-

ment framework as the Referencing Quality Scoring System - RQSS. RQSS provides

quantified scores by which the referencing quality can be analyzed and compared.

Due to the scale of Wikidata, we developed a subsetting approach to creating

a comparison platform that systematically samples Wikidata. We have used both

well-defined subsets and random samples to evaluate the quality of references in

Wikidata using RQSS. Based on RQSS, the overall referencing quality in Wikidata

subsets is 0.58 out of 1. Random subsets (representative of Wikidata) have higher

overall scores than topical subsets by 0.05, with Gene Wiki having the highest scores

amongst topical subsets. Regarding referencing quality dimensions, all subsets have

high scores in accuracy, availability, security, and understandability, but have weaker

scores in completeness, verifiability, objectivity, and versatility. RQSS scripts can

be reused to monitor the referencing quality over time. The evaluation shows that

RQSS is practical and provides valuable information, which can be used by Wiki-

data contributors and WikiProject owners to identify the referencing quality gaps.

Although RQSS is developed based on the Wikidata RDF model, its referencing

quality assessment framework can be generalized to any RDF KG.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

References are a way to ensure verifiability and trust in information. When a paper

or encyclopedic article refers to a source, it identifies the provenance of the fact.

The same thing happens in Knowledge Graphs. This thesis delves into evaluating

the quality of references in a general-purpose open knowledge graph, Wikidata.

Knowledge Graphs (KG) are large datasets representing real-world information

in the form of data graphs [Hog+21]. In a KG, real-world entities are presented as

nodes of a graph, and relationships between entities as edges. Research on knowledge

graphs and their applications are increasing both in academia [Ji+21] and industry

[Noy+19]. Knowledge graphs play an essential role in web search [Sin12], life sciences

[NG20], and artificial intelligence [Lec20].

Semantic Web knowledge graphs are a class of KGs that are constructed us-

ing Semantic Web standards such as RDF [CWL14], RDFS [BG14], OWL [Gro12],

and SPARQL [HS13]. Almost all open general-purpose KGs, such as DBPedia1

[Aue+07], Wikidata2 [VK14], and YAGO [FGG07], were built on, or have a con-

verter to, these standards. These KGs compose the backbone of Linked Data

[BL06], the collection of interrelated datasets on the Web using W3C standards

[BHBL11]. Amongst them, Wikidata has an important impact on research and

industry [Ama+21]. Wikidata volume has increased tenfold in the last five years,

reaching more than 100 GB compressed.

Some KGs are automatically created from snippets of encyclopedic websites, e.g.,

DBPedia which uses an extract-transform-load data pipeline [Aue+07] to retrieve

structured data sections of Wikipedia3 articles like infoboxes and abstracts. Oth-

ers collect their data with the participation of volunteer users, e.g., Wikidata. In

1https://wiki.dbpedia.org/ - accessed 4 December 2022
2https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Main_Page - accessed 4 December 2022
3https://www.wikipedia.org/ - accessed 4 December 2022
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Wikidata, users can add or edit single or batch items, statements, and metadata

(such as references), through a web-based GUI or the provided SDK. Wikidata can

also be populated through bots. Bots are automatic tools that grab information

from various related sources such as external datasets, web pages, CSV tables, and

scientific papers, and then add them to the KG. Basically, bots were created to

add or edit a large amount of data in the KG at once. Improper use of bots can

lead to data quality problems in Wikidata [Wik22d]. Currently, Wikidata bots are

generally non-intelligent scripts that collect data from other sources and add it to

Wikidata through the API. They do not analyze the relationship of added data to

individual facts [Wik22d].

The quality of data [WS96; PLW02] has been extensively studied in the context of

Linked Data and KGs [Biz07; MMB12; Hog+10; FH11; Hog+12; Zav+16; RPM12;

Fä+17; Deb+18]. Data quality is defined as “fitness for use” and depends on the

use case and the user perspective [Jur62]. Data quality in Linked Data and KGs is

measured using different criteria, dimensions, and categories [Zav+16]. One of the

main categories of data quality is trustworthiness [Zav+16]. The trustworthiness of

data has a direct relationship with provenance and references [Fä+17].

In large open-source KGs, where the data comes from underlying sources, the

provenance of the entities and their relationships is vital [Pis+17a]. Documenting

the provenance of data has benefits such as increasing trust in the data, facilitating

error detection, and evidence-based decision-making that are essential for applica-

tions of KGs [Ger+15]. One way to document the provenance and increase the trust

in data is the use of references at different levels [Fä+17]. References specify the

source of data in the KG. Wikidata is the only general-purpose KG that allows and

recommends users to provide references at the statement level [Fä+17]. However,

the quality of the references in Wikidata has rarely been investigated. To the best

of our knowledge, Piscopo et al.’s study [Pis+17a], and its recently extended version

[Ama+21], are the only studies in this regard.

1.1 Motivation

The motivation for studying the referencing quality in Wikidata is the big impact

that references can bring. References are the essential indicators of the trustwor-

thiness of a database. References help AI tools to detect errors and make decisions

based on the supporting evidence [HB22]. Having references also make the dataset a

believable and verifiable knowledge base for human users and researchers. We chose

Wikidata because it is an active and widely used KG. Wikidata receives thousands

3
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of edits daily from humans and bots and is broadly used in data science research

[Ama+21]. Wikidata does not consider itself a primary source that stores facts about

the world, but a secondary database that has collected facts from other datasets and

provides the provenance of such facts [Wik22h]. For this reason, Wikidata has the

unique feature of assigning references at the statement level.

However, the number of studies on the reference quality in Wikidata is low, and

the scope of available studies is also limited. During the literature review, the only

research on the quality of Wikidata references was Piscopo et al.’s paper [Pis+17a].

The paper studied the 2016 Wikidata dump. In October 2016, Wikidata was one-

tenth of its size in 2020. The study investigated the Wikidata English external

sources only and was limited to the relevancy and trustworthiness of references.

Amaral et al. [Ama+21] extended Piscopo’s study in 2021, examining non-English

sources on a 2021 Wikidata dump, but the scope was still limited to relevancy

and trustworthiness. We believe that reference quality should be studied in wider

dimensions. Due to the increase in the size of Wikidata [Ama+21], the increasing use

of Wikidata in science and technology [Ama+21], the essential role of references in

shaping Wikidata and its data quality, and the shortcomings of the available studies,

there was a gap in studying Wikidata reference quality that we were motivated to

cover.

1.2 Research Questions and Hypotheses

We used automated tools to assess and improve the quality of references. Automated

tools can provide data consumers and dataset holders an overview of the referencing

quality with minimal human intervention. These tools can be run regularly to

monitor referencing quality over time. The questions of our research were as follows:

RQ1 How can the quality of references be quantified considering different aspects

of data quality? We hypothesize that a comprehensive quality assessment

framework based on the data quality criteria can score the quality of references.

RQ2 How much has the reference quality of Wikidata changed since 2016, consider-

ing the rapid increase in data volume and diversity of sources? We hypothesize

that the reference quality has increased with time as more experts join the user

community.

RQ3 To what extent is there a difference in the quality of references provided by

humans and bots? Considering the increasing use of bots in recent years, does

it affect the quality of Wikidata references? The hypothesis is that the use of

bots increases reference quality.

4
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1.3 Research Tasks

To address the research questions, we required unlimited access to Wikidata and

its revision history. The Wikidata public endpoint has two basic restrictions: the

queries have been limited to a 60 seconds run-time, and it does not allow querying

all available metadata (e.g., rdf:type predicates). After trying to establish a lo-

cal Wikidata instance, we faced several technical issues. In mid-2020, the Wikidata

dump was more than 90 GB representing more than 90 million items. This large vol-

ume of data requires powerful hardware and high processing time. This is even worse

for Wikidata revision history, which is 30 times bigger than the Wikidata dump4.

The revision history contains revisions of every edit in Wikidata items, statements,

references, etc., and is necessary for tracing bot activities amongst Wikidata refer-

ences. The public SPARQL endpoint for Wikidata revision history only contains

revisions up to June 2019 and is no longer available. Based on this requirement, we

scheduled the first research task as follows:

RT1 Extracting subsets of Wikidata that are processable on a PC or without large-

scale dedicated processing. The subsets have to include Wikidata references.

By choosing the right number of small subsets that do not overlap, we can reflect a

good approximation of the entire Wikidata. Subsetting Wikidata can also create a

comparative platform for assessing Wikidata references in different fields.

As a starting point to investigate the quality of references objectively and specif-

ically, we defined the following research task:

RT2 Investigating the amount and diversity of using references in various well-

defined Wikidata subsets and comparing the results between Wikidata dump

2016 and 2021.

RT2 was aimed to address RQ2 and answer whether statistical data can be used

to observe and trace the deficiencies and strengths of reference quality. Also, in case

of a positive answer, what dimensions with what definitions should be considered?

The results of the first research were promising. However, we found that despite

having rich literature on data quality in Linked Data, there is no comprehensive

reference-specific framework for assessing referencing quality in graph-based data

structures. The related studies on Wikidata references covered only relevancy and

trustworthiness, which are highly subjective, while data quality includes several

other dimensions that can be assessed objectively. Therefore, we defined two follow-

ing research tasks:

4At the end of 2022, the Wikidata revision history dump is more than 3TB compressed.
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RT3 Identifying all dimensions of Link Data quality, reviewing all criteria and spec-

ifying subjective and objective metrics.

RT4 Creating a comprehensive framework to assess referencing quality in KGs by

defining appropriate metrics in the context of references based on data quality

criteria. The metrics should be objective, quantitative, and formally defined.

These research tasks address RQ1. During the framework design, we recognize

that investigating the impact of bots and their activities versus human accounts

in Wikidata (RQ3) can be considered a criterion within the framework. Having

a comprehensive assessment framework can provide a user demand-based insight

into quality. The framework was required to be implemented to have a reusable

automated tool. The implemented framework should also be evaluated to ensure

functionality, accuracy and usefulness. Therefore we planned two research tasks as

follows:

RT5 Implementing the objective metrics of the referencing quality assessment frame-

work to create a reusable package that can be regularly applied on Wikidata

or its subsets.

RT6 Evaluating the implemented referencing quality assessment framework on well-

defined Wikidata subsets.

1.4 Contributions

This dissertation has novel contributions to Linked Data and Knowledge Graphs

related researches:

• Introducing the Topical Subsetting approach and evaluating the WDumper

tool as one of the potential options for extracting topical subsets from Wiki-

data. In this case, we created and published different subsets corresponding

to Wikidata WikiProjects such as Gene Wiki, Astronomy, and Law. These

subsets can be used to study Wikidata on a particular topic [BGM21a].

• Modifying and deploying WDumper for random subsetting. Our approach can

be deployed efficiently as a random sampling from Wikidata with arbitrary

size.

• Defining the most comprehensive referencing quality assessment framework for

Wikidata. This framework consists of 40 formally-defined metrics specifically

for references, of which 34 are objective.

• Implementing the reference quality assessment framework as a reusable tool

called Referencing Quality Scoring System - RQSS. RQSS can be applied to

any Wikibase-driven dataset. WikiProject project holders, Wikidata contrib-
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utors and dataset managers can deploy RQSS regularly to monitor the refer-

encing quality.

• Investigating the quality of references in three topical and four random subsets

and identifying the weaknesses and strengths of referencing in these subsets.

We collected valuable information about the quality of referencing in Wikidata.

1.5 Publications

The contents of this thesis are an extension of our gradually published articles.

Starting with RT1, we reviewed all available subsetting approaches at the time, and

we chose the WDumper tool5 [Fü19b] to generate topical subsets from Wikidata.

The main reasons for this choice were that WDumper can extract precise subsets

from the main Wikidata JSON dump in a reasonable amount of time, its output is an

RDF graph that could be processed in any triplestore, and it can extract references

alongside the statements. We presented our evaluation of WDumper in topical

subsetting [BGM21b] in the Knowledge Graph Construction Workshop (KGCW),

co-located with European Semantic Web Conference (ESWC) 2021.

In the first half of 2021, we started RT2 using the concept of topical subsets again

to study Wikidata reference statistics [BGM21a]. The results gave us good insights

into different quality aspects amongst references. The study showed that statistical

information can be used to identify referencing quality problems, and confirmed the

need for a comprehensive framework. The results have been published in the second

Wikidata Workshop co-located with the International Semantic Web Conference

(ISWC) 2022.

The problem statement, methodology, research projects and parts of the obtained

results of this dissertation have been published and discussed in the PhD Symposium

of The ACM Web Conference (former WWW) 2022 [HB22].

The rest of the research tasks have been addressed in a comprehensive study

of Wikidata references in three topical and four random subsets. In this study,

we introduced and evaluated the Referencing Quality Scoring System - RQSS. This

evaluation identified valuable strengths and weak points in Wikidata references. The

results have been submitted to the Semantic Web Journal Special Issue on Wikidata:

Construction, Evaluation and Applications6 [BGM22].

During this research, we have worked closely with the Subsetting Project team

5Web UI: https://wdumps.toolforge.org/ - accessed 4 December 2022
6https://www.semantic-web-journal.net/blog/call-papers-special-issue-wikidata-

construction-evaluation-and-applications - accessed 9 January 2023
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at ELIXIR BioHackathon Europe. In November 2020, we participated in the Bio-

Hackathon Europe 20207, Project 35: Knowledge graphs and Wikidata subsetting8

[LG+21]. Our participation continued in BioHackathon Europe 20219 [KS21] and

202210 [LG+22a]. This cooperation has been in the KG subsetting theoretical defini-

tions, construction of functional subsets, evaluation of subsetting tools, and practical

use of references as subsetting conditions. In addition to the above conferences, the

results and ideas of this dissertation have been discussed in the SWAT4HCLS 2022

tutorials [Beg+22a], Wikidata Data Reuse Days 2022 [LG+22b], and Wikidata Data

Quality Days 2022 [Wik22b]. More recently, we surveyed all available subsetting ap-

proaches and compared the practical subsetting tools in performance, accuracy and

flexibility [Beg+22b].

1.6 Thesis Outline

This dissertation is arranged into four parts. Part I reviews the background. In

Chapter 2, we review the concepts of Linked Data, Knowledge Graphs, and Wikidata

applicable to this thesis. In Chapter 3, we review the quality of Linked Data and

quality in the context of referencing, and the concept of Fact Checking in increasing

data quality.

Part II is dedicated to our achievements in Wikidata Subsetting. Chapter 4

reviews recent approaches and tools for subsetting Wikidata. The contents of this

chapter are being prepared to be submitted to the Semantic Web Journal Special

Issue on Wikidata: Construction, Evaluation and Applications in a joint project with

the BioHackathon Subsetting project. Chapter 5 delves into WDumper evaluation

experiments, consistent with our KGCW paper [BGM21b].

Part III explains our contribution to referencing quality. In Chapter 7, we review

the referencing quality assessment framework and provide the definitions of the met-

rics. Chapter 8presents RQSS, discusses the results of evaluating RQSS on Wikidata

subsets, and lists the insights RQSS give us on Wikidata referencing quality.

In Part IV, we conclude the dissertation, review the lessons learned through

the research tasks, and discuss the future direction regarding both subsetting and

referencing quality assessment.

7https://2020.biohackathon-europe.org/ - accessed 4 December 2022
8https://github.com/elixir-europe/BioHackathon-projects-2020/tree/

bdc43f1e492aaa61fda16aca931e958fb2583674/projects/35 - accessed 18 February 2023
9https://github.com/elixir-europe/BioHackathon-projects-2021/tree/

462c0053483ea57a6fe8b518e70f3fa98500c537/projects/21 - accessed 18 February 2023
10https://github.com/elixir-europe/biohackathon-projects-2022/tree/

8c7e94fb5f1ffaac0daad3b3565834f5695eb7de/11 - accessed 18 February 2023
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Chapter 2

Graph-Based Knowledge

Representation

In this chapter, we review data graph models and their standards. We first briefly

review different graph-based data storage structures and query languages. Then,

we move to Link Data principles and the web of data. Knowledge Graphs and their

applications will be discussed. Finally, we introduce Wikidata and its data model

as one of the leading open general-purpose knowledge graphs.

2.1 Data Graph Models

A data graph is a data structure consisting of a set of nodes representing entities

and edges representing relationships between entities [Hog+21]. While data graphs

have different implementations, there are two models of data graphs: directed edge-

labeled graphs [Ang+17] and property graphs [Ang+21].

2.1.1 Directed Edge-labelled Graphs

A directed edge-labelled graph consists of several nodes representing real-world en-

tities and several one-directional labelled edges between the nodes showing the rela-

tionship between entities. Figure 2.1 shows a simple example of a part of a Science

History data graph represented as a directed edge-labelled graph. In this figure,

each node and edge has a label showing its corresponding entity in the real world.

For example, the Q937 and Q9036 nodes represent two physicists, Albert Einstein

and Nikola Tesla. Each node has several relations to other nodes. For example,

both scientists are citizens of the United States of America. Therefore, there is

10
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Figure 2.1: A part of a Science History dataset represented as a directed edge-
labelled graph.

a one-directional edge from each scientist to the Q30 node (which represents the

United States of America) labelled ‘citizen’. The relationship between two nodes is

sometimes called a fact.

Figure 2.1 also highlights two types of nodes. The oval nodes have both incoming

and outgoing edges, while the quadrilateral nodes have only incoming. The oval

nodes represent real-world entities and are labelled by an arbitrary uniform ID,

starting with the letter ‘Q’ followed by a number. Another approach is to label oval

nodes by their name; however, using IDs helps distinguish entities with the same

given name. The quadrilateral nodes represent literal data values for a real-world

entity.

2.1.1.1 RDF

The standard for this data graph is RDF which is recommended by W3C [CWL14].

RDF is a framework for representing information on the Web. An RDF graph is

a set of triples ; a ⟨subject, predicate, object⟩ tuple where the subject is an entity

having a relationship described by the predicate to the object. The object can be

either another entity node or a data literal. Such a triple can be visualized as a

directed edge-labelled graph like Figure 2.2. RDF supports three types of nodes:

Internationalized Resource Identifiers (IRI), literals, and blank nodes.

IRI Nodes IRIs [DS05] are extensions of Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI) pro-

viding a syntax to describe a real-world entity on the web similarly to URLs. IRIs

consists of a domain and a path similar to web links, but they can include any

11
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Figure 2.2: Demonstration of an RDF triple as a directed edge-labelled graph.

Figure 2.3: An IRI corresponding to Albert Einstein in Wikidata and its parts.

Unicode character without encoding. Figure 2.3 shows an example of a particular

IRI and its parts, representing an entity corresponding to Albert Einstein on the

‘Wikidata.org’ domain. IRI nodes can be both the subject and the object of a triple.

Each real-world entity must have a unique identity in the data graph to prevent

ambiguity in nodes with identical information. The name of entities can be used as

identity in small data graphs. However, when the data graph expands, names can

lose their uniqueness. For example, in our Science History dataset, if we aim to add

the name of students of scientists, we can face two students with the same names.

In such cases, data graphs use internal IDs. In Figure 2.1, Albert Einstein’s internal

ID is ‘Q937’. Combining with the domain, internal IDs create a unique identity on

the World Wide Web.

As many data graphs are available on the web, it is possible (and acceptable) to

have different unique IRIs for a specific entity. For example, the IRI on the DBpedia

data graph for Albert Einstein is ‘http://dbpedia.org/resource/Albert Einstein’.

In RDF, these two representations can be interlinked using specific predicates that

show the equivalence of two entities. One of the most used predicates in the is sameAs

from the OWL language vocabulary. Figure 2.4 shows how to use this owl:sameAs

predicate between the two IRIs that represent Albert Einstein in Wikidata and DB-

Pedia domains. In such a case, the DBpedia identifier is an external identifier for

the Wikidata data graph. Linking external identifiers in different data graphs is a

basic principle of interlinking in the web of data [Din+10]
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Figure 2.4: Interlinking two entities from Wikidata and DBPedia domains, both
representing Albert Einstein, using owl:sameAs predicate.

Literal Nodes and Data Types In RDF, literal nodes convey a literal object

value for an IRI node. Literal nodes do not represent a real-world entity, but intu-

itively they are descriptors of other entities. In Figure 2.1, all of the quadrilateral

nodes are literals. Each literal value has a data type. For example, the ‘DoB’ pred-

icate’s literal value data type in Figure 2.1 is a date. Other data types include

decimal numbers, languages, raw texts, etc. RDF, uses XML Schema Datatypes

(XSD) [Her+16] for defining data type nodes as a pair (l, d) where l is a lexical

string and d is an IRI denoting the datatype. In this manner, Albert Einstein’s date

of a birth literal value is "1879-03-14"^^xsd:date.

Blank Nodes Data graphs are often incomplete, i.e., they have missing entities,

predicates, facts, and metadata. In some cases, data curators may have no infor-

mation about an entity at the creation time, but they assume there should be an

entity as an object value or a subject value to another entity. For example, in Fig-

ure 2.1, the data graph populator assumes that there should be an entity for Nikola

Tesla’s spouse; however, they cannot find any information about the spouse1. They

decide to reserve an entity for that person to keep the structure of the data graph

symmetric. RDF uses blank nodes for these types of entities. A blank node in RDF

starts with the underline character. The role of blank nodes in a data graph is

to keep the semantic connectivity of other nodes, which is necessary for answering

complex query patterns. However, blank nodes often cause problems in machine

readability. Some methods have been suggested to convert blank nodes to proper

identifiers based on the information inside the data graph, e.g., [Hog17].

1Probably because Nikola Tesla has never been in a relationship!
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Serialization Different serializations are available for describing RDF graphs in

text. Serialization helps to create dumps to make graphs portable. For example,

Listing 1 shows the RDF serialization of the Figure 2.1 graph in Turtle format

[Bec+14]. In this example, IRIs are considered on the ‘example.org’ domain. Some

serializations, such as Turtle, are efficient in size and memory usage, while others

provide faster parsing.

@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> .

@prefix : <http://example.org/> .

:Q937 :name "Albert Einstein";

:DoB "1879-03-14"^^xsd:date;

:gender "male";

:spouse :Q68761;

:employer :Q168756;

:citizen :Q30.

:Q9036 :name "Nikola Tesla";

:DoB "1856-07-10"^^xsd:date;

:gender "male";

:spouse :_bn1;

:employer :Q632404;

:citizen :Q30.

:Q68761 :name "Elsa Einstein";

:DoB "1876-01-18"^^xsd:date;

:gender "female".

:Q168756 :name "UC Berkeley";

:location :Q30.

:Q632404 :name "Westinghouse Electric Corporation";

:location :Q30.

:Q30 :name "USA".

Listing 1: The RDF serialization of the Figure 2.1 graph in Turtle.

2.1.1.2 Context

Context is a given assumption and conditions in which or during which the facts and

information inside a data graph are correct, and in a valid state [Hog+21]. In our

Science History graph shown in Figure 2.1, all represented facts can be correct in a

specific context and incorrect in a different one. For example, Elsa Einstein can be

Albert Einstein’s spouse during a certain period, or Nikola Tesla’s birth date can be

correct based on a specific authority file. In general, the context can be Temporal

(based on time), Geographic (based on location), or Provenance (based on reference).

Contextual metadata is used to enrich data graphs and can be represented directly

or via reification.

14
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Figure 2.5: Various models of reification present the period Albert Einstein had
citizenship of the United States of America.

Direct Representation In the direct representation approach, contextual meta-

data and data are treated the same, i.e., the data and its context is represented

together. In that case, the context will be placed as other value nodes with ap-

propriate predicates. There are standard methods for direct context representation,

such as Time ontology [HP04], which provide a consistent vocabulary for repre-

senting temporal entities and their overlap in RDF graphs, or PROV-O ontology

[LSM21], which provides a way to express provenance entities and create provenance

context.

Reification Reification refers to using intermediate and/or representative nodes to

include context information about a relationship in the data graph. Figure 2.5 shows

different reification models. The first model (Figure 2.5(a)) is to consider an empty

node with an arbitrary ID (e.g., r) for any relation that includes contextual data,

adding the subject, predicate, object and all other contextual information as new

relations to this empty node. In the second model (Figure 2.5(b)), an intermediate

node is considered for referring to the additional context data of the relation. In

this method, the object value is also available only from the intermediate node. In

the third method (Figure 2.5(c)), the entire fact is considered as a hypernode. In

graph theory, hypernode refers to defining and considering a set of nodes and/or

their relationships as an independent node [LL95]. Such a node can be the subject

of extra triples at higher levels, and the values referees to the relationship as a whole.

This method is what an RDF extension, RDF* [Har17] does.
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Figure 2.6: A science graph dataset with two named graphs on history and industry,
and a default graph holding the source and freshness of the named graphs. The idea
of the image comes from [Hog+21]

2.1.1.3 Graph Dataset

One idea is to keep all data and information in a single enormous graph. Instead

of that idea, some designers prefer having multiple data graphs [Hog+21], each

containing the facts about a specific topic, context, or category. For example, the

graph designer can have multiple graphs with contradictory facts from different

sources, which can be updated separately. These graphs can be compared and

ranked based on the trustworthiness [Hog+21].

A graph dataset includes a set of named graphs. Each named graph can be

treated as an independent data graph with an ID. There is also a default graph

with no ID that holds metadata about the named graphs. Figure 2.6 shows two

named graphs, one of which is our Science History graph, and the other is a new

graph representing Scientific Industries, as well as the default graph showing the
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provenance and freshness of each graph.

The largest and most known graph dataset on the web is the Linked Open Data

(LOD) cloud [BVSM18]. LOD cloud is a set of open, publicly available data graphs,

including a wide range of cross-domain datasets such as DBPedia, Wikidata, and

Yago and domain-specific datasets such as UniProt and DBLP. Most of these data

graphs are organized upon the Semantic Web standards, such as RDF and OWL, and

have publich SPARQL endpoint. LOD cloud acts like a catalogue, storing metadata

about each data graph.

2.1.2 Property Graphs

Property graphs are the other data graph model, supporting adding context to

the nodes and edges using key-value pairs. Similar to the directed edge-labelled

graphs, property graphs consist of nodes and relationship edges. Nodes represent

real-world entities and can store any number of properties. Nodes can be tagged

with labels, representing their different roles in the domain. Node labels may also be

used to explain metadata (such as index or constraint information) about the node

[Neo22]. Edges are directed and labelled, explaining semantic relationships between

two nodes. As an extension of the directed edge-labelled graphs, edges and nodes

in property graphs can store key-value pairs, called properties. In addition to the

labels, nodes and edges can have a type. In principle, any type of can be stored

in a property graph, but relationships can be given context by assigning properties,

commonly for quantitative metadata, such as weights, costs, distances, ratings, time

intervals, or strengths.

Consider we want to add the different academic degrees of Nikola Tesla and

his transcript scores to the graph. As we mentioned in Section 2.1.1.2, there is no

straightforward way to add contextual data in directed edge-labelled graphs. Al-

ternative approaches, such as reification, require adding several intermediate nodes

and predicates to the graph, which forces an overhead. An example of a prop-

erty graph is shown in Figure 2.7, which demonstrates how we can add key-value

pairs corresponding to the final scores of our scientists’ courses when we add degree

qualifications to the Figure 2.1 graph. Due to this efficient way relationships are

stored, two nodes can share any number or type of relationships without sacrificing

performance.

Property graphs are widely used in popular graph databases like Neo4j [WR18],

Amazon Neptune [Beb+18], and OrientDB [Rit+21]. These systems are native

graph databases, i.e. they host data in graph form down to the storage level. In
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Figure 2.7: Example of property graphs from a small part of Figure 2.1.

such an implementation, the databases management system uses pointers, link lists

and other data structures to perform traversal over the graph.

2.1.2.1 Property Graphs v.s. Directed Edge-labelled Graphs

Property graphs can be converted to and from directed edge-labelled graphs (and

graph datasets consequently) without losing information [ATT19; HHK15]. While

directed edge-labelled graphs are the more minimal model, property graphs are

more flexible [Mil13]. In property graphs, nodes and edges can have any number of

properties and labels, storing a diverse range of contextual metadata. Additionally,

querying a property graph is simpler, as all labels, IDs, and properties of nodes

and edges can be traversed. This feature facilitates writing and performing complex

queries to answer questions, such as: ‘What are the strongest relationships between

persons educated at a certain university?’, helping with better data analysis.

Choosing between these models will be secondary to other factors, such as the

data holders’ requirements, the size of the dataset, and available implementations.

Open datasets are required to use W3C standards such as RDF, while in commer-

cial use cases, property graphs and the Neo4j platform might be preferred because

of their flexibility and performance. Another point is that many property graph

features, like their dump formats and query language, are not standardized yet.

2.1.3 Querying Data Graphs

Due to their structural differences, directed edge-labelled and property graphs need

different query languages. While there are multiple languages for querying over prop-

erty graphs, such as Cypher [Fra+18], Gremlin [Rod15], and G-CORE [Ang+18],

the standard query language for RDF graphs is SPARQL [HS13] recommended by

W3C. However, the basis of all graph query language is a few simple definitions. In

this section, we briefly review these structures by running examples over RDF and
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Figure 2.8: Two graph patterns for querying universities located in the United
States of America, in Figure 2.1 graph. The right-hand side graph returns the same
results with fewer variables and more clear evaluation.

Table 2.1: The variable binding of Figure 2.8(a) pattern over the Figure 2.1.

?pl1 ?pl2 ?nm1 ?nm2

Q168756 Q168756 UC Berkeley UC Berkeley
Q632404 Q168756 Westinghouse Electric

Corporation
UC Berkeley

Q168756 Q632404 UC Berkeley Westinghouse Electric
Corporation

Q632404 Q632404 Westinghouse Electric
Corporation

Westinghouse Electric
Corporation

SPARQL, as the content of this thesis is based on RDF.

2.1.3.1 Graph Patterns

The core of every graph query language is the basic graph patterns. A graph pattern

is a way to define the required parts of the data graph. A graph pattern can

be considered as a subgraph of the data graph, following the same graph model,

including nodes, relations, plus the variables. A variable is distinguished by the

‘?’ symbol at the beginning of the name and specifies the nodes or edges of the

graph pattern enquiries. Figure 2.8(a) shows a graph pattern as a sub-graph of the

Figure 2.1 graph in which variables are highlighted in green. This particular graph

pattern aims to query the two universities located in the United States of America

and their names.

To get the query result, the graph pattern is then matched to the original data

graph and variables are filled by nodes and edges of the original data graph that

satisfy the constant part of the pattern. The matching result is a table that lists

all values (nodes and edges) matched in each variable, called variable binding or

variable mapping. Table 2.1 shows the variable binding of the Figure 2.8(a) pattern

over the Figure 2.1.

As we see in the variable binding table (Table 2.1), both nodes from the original
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Table 2.2: The variable binding of Figure 2.8(a) pattern over the Figure 2.1.

?pl ?nm

Q168756 UC Berkeley
Q632404 Westinghouse Electric

Corporation

graph are matched to both variables. This binding type is called ‘homeomorphism-

based’ semantics, in which the query language allows multiple constants and terms

of the original graph to be mapped to each variable of the query graph pattern.

SPARQL is an example of a homeomorphism-based language. Other graph query

languages, e.g., Cypher, are adapted to ‘isomorphism-based’ semantics, in which

nodes, edges, and all constants in the data graph will be assigned to a unique

variable.

Figure 2.8(a) pattern was designed by knowing that there are two universities

located in the United States of America in the original graph and aims to report

each university in a separate variable. Figure 2.8(b) shows another pattern which

returns the same data, but with fewer variables, and the separated results can be

seen in Table 2.2. Note that these two patterns are not equivalent even though

they apparently return similar results evaluating over Figure 2.1. For example, if in

Figure 2.1 only node Q168756 is connected to Q30, no value will be bound to the

Figure 2.8(a) pattern variables as there is no second branch to match the pattern in

the graph.

2.1.3.2 Practical SPARQL Examples

This dissertation uses SPARQL queries for statistical extraction and data analysis.

In this section, we review practical examples of how SPARQL implements basic

graph patterns. In its simple form, a SPARQL query consists of several triples

corresponding to the query graph pattern, enclosed by a SELECT clause which

aims to choose the desired variables and show them in the binding results. Listing 2

shows the SPARQL query equivalent to the Figure 2.8(a) graph pattern.

In the above query, the first line creates a macro to use the main data graph

domain with the PREFIX statement. A graph query may have multiple different

prefixes regarding the IRI of nodes and edges used inside the triples of the pattern.

PREFIXes make the query more readable and smaller. The SELECT clause (line 2)

defines the return type of the query. At the beginning of this command, the pattern

variables we want to have in the results are specified. In the WHERE block, the

pattern shape is implemented by writing the pattern graph triples. Since SPARQL
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1 PREFIX : <http://example.org/>

2 SELECT ?pl1 ?pl2 ?nm1 ?nm2

3 WHERE{

4 ?pl1 :location :Q30.

5 ?pl2 :location :Q30.

6 ?pl1 :name ?nm1.

7 ?pl2 :name ?nm2.

8 }

Listing 2: A SPARQL query that implements the Figure 2.8(a) basic graph pattern.

is a homomorphic language, the output binding of this query is similar to Table 2.2.

To prevent the same values from being bound to different variables, one can add

explicit filter statements. In such case, the Listing 2 query will be transformed to

Listing 3. The output of the query is identical to Table 2.2. Another way would

1 PREFIX : <http://example.org/>

2 SELECT ?pl1 ?pl2 ?nm1 ?nm2

3 WHERE{

4 ?pl1 :location :Q30.

5 ?pl2 :location :Q30.

6 ?pl1 :name ?nm1.

7 ?pl2 :name ?nm2.

8 FILTER (?pl1 != ?pl2)

9 }

Listing 3: A SPARQL query that implements the Figure 2.8(a) basic graph pattern
and avoids assigning the same terms to the place variables.

be to implement the Figure 2.8(b) pattern. In that case, we will have the Listing 4

query.

1 PREFIX : <http://example.org/>

2 SELECT ?pl ?nm

3 WHERE{

4 ?pl :location :Q30.

5 ?pl :name ?nm.

6 }

Listing 4: A SPARQL query that implements the Figure 2.8(b) basic graph pattern
and avoids assigning the same terms to the place variables.

In SPARQL, there are different return types for the output of the basic graph

patterns. While the SPARQL SELECT clause generates a variable binding, the results

can also be obtained in the form of an RDF graph using the CONSTRUCT clauses

[HS13].
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Figure 2.9: An example of a navigational graph pattern.

2.1.3.3 Complex Graph Patterns

The evaluation of every basic graph pattern is a variable binding table. Therefore, we

can create more complex queries by combining tables from one or more basic graph

patterns using relational algebra, such as projection (π, return a subset of columns),

selection (σ, return a subset of rows with specific conditions), and renaming a column

(ρ). In SPARQL, if we consider the triples as the implementation of the query graph

pattern, the SELECT clauses play the role of projection, and the FILTER statements

play the role of selection.

There are also binary operators that operate on two tables. Union (∪, merge

the rows of two tables into one table), Difference (−, exclude rows of a table from

another), and join (⋊⋉, to combine rows from the first table into the second table

concerning join conditions), are the most popular binary operations applicable on

two or more basic graph patterns. Graph query languages such as SPARQL allow

a wide range of relational operators over the results of graph patterns [AGP10].

In SPARQL, different statements or clauses can be used for these operations. For

example, a UNION clause nested in a SELECT is used to include two graph patterns

in one query together.

2.1.3.4 Navigational Graph Patterns

Navigational query patterns refer to using graph paths or graph cycles in a query.

Sometimes, the query may be required to traverse a path rather than one edge on

the data graph to evaluate the desired nodes. For example, consider in Figure 2.6

Industry graph we want to fetch all companies that Westinghouse Electric Corpora-

tion owns. We know that a parent company may have several subsidiary companies,

each of which owns lower-level companies, and this hierarchy can continue up to

several levels. In such cases, a simple graph pattern with using only one ‘owns’ edge

will not fetch second-level subsidiary companies. As we don’t know how many levels

of subsidiarity exist in the graph, we cannot any combination of fixed ‘owns’ levels

in the pattern. To create such recursive queries, we need the definition of regular

path query that is a triple ⟨x, r, y⟩ where x and y are both terms and r is a regu-

lar path expression. In our Industry query example, the regular path triple would

be ⟨WestinghouseElectricCorporation, ?company, (owns)+⟩ in which the (owns)+
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part ensures that the ?company could be owned by the Westinghouse Electric Corpo-

ration directly, or by any number of intermediate companies, as shown in Figure 2.9

and the equivalent SPARQL query is as Listing 5.

1 PREFIX : <http://example.org/>

2 SELECT ?company

3 WHERE{

4 :Westinghouse_Electric_Corporation :owns+ ?company.

5 }

Listing 5: A SPARQL query that implements the navigational pattern of Figure 2.9.

2.1.4 Limitations

Graph query languages such as SPARQL have several scalability and algorithmic

limitations. As SPARQL relies on in-memory data structures, when the dataset

size grows, SPARQL queries get slower and consume more resources. That is why

massive graph datasets such as Wikidata enforce limits to the public endpoints on

queries’ running time and resources used. Additionally, SPARQL does not support

native data-cleaning tasks, such as data deduplication and enrichment.

SPARQL also suffers from a lack of built-in graph algorithms. While it does offer

some basic graph traversal capabilities, it does not support advanced graph algo-

rithms, such as centrality measures, shortest paths, and community detection. The

syntax of SPARQL is also hard to understand, especially for users unfamiliar with

RDF, such that dataset owners usually have to provide several SPARQL examples

and wiki help pages. While updating data is available using SPARQL queries, this

feature is limited. SPARQL is also not optimized for real-time querying, which is

often required in use cases such as recommender systems (See Section 2.3.2).

2.2 Linked Data

In the Semantic Web, the term Linked Data refers to a set of interconnected entities

on the web that follows the Linked Data principles [BL06] formulated by the inventor

of the World Wide Web, Sir Tim Berners-Lee. Linked Data is a semi-structured

database upon RDF, in which all node and edge IRIs are valid HTTP IRIs. Using

valid HTTP IRIs makes the entities and relationships accessible over HTTP requests.

The Linked Data principles also suggest that Linked Data provide metadata for

entities, e.g., names and descriptions and make entities and the metadata available,
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Figure 2.10: LOD datasets available on Linked Open Data cloud (https://lod-
cloud.net/) on 11 December 2022.

using Semantic Web standards such as SPARQL and RDF. The principles also

recommend that entities be linked to other relevant IRIs to make the relevant data

accessible for machines.

Linked Open Data (LOD) is a subset of Linked Data that is freely available

to explore, reuse, and populate [BK11]. Figure 2.10 shows available LOD datasets

and their interrelations. LOD datasets can collect information about entities in

a specific domain, e.g., life science, or can act cross-domain. Cross-domain LOD

datasets, such as DBPedia and Wikidata provide semantic representations and facts

about any type of real-world entities and establish a bank of knowledge, facilitating

access to information for human researchers and machine tools.
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Linked Data faces limitations in quantity and quality. A massive amount of data

on the Web is publicly unavailable or has not been structured. Available sources may

be incomplete or out of date. There can be challenges in integrating Linked Data

from different sources due to data format, structure, and terminology differences.

The quality of Linked Data varies amongst datasets. One of the essential aspects of

Linked Data quality is data provenance, i.e., providing information about the origin

and evolution of the data. Provenance includes information about who created

the data and when and how it was created and registered. Provenance metadata

is a crucial factor for the accuracy, verifiability, and trustworthiness of data and

supports better decision-making and data integration [Zav+16]. There have been

several studies on the amount and the quality of Linked Data, including provenance

metadata, which we will review in Chapter 3.

2.3 Knowledge Graphs

In the previous sections, we briefly reviewed basic principles and the terminology

of data graphs and Semantic Web standards. In this section, we review Knowledge

Graphs (KGs), the enormous knowledge datasets build upon the Semantic Web

standards.

2.3.1 Introduction

In different sources, different definitions are provided for the term knowledge graphs.

Ehrlinger and Wöß [EW16] collected five definitions, one of which defines knowledge

graphs as “large networks of entities, their semantic types, properties, and relation-

ships between entities” [KW14]. In some contexts, the term knowledge graph is

used to refer to any knowledge base that is represented as a graph. For example,

Hogan et al. [Hog+21] defined a knowledge graph as a graph of data that repre-

sents real-world knowledge, in which nodes are real-world entities and edges are the

relationships between them.

As a graph data structure representing knowledge, the first essential side of a

knowledge graph is its data graph and the storage structure. Any knowledge graph

represents its facts with the graph(s); a set of nodes and relationships between them

[McC+18]. Both directed edge-labelled and property graph models can be used to

represent the knowledge graph data.

The term knowledge in this regard includes everything we know from the real

world. This knowledge can be stored or queried from the data inside the graph in
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different ways [Hog+21]. Real-world knowledge can range from simple sentences to

general and descriptive expressions. Simple expressions, such as ‘Tehran is a city’

can be shown by the nodes and edges of the data graphs. Relationships between

nodes can also have some properties explaining the context of the relationship. For

example, ‘Tehran has been the capital of Iran since 1786’, in which the ‘since 1786’

is the property of the ‘is capital’ relationship between ‘Tehran’ and ‘Iran’. However,

there are more general expressions such as ‘All capital cities are cities’ which data

graphs can represent if they get enhanced by the definition of ontologies and rules

[SS10].

The intrinsic structure of the graphs and considering the edges as a relationship

between two entities makes it possible to easily display different types of relation-

ships such as social relationships [Noy+19], biological relationships [Con15], citation

relationships between articles [PSV17], etc. using graphs [AG08]. Adding a new re-

lation to a graph only requires adding an edge to a node, which is much less expensive

than adding a column to a table in traditional relational databases. Graphs are also

not schema-bound, although they can have schemas. Therefore, graph structure

provides higher flexibility in defining the schema and the scopes of the database

[Abi97]; however, they can end up with a highly incomplete knowledge base, i.e.,

some entities have some facts but many other entities with similar types do not have

the same fact.

2.3.2 Applications

The concept of knowledge graph has been in the literature from at least 1972 [Sch73]

to help computers in data analysis and computer-assisted instruction. Semantic

Web KGs have been pursued more seriously since the announcement of Google’s

Knowledge Graph in 2012 [Sin12], which was then followed by Airbnb [Cha18], and

Amazon [Kri18]. In addition to commercial KGs, many advances have been made

in open KGs. It has been proved over the years that there are many benefits in

representing knowledge in the form of well-structured graphs [BHBL11]. However,

extracting data from the real world and using knowledge in computing platforms is

still challenging. This section reviews the main applications of KGs in web search

and AI [Ji+20].

Web Search Engines With nearly a decade of evolution and development, the

Google Knowledge Graph [Sin12] is one of the biggest graph-based datasets. Al-

though it is not publicly available, one of the essential uses of Google Knowledge

Graph is to understand the user’s searches and provide more readable fruitful an-
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Figure 2.11: The KG-based information that the Google search engine suggests to
the user (the right sidebar) and traditional relevant web links (the left sidebar) -
accessed 12 December 2022.

swers. Before using KGs, search engines only return a list of web links to answer

queries, but after deploying KGs in web search, the search results contain various

types of information in addition to web links. Figure 2.11 shows the Google search

results for ‘Bryan Cranston’. In addition to URLs and relevant web links, the Google

search engine provides multiple images, personal information, participated films, the

most known co-actors and social media profiles, which are generally based on the

facts of this actor on the Google KG. The Google KG pulls data in from multiple

other LOD graphs, such as Wikdiata and DBPedia, in combination with traditional

sources, e.g., Wikipedia and CIA World Factbook [Sin12].

On the other hand, using a graph knowledge base has made it possible for various

Google applications to interact with real-world facts based on entities and objects

instead of text-only data. For example, the Google search engine can provide a

reservation button by searching for the phrase ‘Edinburgh Festival’, offering the

first event in the nearest area to the user.

The internal structure of Google KG, i.e., its vocabulary, ontology and reasoning

rules is almost closed. To keep the knowledge graph stable over time, Google has

based its knowledge graph on a set of low-level basic structures, which makes it
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possible to create different levels of types and hierarchy [Noy+19].

Natural Language Processing (NLP) It is possible to get a better expression

of human language by adding the language structures to a semantic environment

using KGs. Chen et al. [CWR15] proposed a random walk approach amongst knowl-

edge graphs, a semantic slot-based and a lexical word-based, to achieve an inter-slot

relation in human language. They evaluated the approach for Slot Induction (us-

ing standard average precision and area under the precision-recall curve metrics)

and SLU (Spoken Language Understanding) performance (using weighted average

precision and average F-measure metrics). Their evaluation shows the approach

outperforms the baseline in both experiments. In addition, random walk on two

KGs generates better scores in Slot Induction, while ransom walk on a single KG

shows better scores in SLU performance.

Knowledge Graphs also produce positive signs in text mining when there are

limitations in the text samples, e.g., text samples are short in length. For example,

Wang et al. [Wan+17] worked on a weighted word-concept embedding to process

short text representations. They used Probase knowledge graph taxonomy for an

initial short-text classification phase and evaluated the approach on five datasets:

TREC, Twitter, AG news, Bing, and Movie Review. Comparing the results to two

feature-based and two deep learning-based state-of-the-art baseline methods shows

the KG classification achieved 2% to 5% higher prediction accuracy. Another exam-

ple is Peng et al. [Pen+19], which used external social media short texts to construct

a heterogeneous graph, which increases the performance of event categorization by

overcoming the large category size and sparsing the small number of samples per

class. The comparison between the approach and baseline algorithms over two social

media datasets (Tencent and Sina Weibo) shows a range of 10%-56% improvement

in accuracy and F1.

Language Modeling, which refers to predicting the next best suitable word after

receiving a sequence of words, is one of the essential fields of NLP influenced by

KGs. Traditional language modelling cannot make the best use of all the hidden

knowledge in the repetitive words in a text. Therefore, combining knowledge extrac-

tion with language expression will be a challenge. In NLP, perplexity is measuring

how well a probability distribution or probability model predicts a sample. A low

perplexity indicates the probability distribution is good at predicting the sample.

Knowledge graph language model (KGLM) [Log+19] is one of the proposed ways to

extract knowledge and render it by selecting and copying entities. KGLM achieves

lower perplexity than the other entity-based language models like ENTITYNLM

and EntityCopyNet (44.1 vs. 85.4 and 76.1 respectively), providing strong evidence
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that leveraging knowledge graphs can significantly improve the accuracy of language

modelling. Furthermore, KGLM has been evaluated for fact completion compared

to GPT-2. The comparison showed that while GPT-2, which is trained on a much

larger corpus, performs better in completing common and general tokens (for ex-

ample, completing birthplaces in New York), KGLM can predict specific facts and

suggest rare tokens.

Question Answering Knowledge graphs have been widely used in answering

questions in human language. Knowledge-graph-based question answering (KG-

QA) aims to find the proper answers for natural language questions by extracting

information from knowledge graphs [Zhe+17]. In Single-fact Question Answering,

there would be a knowledge graph containing factual information about entities in

a specific domain or general, and the goal is to find answers to simple questions

using a single fact from the KG, in a way that no more than one relation of one

entity is required to be returned. An example of a simple question is ‘What is the

capital of Iran?’. Answering such a question only needs looking up the ‘capital’

relation of the entity ‘Iran’. Recent efforts focus on using Convolutional Neural

Networks (CNN) [Fis98] to answer single-fact questions; however, those techniques

can increase complexity. Mohammed et al. [MSL17] showed that although advanced

deep learning models (such as LSTM) or gated recurrent unit (GRU) combined with

heuristics methods achieve the best results in KG-QA, in some cases, simple non-

neural models can result in accurate results as well. A more recent example is

Huang et al. study [Hua+19] that uses a bi-directional LSTM model for learning

head entities in the questions and narrowing down the number of detected entities

by deploying a head entity detection method to reduce complexity and noise. They

increased the accuracy of Mohammed et al. from 16.7% to 20.3%.

To deal with more complicated questions, which require multi-hop reasoning,

there would need to be a well-structured knowledge base to help neural networks

biasing to induce based on relations [Ji+20]. For common sense question answer-

ing, the KagNet [Lin+19] uses concept recognition to create a schema graph from

ConceptNet and learn path-based relational representation via GCN, LSTM, and

hierarchical path-based attention, which increases the accuracy of the state-of-the-

art from 58.2% to 58.9%. Multi-hop reasoning is the core of the Question Answering

problem and is a challenging task on massive KGs. SMORE [Ren+22] provides a

general framework for both single-hop and multi-hop reasoning over Freebase, which

is a significantly large KG containing 86 million entities and 338 million statements.

SMORE increases the training speed by 2.2 times and reduces the GPU mem-

ory usage by 30.6% by deploying a bi-directional sample rejection and improving
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CPU/GPU level computations.

In addition to neural learning methods, heuristic methods are also used for ques-

tion answering over knowledge graphs. Heuristic methods are based on the Personal

Page Rank (PPR) algorithm [Hav02], in which an in-situ subgraph of nodes and

relationships related to the question keywords are built to help find the answer.

In these methods, the resulting subgraph includes neighbouring nodes up to the

required distances: for simple questions which need single-hop reasoning, the first-

level adjacent nodes are selected and included in the subgraph, and for more difficult

questions requiring multi-hop reasoning, the inclusion of neighbouring nodes can be

increased to three levels. In one of the latest studies, Aghaei et al [AAF22] devel-

oped an extension of the PPR method called BiDPPR (Bi-directed PPR). In the

BiDPPR method, the inclusion of neighbouring nodes covers both the nodes that

are the object of the source nodes (question’s keyword entities) and the nodes that

are the subject of the source node. In other words, both outgoing and incoming

edges and nodes from source nodes are included. The evaluation of BiDPPR on

three DBPedia, Freebase, and WikiMovie uses increases recall by up to 5 per cent

(88% to 95%) compared to PPR.

Despite the importance of trust in question answering [OYK13] and the role of

data provenance in the trustworthiness of KG’s facts, to the best of our knowledge,

no studies consider using trustworthy facts or the impact of using untrusted facts of

the KG in question answering.

Question Generation Similar to answering natural language questions, generat-

ing natural language questions (for training purposes or evaluating AI interfaces) is

also a field of study in which KGs play a role. Seyler et al. [SYB17] suggested quiz-

style knowledge questions by generating a structured triple-pattern query over the

knowledge graph, followed by a difficulty estimation phase using a difficulty classifier

which is obtained from learning Jeopardy! quiz show collections. The structured

generated questions then are given to a template-based verbalize system to create

natural language questions. More recently, Han et al. [HFG22] created an approach

to generate questions from Wikidata triples. Their innovation is using a pre-trained

dataset of human language questions to convert structured extracted facts of the

KG to natural language questions instead of using ad-hoc verbalizing methods.

Recommender Systems Those systems predict the ‘rating’ or ‘preference’ a user

would give to an item or product. Traditional recommender systems use collabo-

rative filtering, which refers to leveraging previous user choices and historical data
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for predicting new favourites. The weakness of collaborative filtering is sparsity,

where limited choice records are available for each user, and the cold start prob-

lem, where proper suggestions for the new users cannot be inferred (e.g., for newly

registered users). Knowledge Graphs can address such challenges, in which a combi-

nation of the user-item historical graph is combined with a knowledge graph about

items, establishing a Collaborative Knowledge Graph (CKG) [Wan+19]. For exam-

ple, KGAT [Wan+19] starts an Embedding Propagation phase on a CKG to encode

high-order connectivities of the graph nodes based on their neighbours. The results

are then given to a neural network to update the weight of vectors. KGAT imple-

mentation in Tensorflow2 was evaluated over Amazon-book, Last-FM, and Yelp2018

datasets and it yields the best performance compared to regularization-based meth-

ods (CFKG and CKE), path-based methods(MCRec and RippleNet), and graph

neural network-based methods (GC-MC). In particular, KGAT improved over the

strongest baselines w.r.t. recall@20 by 8.95%, 4.93%, and 7.18% in Amazon-book,

LastFM, and Yelp2018, respectively.

Academic Search Engines As a branch of search engines, academic search en-

gines such as Google Scholar are used to find relevant papers, citations, and authors

to a given topic. Knowledge Graphs such as Wikidata contain massive amounts

of scholarly data. In July 2022, 38% of Wikidata items are instances of scholarly

article (Q13442814) [Fah+22], including millions of statements regarding authors,

topics, conferences, etc. Scholia tool [NMW17] uses SPARQL queries to create a

visual user interface over these scholarly data, providing a search environment over

articles, conferences and journals, authors and topics, besides statistical information.

Because of the errors and misunderstanding of user queries to suggest the best

research over SemanticScholar.org website, in [XPC17] the authors introduce a new

technique named Explicit Semantic Ranking (ESR) which represents queries and

documents in the entity space and ranks them based on their semantic connections

from their knowledge graph embedding. Experiments on a Semantic Scholar testbed

demonstrate that ESR improves the production system by 6% to 14%. Additional

analysis revealed the effectiveness of the explicit semantics of knowledge graphs.

The entities and their surface forms help recognize the concepts in a query, and

polish the exact match signal; the knowledge graph structure helps build additional

connections between query and documents and provides effective and novel soft

match evidence.

2TensorFlow is an end-to-end open-source platform for machine learning.
https://www.tensorflow.org/ - accessed 28 July 2020
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Medical Applications Medical science uses knowledge graphs in order to create

comprehensive reports taken from medical images and other kinds of data [Ji+20].

In [Li+19] the authors introduce a knowledge-driven encode, retrieve, paraphrase

(KERP) approach which reconciles traditional knowledge- and retrieval-based meth-

ods with learning-based methods. Experiments show that KERP generates struc-

tured and robust reports supported with accurate abnormality descriptions and ex-

plainable attentive regions, achieving state-of-the-art results on two medical report

benchmarks, with the best medical abnormality and disease classification accuracy

and improved human evaluation performance. As a sensitive and vital field of ap-

plication, medical and pharmaceutical information must be collected and processed

from highly trustable and valuable sources. Having data provenance metadata in

the KG can facilitate satisfying this requirement.

2.4 Wikidata

This thesis is an evaluation of Wikidata KG references. In this section, we introduce

Wikidata, a massive, general-purpose, open KG and look into its data model and

referencing structure.

2.4.1 Introduction

Wikidata [VK14] is a collaborative and open knowledge graph founded by the Wiki-

media Foundation on 29 October 2012. The initial purpose of Wikidata is to provide

reliable structured data to feed other Wikimedia projects such as Wikipedia. This

KG represents 100,741,558 data items and more than 1.4 billion statements as of

13 December 2022. Wikidata and its RDF and JSON dumps are licensed under

Creative Commons Zero v1.0, making it publicly available for all commercial or

non-commercial use cases. It can be queried directly over a free SPARQL end-

point3, a free query service GUI4 and is interlinked with the other Linked Open

Data on the web [VK14].

The fundamental components of Wikidata are items which are entities from the

real world, such as humans, chemicals, articles, etc. and properties, which are re-

lationships between two items or between items and values. Items and properties

have internal identifiers: item IDs start with a ‘Q’, and property IDs with a ‘P’ char-

acter, followed by an incremental number in their category. Relationships between

3https://query.wikidata.org/bigdata/namespace/wdq/sparql?query={SPARQL} - ac-
cessed 15 December 2022

4https://query.wikidata.org/ - accessed 15 December 2022
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Figure 2.12: An Overview of the main elements and terms of the Wikidata. Image
is taken from Wikidata.org [Kri16].

entities create claims: a property that explains a fact about an item. Claims can be

enriched by adding qualifiers to provide contextual information and/or references,

to provide provenance and form statements. In other words, statements are those

claims having some additional contextual metadata.

Figure 2.12 shows an overview of the main Wikidata elements, in which ‘Q42’ is

an Item identifier about the author Douglas Adams. As one of the initial purposes

of Wikidata was to provide multilingual consistency of facts (to increase the human

readability of the KG), each Item in Wikidata has multiple labels, descriptions,

and aliases in various languages. The name Douglas Adams is provided with the

two properties P735 (given name) and P734 (family name), as well as the label

of the Item. In the ‘Statements’ part, the details of the author’s education can

be seen formed by P69 (educated at) property. In this example, P69 (educated

at) property has more than one value, each for a different university, which forms

a statement group; each pair of [P69 (educated at), university value] creates an

individual statement which could have qualifiers such as start time and end time,

along with multiple references. Note that qualifiers and references are also based

on property-value pairs; however, those cannot consist of further context metadata,

and properties used in them should be specific to contextual/provenance metadata.
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Wikidata is powered by Wikibase5 software collection which provides applica-

tions and libraries for creating, managing and sharing structured data, created by

Wikimedia Foundation and it is freely accessible through Docker6. Wikibase pro-

vides a SPARQL query interface that supports federated queries, text highlighting,

a Javascript-based GUI for populating data, a Blazegraph triplestore to store and

manage RDF data, and several other software that is needed to create a knowledge

base similar to Wikidata data model. Wikibase also provides exports of all or sub-

sets of data in many formats like JSON, RDF/XML, N3, or YAML and it defines

its data model which is used by Wikidata. In addition to Wikidata, there are other

open KGs based on Wikibase, e.g., the Rhizome [Rhi21], FactGRID [Fac22], and

EU Knowledge Graph [DWA21].

2.4.2 General Data Model

In this section, we review the RDF model of Wikidata statements, qualifiers, and ref-

erences. Wikidata uses reification based on intermediate nodes (see Section 2.1.1.2)

to store contextual metadata, known as qualifiers, and provenance metadata, known

as references, for statements. As an example, Figure 2.13 shows the Wikidata RDF

model in representing the speed limit (P3086) statement in Germany (Q183). At

the top of the image, the representation of this statement, as shown in the Wikidata

GUI, can be seen. At the bottom of the image, the RDF graph of this informa-

tion is displayed. The speed limit statement value can be reached directly by the

wdt:P3086. To access qualifiers, references, and the rank of the statement, we must

use the intermediate ‘Statement Node’, which started with a wds: prefix. This inter-

mediate node can be accessed by the p: combined with the same statement property

identifier. From the statement node, qualifiers are accessible by the pq:, references

by the prov:wasDerivedFrom, ranks by the wikibase:rank, the default value-unit

with psv:, and the conversion of the default value-unit with psn:.

Note that in Wikidata, values can be simple literals or IRIs, or can be complex

data types called a full value, storing more metadata about a literal value such as

units, ranges, precision, and the calendar used [Wik22a]. Another important notion

in Wikidata is the rank of statements. In Wikidata, statements can have normal,

preferred, or deprecated ranks. Deprecated rank refers to a property value that

is not considered correct (based on the statement’s context, such as qualifiers or

references). In Wikidata, statements that have the best non-deprecated rank for a

given property are called Truthy.

5https://wikiba.se/ - accessed 12 December 2022
6https://hub.docker.com/r/wikibase/wikibase - accessed 15 December 2022
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Figure 2.13: Top: One of the speed limit (P3086) statements of Germany (Q183)
on Wikidata GUI (retrieved on 14 December 2022). Bottom: various elements that
can be extracted from Wikidata from Germany (Q183).
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Figure 2.14: Three reference sets in Wikidata for Albert Einstein (Q937)’s sex or
gender (P21) fact.

SPARQL queries can be performed to fetch qualifiers, references, and ranks using

this reification model. For example, Listing 6 shows the SPARQL query for retriev-

ing a qualifier, the value unit and amount, and the reference URL of the Figure 2.13

statement.

2.4.3 Referencing

The Wikidata referencing data model, i.e., the reification that Wikidata deploys to

add references for a statement, is different compared to qualifiers, data values and

ranks. In Wikidata, statements can have multiple reference sets based on alternative

provenances for the fact. A reference set consists of several reference triples, each of

which has a reference-specific property and a reference value, pointing to provenance

retrieval details. Figure 2.14 show an example of reference sets in Wikidata for Albert

Einstein (Q937)’s sex or gender (P21) fact. For this particular fact, there are six

reference sets on December 2022 on Wikidata and Figure 2.14 shows three of them.

The first reference set has only one triple saying the sex or gender was retrieved from

English Wikipedia, the second has two triples saying that another provenance is an

external authority file that was added to Wikidata on April 2014, and the third has

three triples referring to an online URL.

All reference triples of a reference set can be accessed through a reference node

corresponding to the reference set. If there are multiple reference sets, there is a

reference node for each of them. Figure 2.15 shows the referencing reification in

Wikidata. Accessible from the statement nodes via a prov:wasDerivedFrom link,

the reference node acts as the subject of all reference triples, points to reference
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PREFIX wd: <http://www.wikidata.org/entity/>

PREFIX p: <http://www.wikidata.org/prop/>

PREFIX pq: <http://www.wikidata.org/prop/qualifier/>

PREFIX prov: <http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#>

PREFIX pr: <http://www.wikidata.org/prop/reference/>

PREFIX psn: <http://www.wikidata.org/prop/statement/value-normalized/>

PREFIX wikibase: <http://wikiba.se/ontology#>

SELECT ?qual ?valueAmount ?valueUnit ?refURL

WHERE{

wd:Q183 p:P3086 ?statementNode .

?statementNode pq:P3005 ?qual .

?statementNode prov:wasDerivedFrom ?refNode .

?refNode pr:P854 ?refURL .

?statementNode psn:P3086 ?valueNode .

?valueNode wikibase:quantityAmount ?valueAmount .

?valueNode wikibase:quantityUnit ?valueUnit .

}

Listing 6: The SPARQL query that fetches a qualifier, the value unit and amount,
and the reference URL of the speed limit in Germany. Note that ?qual and
?valueUnit will return the Wikidata item Q-ID. The rdfs:label property can
be used to return the label of the items.

values via the pr: links for the simple literal/IRI values and prv: links for full

values. Figure 2.16 shows the RDF nodes and edges to represent the three reference

sets of Figure 2.14.

2.4.4 Bots

Wikidata is a knowledge graph based on human-user collaboration. However, it

has tools called bots, a.k.a robots that can curate data in bulk without human

intervention. In Wikidata, bots are written using a Python library called PyWikibot

and can create new items or edit almost any element, including labels, descriptions,

statements, and sources. As bots are automated tools, they can make extensive

changes to Wikidata in a relatively short time. Figure 2.17 shows two edits on the

Albert Einstein (Q937) item, the first one has been done by a human user account

and the second by a bot account.

Besides their fruitful features, bots can easily corrupt or reduce the data quality

of Wikidata data if curating a massive amount of data without sufficient supervi-

sion. In that regard, Wikidata forces strong policies for developing and using bots,

carefully controlled by its administrative users. Each bot is initially placed in a reg-
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Figure 2.15: The RDF model of Wikidata references, derived from [Wik22a]. abc is
an arbitrary Q-ID. efg is an arbitrary fact-specific P-ID. opq and xyz are arbitrary
reference-specific P-IDs.

Figure 2.16: The RDF nodes and edges represent the three reference sets
of Figure 2.14. Note that wdv: nodes have other outgoing edges, e.g.,
wikibase:timePrecision, and wikibase:timeTimezone which are skipped to
avoid complexity.

Figure 2.17: Two edits on the revision history of the Albert Einstein (Q937) item,
one by a human account and one by a bot account.
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ular user account. To receive the special bot confirmation and flags, the developer

user must send his request to the administrator users. After running the bot several

times and checking that the new bot complies with the rules, administrators confirm

the account to act independently and give the bot a special flag to be distinguishable

from human users. In December 2022, Wikidata has 338 approved bots [Wik22d].

2.4.5 Criticizing Wikidita

Wikidata is a collaborative platform that relies on volunteers to populate and main-

tain data. Controlling the quality is challenging, considering thousands of edits are

applied to Wikidata in different languages every day. The added data is likely to

be inaccurate, inconsistent, or with no reference, and there is a chance that such

problems never be detected by other users due to the massive size of the KG. Data

consistency across different languages is also another issue. Wikidata is a multi-

lingual KG where items can have several labels in various languages. Although

Wikidata has annual events to discuss and maintain data quality, there is a lack of a

critical point of view in these gatherings. Those events are mostly tutorial sessions

and places to promote the new data population tools [Beg21d].

Wikidata is also susceptible to biases, particularly in underrepresented commu-

nities, which can result in a skewed representation of facts and information. There

are debates on the discretion of personal Wikidata administrators in recognizing

users and bot activities, which is a common challenge in all crowdsourced projects

and highlights the importance of having diverse representation in the community of

administrators.

Privacy is also another concern because Wikidata collects a large amount of per-

sonal information about people in different areas of activity. The Wikidata license

allows free and open use for any individual or legal person for legal purposes. How-

ever, there are concerns that personal information is added, published and consumed

without permission. Additionally, there are concerns about Wikidata facts used by

organizations and governments for harmful purposes. Government organizations

may aim to control or manipulate information in Wikidata. For example, in 2020

Wikidata COVID-19 project [Wik22p] populated information about the number of

infections and death in a country different from what the government had published,

which was protested by the government7.

7Mentioned in the Keynote of the third Wikidata Workshop (co-located with ISWC 2022).
Slides: https://wikidataworkshop.github.io/2022/Keynote2.pdf - accessed 5 February 2023
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Chapter 3

Data Quality

Investigating research questions and performing the research tasks of this disser-

tation requires a complete overview of the data quality, especially in Linked Data

and Wikidata literature. Data quality (in general) has been investigated broadly

in Linked Data, including Wikidata, but referencing quality in Linked Data has

been rarely studied. In this chapter, we overview the Linked Data and Wikidata

referencing quality background and the state-of-the-art.

3.1 Information Quality

According to Juran [Jur62], quality is a measure of “fitness for use” and subsequently

depends on the use case and the user perspective. There are several studies on data

quality in which quality is defined as a multidimensional concept. One of the earliest

is Wang and Strong’s study [WS96], which categorizes data quality into four main

categories, each consisting of one or more dimensions:

Intrinsic: Dimensions independent of the user’s context.

Contextual: Dimensions dependent on the task at hand and the context of the

data consumer.

Representational: Dimensions that describe to what extent data is represented

to the data consumers.

Accessibility: Dimensions that describe to what extent the data is available and

how data consumers can access it.

Bizer and Cyganiak [BC09] created a quality assessment framework which allows

web information consumers to distinguish high-quality content from poor-quality

content. Although their quality criteria do not strictly follow Wang and Strong

categorization, they provide three criteria types for measuring the quality of web
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Table 3.1: Linked Data quality categories and dimensions as collated in [Zav+16].

Category Dimension

Accessibility Availability, Licensing, Security, Interlinking, Performance
Intrinsic Accuracy, Consistency, Conciseness
Trust Reputation, Believability, Verifiability, Objectivity
Dynamicity Currency, Volatility, Timeliness
Contextual Completeness, Amount-of-data, Relevancy

Representational
Representational-conciseness, Representational-consistency,
Understandability, Interpretability, Versatility

content: content-based metrics (assessing the content or comparing it to other high-

quality content), context-based metrics (using contextual metadata such as data

creator, data creation date, and the task), and rating-based metrics. Their frame-

work then accepts a bank of web content in the form of named graphs, and quality

policies (a combination of quality criteria suitable for the use case) as graph pat-

terns. The policies can then be matched to content to filter the desired qualified

content and the reason why a specific content passes the filter can be shown to the

user.

3.2 Linked Data Quality

Data quality is also widely studied in Linked Data and the LOD. Zaveri et al.

[Zav+16] provided the most comprehensive aggregation of data quality dimensions

by surveying a core set of 21 papers around Linked Data quality from 2012 to 2016.

From this core set, they identified 23 data quality dimensions categorized into six

categories and explained data quality metrics in detail. Table 3.1 shows the cate-

gories and dimensions of Linked Data quality as classified in [Zav+16]. Compared

to Wang and Strong’s framework, Zaveri et al. added two new categories by sepa-

rating some dimensions from their previous categories. The first category is Trust,

obtained by segregating Believability, Reputation, and Objectivity dimensions from

Wang and Strong’s Intrinsic category and adding a new dimension called Verifia-

bility. This segregation shows that Trust in Linked Data is a crucial category in

which having provenance metadata and references for facts is a key factor [Zav+16].

Another new category in Zaveri et al.’s survey is Dynamicity which is obtained by

segregating the dimensions related to the freshness of data from Wang and Strong’s

Contextual category. Zaveri et al. also surveyed more quality dimensions in the

initial four categories, e.g., they added Licensing, Interlinking, and Performance in

the Accessibility category.
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Färber et al. [Fä+17] followed the Wang and Strong [WS96] categories but

expanded their dimensions into 11 dimensions and defined 34 linked data quality

criteria. They then assessed the data quality of five main-stream LOD knowledge

graphs: Freebase, Wikidata, YAGO, Cyc, and DBPedia. Their criteria have been

designed to return a score between 0 and 1, showing the quality of data in the scope

of the metric. These 34 metrics can be seen in Figure 3.1. In their framework,

Trustworthiness is considered a dimension belonging to the Intrinsic category and is

measured at the KG level (by identifying whether data insertion and data curation

in the KG is done by automatic tools or manually, and having a manual approach

results in a higher trust score.), at the statement level (by identifying whether the KG

provide provenance metadata and references for facts), and by measuring whether

the KG uses unknown and/or empty values. Färber et al. also tried to define

their criteria objectively, and they used proxy metrics to approximate the inherently

subjective dimensions. For example, in the Relevancy dimension (which is highly

subjective), they looked to see whether the KG has a ranking mechanism for its

facts, with the justification that the rank of the statement can guide the users to

the degree of relevance of the fact to the context. In addition to the assessment

framework, Färber et al. proposed an algorithm by which users can assign a weight

to the criteria based on the importance of each dimension in their requirements

and compute the quality score based on those weights. The main limitation of

Färber et al.’s framework is that most of its criteria examine the KG as a whole and

not its constituents, such as facts or triples. For example, the ‘Trustworthiness on

statement level’ criterion does not investigate how many statements have references,

and the ‘Specification of the validity period of statements’ metric does not measure

how many statements are updated before the validity date expires, but only that

KG (in general) is checked whether it supports these feature or not.

Debattista et al. [Deb+18] assessed nearly 3.7 billion triples from 37 Linked Data

datasets. They deployed 27 metrics derived from the Zaveri et al. survey. They

also investigated a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) over the evaluation results

to find the minimum number of metrics that can inform users about the quality of

Linked Data datasets. Compared to Farber et al.’s framework, the Debattista et al.

framework provides a more detailed analysis as the metrics are defined to average

over all triples. It also covers more knowledge bases than the five mainstream KGs.

Both studies consider having provenance metadata and referencing as a criterion,

although neither has investigated the quality of references in the KGs. In Chapter 7,

while defining our referencing quality assessment framework, we will review and

analyze the data quality assessment metrics literature in more detail.
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Figure 3.1: Data quality categories, dimensions, and metrics used in [Fä+17]. Di-
mensions in italic are new compared to [WS96].

3.3 Wikidata Data Quality

There are several investigations on Wikidata data quality. Piscopo and Simprel

[PS19] surveyed and analyzed 28 research papers in the data quality literature, the

majority of which focus on the Wikidata data quality and were published around

2017. As one of the future directions, Piscopo and Simprel stated that trustworthi-

ness should be investigated further in Wikidata.

Shenoy et al. [She+22] proposed a framework for identifying low-quality state-

ments in Wikidata. Their approach is based on creating a revision history of Wiki-

data by connecting the weekly Wikidata dumps (they used 311 dumps), identifying

the pattern amongst the removed statements (i.e. statements that have been in an

older dump but are disappeared in a newer dump), and predicting the candidate

statements for removal in the current Wikidata snapshot based on the identified

pattern.

Abian et al. [APS22] investigated the Wikidata gender, recency and geologi-

cal data imbalances with respect to user requirements. As a point of comparison,

they used Wikipedia page views to conclude user requirements and applied them to

Wikidata Random items to find the gaps.

Haller et al. [Hal+22] investigated the problem of Wikidata Ontology interlinking

to other Linked Open Data knowledge graphs. The authors performed SPARQL

queries over Wikidata and Other KG dumps (HDT format) and provided statistical

information to assess their hypothesis. Their evaluation shows that Wikidata is
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weak in ontology interlinking, as many entities, classes, and properties in Wikidata

were not linked to equivalences in other LOD graphs.

Freedman et al. [FHT22] utilized the potential of undergraduate students and

designed classroom exercises to write qualified statements to Wikidata on sustain-

ability, climate change and air pollution. The produced statements were then care-

fully reviewed by the authors (as supervisors and domain experts), and it was found

that 70.7% of produced statements are not appropriate to be added to Wikidata

for various reasons. However, for the rest 29.3%, which includes 402 statements,

97% have remained on Wikidata for a long time with no further editing or deletion

by other contributors. This study offers good suggestions for using the capabilities

of undergraduate students in expanding their knowledge in Wikidata; however, it

does not measure the quality of the added statements systematically with a criteria-

based approach. Similar to the previously mentioned quality studies on Wikidata,

this work does not consider references in the investigation.

3.4 Trust and References

The ability to provide the provenance of data is placed under the trust category

[Zav+16]. Färber et al. [Fä+17], considered trustworthiness as a combination of

three concepts derived from [WS96]:

Believability The extent to which data are accepted or regarded as true, real, and

credible.

Objectivity The extent to which data are unbiased and impartial.

Reputation The extent to which data are trusted or highly regarded in terms of

their source or content.

Dezani-Ciancaglini et al. [DCHS12] noted that the trustworthiness of data de-

pends on the trust people have in the data producers and the system that produces

the data, and the judgment of the data consumers, i.e., the data consumer’s opinion

is the criterion for judgment.

One of the criteria for evaluating the quality of data in Färber et al.[Fä+17] and

Debattista et al. [Deb+18] studies is trustworthiness on statement level. According

to Färber et al., Wikidata gets the complete score for the ability to add references

for each statement. However, in both studies, the metrics only check whether the

statement-level referencing is supported, not how well it is used. In this particular

metric, Färber et al. mentioned that Freebase and YAGO also get the complete

score since YAGO can store both the source and the extraction technique for each
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statement via a reified form. Freebase, which merged into Wikidata in 2018, uses

a special data type called Compound Value Types (CVT) [Dev19] that includes a

value and a corresponding source and is stored via an intermediate node. Färber

et al. also mentioned that the number of stored references in Wikidata (in October

2015) is 971,915, and the number of all statements is 74,272,190, which shows 1.3%

coverage. Wikidata statistics around 2015 show more than 50% of statements are

referenced [Man22]. This variation is because Farber et al. counted the number of

distinct reference nodes, but Wikidata counts the number of statements connected

to at least one reference node. This phenomenon is reference sharing [Man22], which

occurs when a reference node is used by more than one statement.

3.5 Wikidata Referencing Quality

The ability to add references to claims in Wikidata is one of the features that

distinguish it from other similar general-purpose knowledge graphs such as DBPedia.

According to the Wikidata project, “Wikidata is not a database that stores facts

about the world, but a secondary knowledge base that collects and links to references

to such knowledge” [Wik22h]. This means that Wikidata does not independently

claim when was Albert Einstein’s date of birth, instead, it provides the date of birth

according to a specific source and provides the provenance as well [Wik22h].

Having good evidence of where the data came from improves the reusability of

the data because errors can be found and the data can be categorized according to

their provenance [Leh+12]. In addition, the availability of sources for claims can

increase trust in the Wikidata project, as noted in Wikipedia [LS10]. In Wikidata,

the verifiability policies determine what terms need to be referenced and what pre-

requisites these references must meet. These are summarized as follows [Wik22h]:

• All statements added to Wikidata should include a reference.

• References added to statements must be relevant; they should point to specific

sources that back up the data provided in a statement.

• References added to statements must be authoritative; it means they must

refer to sources of information that are deemed trustworthy, up-to-date, and

free of bias.

However, there are exceptions which mean statements do not always need a reference.

The Wikidata Help page1 lists these exceptions as follows:

1https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Help:Sources/Items_not_needing_sources#When_

the_item_has_a_statement_that_refers_to_an_external_source - accessed 17 December
2022
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• When the value of the statement is common human knowledge. This usually

happens with properties like instance of, subclass of, and occuption (just for

well-known Items). For example, “Earth is an instance of an inner planet”

does not need a source.

• When the item has a statement that refers to an external source. For exam-

ple, the Douglas Adams item’s statement Amazon author ID does not need a

reference because the external source of information allows easy verification of

the statement.

• When the item itself is a source for a statement. For example, consider a

statement about a book that has some authors. In this case the authors do

not need to include their book as a source of this statement.

Comparing Wikidata and Wikipedia external references, Piscopo et al. [Pis+17b]

showed that Wikidata has a more diverse pool of external sources in terms of the

provenance country, and employs a higher percentage of external databases and

reference sources, such as library catalogues, compared to the online encyclopedia.

Piscopo et al. [Pis+17a] investigated the authoritativeness and the relevancy of

Wikidata English external sources. They started by evaluating a set of sample ref-

erences (<300 statements) using human opinions through microtask crowdsourcing.

The results of these samples were then given to a machine-learning algorithm that

measures the relevancy and authoritativeness of the entire set of English external

sources. The results of the machine-learning algorithm showed that 70% of Wiki-

data’s external sources are relevant, and 80% of those are authoritative.

Piscopo et al.’s approach has recently been extended by Amaral et al. [Ama+21]

on Wikidata snapshot of 16 April 2021, considering both English and non-English

external sources. They also investigated a new dimension called ‘ease-of-access’

which measures how much the provided sources are easy to access for users. They

separated Wikidata references based on how Wikidata encodes the sources, stating

that Wikipedia-imported links are more relevant (95%) and easier to access than

external URIs and ‘stated in‘ sources, but less authoritativeness due to the nature of

collaborativeness in Wikipedia and collecting second-hand information in Wikipedia.

Curotto and Hogan [CH20] published a proposal that aims to index English

Wikipedia references as a source for Wikidata statements. Wikidata recommends

not using Wikipedia articles to reference statements, because references should come

from primary sources, while Wikipedia articles are considered secondary sources.

Wikipedia references are different from the articles as those can include primary

sources, such as online datasets, scholarly articles, blogs and website posts. The main

limitation is that finding relevant Wikipedia references for a Wikidata statement is

a subjective task. Automated tools such as machine learning techniques also have
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limitations in accuracy and recall. The most fundamental problem is that adding

the provenance of a fact in Wikidata is not a post-add action, i.e., firstly, a source

of facts is found, the facts are then added to Wikidata from the founded source, and

the source is saved at the same time the fact is created. Finding a reference for an

existing fact is inconsistent with the Wikidata recommended routine.

3.6 Referencing Quality Gaps

Despite mentioning the importance of provenance in data quality and considering

references as a data quality criterion, Linked Data quality studies have not exam-

ined the quality of referencing specifically. Those studies that specifically investi-

gated Wikidata provenance quality are few in number and limited in scope. The

older prior works on reference quality, such as [Pis+17a; Pis+17b] were applied

to the Wikidata 2016 and 2017 dumps, while Wikidata size in 2022 is a least ten

times larger. Another limitation is considering English sources only, mainly because

performing crowdsourcing for non-English sources is challenging.

Amaral et al. [Ama+21] extended the Piscopo et al. by investigating the dump

2021, crowdsourcing non-English sources, and adding the ‘ease-of-access’ metric.

Relevancy and authoritativeness dimensions are the main Wikidata requirements for

adding sources, and ease-of-access is important in verifiability and understanding

of a source; however, examining these dimensions is highly dependent on human

opinions due to their subjective nature. Another limitation is that these studies

only considered the end point of a reference, which is the source content, while

other aspects need to be addressed. For example, the structure of reference triples,

the predicate part of references (reference properties), schemas, etc. Regarding

Curotto and Hogan [CH20] proposal, it considers no plan to evaluate the quality

of the indexed references. Also, no prior work studied the reference quality across

different topics, while Wikidata consists of various thematic bases, organized as

WikiProjects, such as Gene Wiki in life science, Astronomy in Physics, and Law in

social science.

What is required is a comprehensive investigation of the diversity of current

Wikidata references, the extent to which bots and humans participate in references,

using statistical information to compare the results with human opinions, and com-

parisons between bots and humans regarding reference quality.
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3.7 Fact Checking

Fact checking refers to the task of evaluating the veracity of claims [VR14], which is

closely related to provenance and referencing as both concepts deal with the trust-

worthiness of the facts in KGs. The task started from journalism, where publishers

and critics aim to check the textual content of journal reports and other publish-

ments, either by external authorities or internal staff, [GSV22]. In the traditional

form, this task is done manually by human individuals who are research experts

and verify the sources and evidence supporting a particular claim. Automated Fact-

Checking (AFC) is defined as using software, algorithms and machines instead of

human resources to check the truth of facts to increase the speed of the process

[GSV22; ZAZ21]. AFC is based on the NLP techniques and consists of several

subtasks categorized into the main three stages: Claim Detection (finding claims

sentences in the text as concisely as possible in a way that minimizes the need for

searching and checking in later stages), Evidence Retrieval (preparing the documents

and corpora that will be referred to for verifying the claim), and Claim Verification

(matching the detected facts with evidence documents and issuing a verdict). Guo

et al. considered a Justification stage (convincing the users about the issued verdict)

in parallel with Claim Verification. There are multiple studies on each stage, and

several datasets have been populated for evaluating new methods [GSV22; ZAZ21].

AFC is also applicable to knowledge graphs. Fact-checking on a knowledge

graph involves evaluating the sources and evidence that support the claims stored

in the KG, and verifying that the data is accurate, reliable, and up-to-date [Ope22].

AFC for knowledge graphs is similar to unstructured texts, except that it does

not require a Fact Detection stage, as the facts are already structured as triples

[ARS22]. Also, since deploying machine learning and NLP algorithms on facts in the

form of triples is ineffective, there may be a Claim Verbalization stage in which the

fact triple is converted into a natural language sentence. (For example, the triple

⟨wd:Q937,wdt:P569,"14 March 1879"^^xsd:date⟩ becomes the sentence: ‘Albert

Einstein’s birthday is 14th of March, 1879)

One of the approaches of AFC on knowledge graphs is DeFacto [Leh+12]. De-

Facto uses internet web pages to find relevant and trustworthy documents for each

triple in knowledge graphs in the Evidence Retrieval stage. For each RDF triple,

DeFacto extracts some keywords, which are then used to issue a query on the web.

The output pages of this query are analyzed through a supervised machine learn-

ing algorithm, combined with NLP techniques, to produce a confidence score of the

probability that the page contains the information from a triple. For any RDF triple

as input, DeFacto returns a confidence value (a number between 0 and 1) for this
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triple as well as possible evidence (a set of web pages, textual excerpts from those

pages and meta-information on the pages.) for the fact. Additionally, DeFacto

evaluates the trustworthiness of the resulting pages by considering the suggested

page ranks and how much the topic of the page is covered on the web and in the

search results. DeFacto is evaluated by the authors on DBPedia in terms of distin-

guishing true and false facts. An extension of DeFacto is Gerber et al. [Ger+15]

which added detection of the temporal scope of the fact via pattern and frequency

analysis, supporting multilingual fact-checking and providing a benchmark dataset.

As mentioned in [Pis+17a], the DeFacto rate of trustworthiness would need to be

tested, to understand whether and how it matches the definition of authoritativeness

used by Wikidata. Also, because the external sources of Wikidata consist of various

formats, e.g. tables, free text, PDF, etc., the DeFacto framework would likely be

inadequate for many of Wikidata’s external sources (as it only queries and suggests

web pages).

Another method that outperforms DeFacto is FactCheck [SRNN18]. Unlike De-

Facto, which examines web pages as evidence, FactCheck is designed to use Ref-

erence Curpos (static text collections such as English Wikipedia). Another differ-

ence is that, unlike Defacto, which uses string matching to evaluate the truth in

texts, FactCheck uses deep sentence parsing. Evaluation of the two approaches on

two datasets (English Wikipedia and ClueWeb2, shows that FactCheck improves

F-measure by 13.3% and AUC by 19.3%.

The most recent AFC-related work on KGs is ProVe [ARS22]. The ProVe

pipeline is intended to check the facts of those knowledge graphs that mention the

provenance of the data besides the facts. In other words, ProVe uses provenance

metadata and knowledge graph references to check the accuracy of facts. One of

the advantages of this method is its flexibility in evidence formats, while in prior

works the evidence must be in a specific structure (for example, a Wikipedia article

or in HTML). Another advantage is that the previous methods are limited in terms

of evaluable predicates due to using string matching. On the other hand, ProVe can

verify any non-ontological predicate (predicates that describe a fact not the inter-

nal hierarchy of classes or other ontology relationships). To evaluate this pipeline,

a dataset of non-ontological Wikidata triples called Wikidata Textual References

(WTR) is populated by authors. WTR includes 409 triple-reference pairs, which

are also annotated by human opinions by both authors and crowdsourcing. Evalu-

ation of ProVe on WTR shows that ProVe archives 75% accuracy, 0.681 F1-macro,

and 0.667 AUC.

2CluWebhttps://lemurproject.org/clueweb12/ - accessed 18 December 2022
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In a situation where we are sure of the correctness of a fact (through another

means, such as human expert confirmations) and the AFC system gives a failed

verdict for the fact, it can be concluded that either the reference is unverifiable

or irrelevant. However, such assurance requires human opinions, which is time-

consuming and subjective.
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Subsetting Approaches

Investigating our research questions requires querying Wikidata, which is massive in

size. The public Wikidata SPARQL endpoint also has restrictions. To address this

problem, we defined the first research task (RT1): Extracting subsets of Wikidata

(including references) that are processable on a PC or without large-scale dedicated

processing. Besides solving the massive size problem, subsetting also creates a com-

parison platform for assessing Wikidata referencing quality. The second part of this

dissertation is devoted to our contribution to Wikidata Subsetting. The content

of this part has been prepared in close collaboration with the Subsetting Project

Group of ELIXIR BioHackathon Europe and the ShEx community. In this chapter,

we review the state-of-the-art Wikidata subsetting approaches. Specifically, we eval-

uate the performance and accuracy of four Wikidata subsetting tools. The results

of this experiment have been submitted to the Semantic Web Journal Special Issue

on Wikidata: Construction, Evaluation and Applications [Beg+22b].

4.1 What Is a Subset?

In the most general definition, subsetting means extracting the desired parts of a

KG. Considering a KG (regardless of semantics) as a collection of nodes, edges and

an associated ontology, a subset can be an arbitrary number of any combinations

of these three. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no precise formal

definition for a subset of a KG [BGM21b].

The input of the subsetting process is generally a KG. Over the KG, filters are

applied to extract the desired parts of the graph. The output of this process can be

in the form of a graph (directed edge-labelled or property graph) in various formats,

tables, or JSON. One way to subset an RDF KG is to use SPARQL CONSTRUCT
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queries on the endpoints of a triplestore to declaratively describe what is desired.

This method is suitable for simple and small subsets but has limitations for large

and complex subsets. SPARQL endpoints are usually slow and have run-time re-

strictions. Also, recursive data models are not supported in standard SPARQL

implementations [Gay21].

4.2 Why Do We Need Subsets?

Subsets of KGs have many benefits. The first benefit of subsetting is avoiding size

issues. General purpose KGs such as Wikidata are valuable sources of facts on a

wide variety of topics. On the Linked Data Web, they serve as a common linking

point between inter-, and sometimes intra-, domain KGs1. However, their increasing

size makes them costly and slow to use locally. Additionally, the large volume of

data in Wikidata increases the time required to run complex queries. This often

restricts the types of queries that can be posed over the public endpoint since it has

a strict 60-second limit on the execution time of queries. Any query that takes more

time to execute than this will timeout2.

Downloading and using a local version of Wikidata is a way of circumventing

the timeout limit. However, this is not a cheap option due to the size of the data.

The Wikidata JSON dump of 14 December 2022 is 112GB compressed. A suggested

system to have a personal copy of Wikidata includes 16 CPUs, 128GB memory,

and 800GB of raided SSD space3. A google cloud computation engine with these

specifications would cost more than $527 per month4. Although most commercial

users are happy to pay monthly fees or buy powerful physical or virtual private

servers, such costs are not affordable for junior researchers, especially in academic

environments. Subsetting provides the possibility of investigating KGs at no cost

using existing hardware.

Additionally, from this 112GB of data, one might need less than 1GB on a

specific topic. There are several use case scenarios where users will not need access

to all topics in a massive general-purpose KG. A small and complete enough subset

can be more suitable for many purposes. For example, a subset of all information

about genes, proteins, drugs, and diseases can be used in pharmaceutical research

1https://lod-cloud.net/ accessed 20 February 2022
2https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/SPARQL/Wikidata_Query_Service_-_Introduction -

accessed 11 February 2023
3See this post: https://addshore.com/2019/10/your-own-wikidata-query-service-

with-no-limits/ - accessed 11 February 2023
4Estimated by Google Cloud Pricing Calculator: https://cloud.google.com/products/

calculator/#id=32eca290-7628-48af-9988-20508f4bc861 accessed 11 February 2023
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[Waa+20]. Even in general-purpose use cases covering broad domains, small subsets

can help. For example, in an open-domain Question Answering interface, the system

may detect the domain category of a given question first, then refer to the smaller

subsets in the detected domain to retrieve the facts, speeding up the query time.

With a small subset, inference strategies can be applied to the data and completed in

a reasonable time. Subsets can also be published along with papers, which provides

better reproducibility of experiments [Wil+16]. Small subsets are also easier to

archive and are more likely to be reused [Koe+20]. Various topical archives can

be created from Wikidata, which gives better access to the data, while multiple

time snapshots can be built from this data. Wikidata subsets can also provide more

appropriate datasets for students and schools by censoring adult content. Therefore,

subsets enable complex querying on cheap servers or personal computers — reducing

the overall cost and making the experiments reproducible.

Establishing comparison platforms is the other benefit of subsetting. Consider

the aim to examine a feature unique to Wikidata (e.g., referencing). As there are

no other comparable general-purpose KGs, we can use different subsets of Wikidata

in multiple topics as comparison parties. We can also consider random subsets of

Wikidata, which can be considered a random sampling of Wikidata items and state-

ments. The comparison of subsets is the main evaluation plan in our dissertation.

Subsetting also allows us to see whether there is uniform coverage of references across

all of Wikidata and identify variations between different contributor communities.

Another advantage of subsets is populating new topic-oriented KGs. We took the

example of Dan Brickley: “Subsetting KGs is like cutting a plant and placing it in

a new pot. So it can grow and become a new topic-specific KG ...”.5 For example,

consider we extract a life science subset of Wikidata. We can then maintain the

subset to a new Life Science KG based on the Wikibase data model.

4.3 Subsetting Desiderata

Regarding our research goals, a proper subsetting approach should satisfy the fol-

lowing requirements:

• The input KG is Wikidata or Wikibase-derived datasets. Wikidata is the only

KG with the capability of adding references to every single statement. Any

suggested approach must be performable on the Wikidata data model. The

5Biohackathon Europe 2021, Project 21: Handling Knowledge Graphs Subsets (group discus-
sions). Notes: https://seyedahbr.github.io/Blog/Biohackathon21.html - accessed 12 Febru-
ary 2023
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output subset should be in Wikidata dump formats, either JSON or RDF.

• Susbsets around a topic. We need to be able to subset around any given specific

topic. The topic can be scientific (e.g., life science, astronomy, or chemistry),

cultural, economic, etc. Defining the boundaries and scope of a topic, and

extracting its related entities is a potential base for biases. To avoid biases,

we use community-designed boundaries (except where the subset definitions

aim to test the performance of a subsetting tool). We also have a policy of

extracting all related entities to the topic. We will explain that in more detail

in Chapters 6 and 8. Topic-based subsetting allows us to evaluate the quality

of Wikidata features in different fields.

• Random susbsets. We need these types of subsets as a way to randomly sample

Wikidata without taking any specific topic into account. These subsets should

be an acceptable approximation of the overall state of Wikidata.

• Subset should keep all reference triples of the original Wikidata. We need this

feature as our main research questions are around the provenance metadata

and the referencing quality of Wikidata. We also need to keep all references

for all items that have references. This is important for the completeness

investigation.

4.4 State of the Art

Subsetting is a very recent research problem in KGs. To the best of our knowl-

edge, the subsetting discussions were started at the 12th International SWAT4HCLS

conference in 2019 by Andra Waagmeester et al. [Wik19] and then followed in

Project 356 of ELIXIR BioHackathon-Europe 2020 [LG+21], Project 217 of ELIXIR

BioHackathon-Europe 2021, and Project 118 of ELIXIR BioHackathon-Europe 2022

[LG+22a].

Matsumoto et al. [MYC18] have introduced the Graph to Graph Mapping Lan-

guage (G2GML) that aims to convert RDF graphs to property graphs. G2G Map-

per9 is a tool that takes a mapping configuration file written in G2GML and an RDF

turtle file (or a SPARQL endpoint) as input and creates a property graph from the

RDF data specified by the input mapping. Although the purpose of the G2GML

6https://github.com/elixir-europe/BioHackathon-projects-2020/tree/

bdc43f1e492aaa61fda16aca931e958fb2583674/projects/35 - accessed 18 February 2023
7https://github.com/elixir-europe/BioHackathon-projects-2021/tree/

462c0053483ea57a6fe8b518e70f3fa98500c537/projects/21 - accessed 18 February 2023
8https://github.com/elixir-europe/biohackathon-projects-2022/tree/

8c7e94fb5f1ffaac0daad3b3565834f5695eb7de/11 - accessed 18 February 2023
9Github: https://github.com/g2glab/g2g - accessed 20 December 2022
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language was to generate property graphs from RDF graphs to take advantage of

property graphs, it can be used as a subsetting tool; however, the output will be

a property graph. We prefer RDF outputs as it is standardized, and evaluating

them is straightforward. Another limitation is that one needs to completely define

the Wikidata ontological structure and data model in the form of property graphs,

especially references. In that way, a mistake or forgotten property can affect the

future evaluation of the subset.

Mimouni et al. [MMV19; MMT20] use a concept called the Context Graph to

generate a smaller dataset than the original massive KGs such as DBPedia and

Wikidata, which enables them to test their knowledge base completion method on

this dataset instead of the entire KG. The context graph construction algorithm

starts with an initial set of seed nodes, and in each round, adjacent nodes of the

seed set (that are not in a forbidden set) and their relations are added to the seed

nodes. This operation continues to several rounds called the radius. The context

graph production process is suitable for generating random subsets; however, it is

not an integrated method for generating subsets around a topic. To produce subsets

around a topic, (we will introduce topical subsets in more detail in Chapter 5), we

need a way to identify the member entities of a particular topic. However, there

is no such concept in the context graph. One has to extract all the nodes related

to a topic from the beginning and put them in the initial seed set. On the other

hand, extracting node neighbours to a radius ≥ 2 may enter information that is

not relevant to the topic. For example, consider we want to extract a subset around

human genes. Starting from a set of seed genes, the first level can include the gene

discoverer, which is still acceptable to be inside the scope. But the second level can

include irrelevant entities about the discoverers, such as their spouses, which is not

inside the scope. Another limitation is that this approach is not able to extract

Wikidata contextual metadata, especially references.

Henselmann and Harth [HH21] developed an algorithm for creating on-demand

subsets around a given topic from Wikidata, starting from a seed set of nodes and

performing multiple SPARQL queries to obtain the desired triples. Their approach

can be used to create subsets around topics. However, the authors do not provide

use cases or evaluation of their algorithm, thus it is more a theoretical approach

than a practical tool. The proposed algorithm and its SPARQL queries are also not

compatible with references. Aghaei et al. [AAF22] proposed an approach to creat-

ing an on-demand sub-graph of a KG in Question Answering, which is a common

approach in heuristic-based QA over KGs. In this approach, a set of entities is first

fetched from the question. A neighbour graph query pattern is then used to create

a knowledge sub-graph of those nodes’ neighbours and their relationships from the
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KG. Similar to the context graph approach, the neighbour nodes are extracted up

to a specific distance (hop). The limitation of this subsetting approach is that those

are specific-purpose methods designed to answer natural language questions. These

methods create the subset at the moment of answering the question, do not care

about extracting the contextual metadata, and do not return the constructed subset

as a portable output.

Shape Expressions (ShEx) [Gay+17] is a structural schema language allowing

validation, traversal, and transformation of RDF graphs. There are several ShEx

validator implementations, e.g., shex.js [Pru22] and PyShex [Sol22], which receive

a ShEx schema as the input and validate an RDF graph over it. These validators

can keep track of the triples traversed during validation and return the matched

triples out (called ‘slurping’), which can be used to define data schemata which

could result in extracting a subset. ShEx is a language for validating RDF data,

and its evaluators are for checking the shape of the graph against a schema, not for

extracting. Although the language has the most flexible way to define subsets, its

evaluators’ slurping capabilities are limited as they cannot handle the massive size

of Wikidata.

4.4.1 Practical Tools

WDumper10 [Fü19a] is a third-party tool for creating custom and partial RDF

dumps of Wikidata suggested at the Wikidata database download page [Wik22e].

The WDumper backend uses the Wikidata Toolkit (WDTK) Java library to apply

filters on the Wikidata entities and statements, based on a specified configuration

that is created by its Python frontend. This tool needs a complete JSON dump of

Wikidata and creates an N-Triple file as output based on filters that the configu-

ration file explains. This tool can be used as a topical subset creator; however, it

cannot be said that WDumper can build a complete topical subset. This is due to

the limitations of this tool, which we discuss in its evaluation in Chapter 5. With

a few changes and using a Python random generator script11, WDumper has been

extended to extract random subsets from Wikidata of any size [Beg21b].

The flexibility of the ShEx language motivated researchers to develop a specific

subsetting tool for Wikidata based on this language. WDSub [LG22a] is a subset-

ting tool implemented in Scala that accepts ShEx schemata and extracts a subset

corresponding to the defined schema from a local Wikidata JSON dump. The ex-

10Demo: https://wdumps.toolforge.org/ - accessed 20 December 2022
11Python script: https://github.com/seyedahbr/wdumper/blob/

12f0ddfc2a6d18b9c45f2876dab01d2e76454bfa/extensions/create_random_spec.py - ac-
cessed 18 February 2023
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tractor part of the WDSub is similar to WDumper, i.e., the WDTK java library.

In addition to traditional ShEx schemata in ShExC format, WDSub has its own

subsetting language, WDShEx [LG22b], which is a shape expression language based

on ShEx and optimized for the Wikidata RDF data model. WDSub can produce

both RDF and Wikibase-like JSON outputs.

Knowledge Graph Toolkit (KGTK) [Ili+20; UI22] is a collection of libraries and

programs for manipulating KGs. KGTK is designed to make working with knowl-

edge graphs easier, both for populating new KGs or developing applications on top

of KGs. It is implemented in Python, including a command-line tool for multi-

ple utilities such as importing and exporting knowledge from various formats (e.g.,

RDF, CSV, JSON), merging and combining KGs data, creating KGs from unstruc-

tured sources, querying and analyzing KG data, etc. The fundamental operations

in KGTK are importing and querying. KGTK imports massive KGs and converts

the data to TSV files, and uses a Cypher-inspired language (called Kypher) to query

from these TSV files. In the context of Wikidata, KGTK has been deployed in mul-

tiple quality and population-related studies (such as [She+22; ISZ21]). However, its

main limitation in Wikibase-driven datasets is not to support indexing of referencing

metadata.

Wikibase Dump Filter (WDF) [max22] is a Node.js tool to filter and process the

JSON data dumps Wikibase, developed and maintained by the Wikimedia Foun-

dation. Similar to WDumper, WDF is an item-based filtering tool, i.e., it applies

different filters on items, claims, qualifiers and other Wikibase JSON dump compo-

nents to create a new dump of desired items of Wikidata. It can also be used to

filter revision dumps of Wikibase-driven datasets. WDF can transform the filtered

data into CSV, as well as NDJSON12.

4.5 Performance and Accuracy Evaluation

In this section, we perform an evaluation experiment on the performance and accu-

racy of the four practical tools: WDSub, WDumper, WDF, and KGTK. Considering

the size of Wikidata, the subsetting tools need to extract data in a feasible time.

A fast extraction can reduce processing costs and pave the way for regular subset

updates and live subset generation. Subsetting tools should also create accurate

outputs. By accuracy, we mean the output of a subsetting tool should include all

desired data and exclude any other data. To assess the performance and the accu-

12http://ndjson.org/ - NDJSON is a line-separated file in which every line is a valid JSON
value. In WDF output, each line is a JSON blob of Wikidata JSON dump representing one item.
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Table 4.1: The input Wikidata dump details.

Dump Date Dump Format Compressed Size Total Items Total Statements

3 Jan 2022 JSON.gz 102GB 95,900,305 1,353,626,253

racy of the practical Wikidata subsetting tools, we perform a unified test on each

subsetting tool and report the extraction time and the content of the output.

4.5.1 Experimental Methodology

In addition to the size of Wikidata, there are other factors in the speed of subset

extraction: (i) the number and complexity of filters applied to the input, (ii) the

type of the output data (RDF, JSON, etc.), and (iii) the internal operations of the

tool. By keeping the input dump and the desired filters fixed, we calculate the

internal operations run-time.

4.5.1.1 Input Dump

We use the JSON dump of Wikidata (3 January 2022) [Wik22c] as the input to the

four subsetting tools. Table 4.1 shows the details of the input dump. The input

dump was downloaded from the Wikidata Database Download page [Wik22f].

4.5.1.2 Subsetting Filters (Performance Test)

We consider a life-science subset of Wikidata as the test use case with the following

conditions.

• The subset includes all and only instances of gene (Q7187), protein (Q8054),

chemical compound (Q11173), and disease (Q12136).

• The subset does not include the instances of subclasses. For example, if we

are extracting the instances of gene (Q7187) class, instances of the operon

(Q139677) class should not appear in the output.

• The subset includes all statements about the items but does not require to

include qualifiers or references.

Gene Wiki WikiProject consists of the classes chemical compound (Q11173), disease

(Q12136), gene (Q7187), and protein (Q8054). Each of these classes includes several

subclasses in Wikidata that have many instances. For example, the gene (Q7187)

class has 1,004,350 subclasses13 which operon (Q139677) is one of. The condition

13A simple query was used to count the subclasses of genes on Wikidata
Query Service: https://github.com/kg-subsetting/biohackathon2021/blob/
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of including no subclass examines the sensitivity in detecting the defined class only.

Since KGTK cannot index and extract references, we do not apply a filter on the

references to keep the evaluation equal.

4.5.1.3 Subsets Validation (Accuracy Test)

To measure the accuracy, after finishing the extraction and recording the execution

time and the raw volume of the output, we perform the following set of queries on

the input (Wikidata dump) and the output of each tool:

Condition 1: The total number of items (Q-IDs) that are instances of chemi-

cal compound (Q11173), disease (Q12136), gene (Q7187), and protein (Q8054)

classes.

Condition 2: The total number of statements of the items that are instances

of chemical compound (Q11173), disease (Q12136), gene (Q7187), and protein

(Q8054) classes.

Condition 3: The total number of items (Q-IDs) that are instances of operon

(Q139677) and acid (Q11158).

Comparing the results of Condition 1 and Condition 2 in the input dump and the

output of each tool, we find out how well the tools extract what they are supposed

to fetch. Condition 3 checks the existence of two subclass instances: Operon as a

subclass of Gene, and Acid as a subclass of Chemical Compound. The aim is to check

that something that is not supposed to be in the output is not there. The Operon

and Acid are arbitrary subclasses; however, operons have an extra semantic relation

to genes (an operon is a functioning unit of DNA containing a cluster of genes)

and proteins, while acids do not have such extra relation to chemical compounds.

In that way, we can further compare the two subclassing relations and find the

misconfiguration of the tools. Queries and scripts corresponding to these conditions

are available on GitHub [sub23] and will be explained further in Section 4.5.2.3.

4.5.1.4 Output Format

In this experiment, the output type of WDumper and WDSub is RDF. WDumper

creates GZip NTriple files. WDSub creates GZIP Turtle files. WDF produces ND-

JSON files14. The output type of KGTK is a TSV file. There are also differences in

the size of different RDF formats. We report the type and the format of the outputs;

6cb5ab3aa54b6b7202964a1d5c32f6cf86bf49b7/Performance%20Tests/sparql/count_

subclass_of_genes.sparql - queried 24 December 2022
14http://ndjson.org/ - NDJSON is a line-separated file in which every line is a valid JSON

value. In WDF output, each line is a JSON blob of Wikidata JSON dump representing one item
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Table 4.2: Software versions and compiler/interpreter used.

Tool Version Compilers/Interpreters details

WDSub version 0.0.28 openjdk version “11”
WDumper commit dc325fc gradle 7.0.2, openjdk version “11”
WDF version 5.0.7 npm 8.19.2
KGTK version 1.4.3 conda 22.9.0

however, the difference should be kept in mind when comparing the results. Our

calculated time includes serialization to RDF and time required to write to disk.

4.5.2 Experimental Setup

4.5.2.1 Host Machine

Experiments were performed on a multi-core server powered by 2 AMD EPYC

7302 CPUs (16 cores and 32 threads per CPU), 320GB of memory, and 2 hard

disks: a 256GB SSD that runs the operating system (CentOS 7 kernel 3.10.0-

1160.81.1.el7.x86 64 amd64) and a 6TB HDD that is used for extraction steps.

4.5.2.2 Software Versions

Table 4.2 shows the versions of subsetting tools and software used for the experiment.

All versions were available on 12 November 2022. WDumper has no released version,

therefore we mentioned the commit ID we used. All tools except WDF have Docker

containers; however, we cloned and compiled the mentioned versions with no need to

have root permissions. For KGTK, we installed the repository-recommended binary

package in Conda, using pip. To the best of our knowledge, WDSub and KGTK are

being upgraded regularly.

4.5.2.3 Experimental Run

A Python script15 ran each tool three times separately from the moment of starting

with the raw input dump to the moment it saves the output on disk. In this way, the

time required for any indexing and pre-processing of the dump (if any), as well as the

time of writing the output, is included in the extraction time. We present the average

and the standard deviation of the three runs. While WDF and KGTK accept the

15https://github.com/kg-subsetting/biohackathon2021/blob/

aef6f135ed08aa3d0618481ddb8f79b3d441f6c6/Performance%20Tests/tool_runner.py -
accessed 18 February 2023
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Table 4.3: The results of running the four practical tools: size and type of the
output, the average (Avg.) and standard deviation (STD) of the extraction time,
the number of items and the number of statements.

Tool
Output
Type

Output
Size (GB)

Extraction
Time (sec) Items Statements
Avg. STD

WDSub ttl.gz 2.7 11h 57m 40s 126 3,434,509 38,372,871
WDumper nt.gz 3.1 6h 30m 27s 97 3,434,538 38,373,706
WDF ndjson 36 3h 51m 16s 52 3,434,538 38,373,706
KGTK tsv 3.6 4h 45m 48s 1,020 3,434,506 38,366,611

filtering embedded in the command line, WDumper accepts a JSON specification

file16 and WDSub accepts a ShEx schema17. RDF outputs of WDumper and WDSub

were imported in Blazegraph triplestore. Then a set of SPARQL queries18 has been

performed to count the instances and statements in RDF outputs. For KGTK

which produces TSV outputs, a Python script (using pandas package) has been

used. For counting the number of instances and statements in the WDF output and

the input dump, a string matching C program19 (using regex.h library) has been

used to count the number of instances. Note that while each Wikidata JSON dump

has an RDF pair dump, these two different serializations are not identical [Pin22].

Therefore we query the JSON dump directly using the C string-matching program.

4.5.3 Performance Test Results

Table 4.3 shows the output detail, extraction time, and the total number of items

and statements in the output of each tool. The output of WDSub and WDumper

is significantly smaller due to compression. The KGTK output is not compressed;

however, it is still as small as WDSub and WDumper, due to the TSV format as

opposed to RDF IRIs. It is because other tools extract the entire metadata of the

matched item, including labels, descriptions, qualifiers, etc., while KGTK extracts

the statement triples only. In its TSV output, KGTK keeps the Q-IDs only and

16https://github.com/kg-subsetting/biohackathon2021/blob/

c65b08bc05bcacd6cb389a8d3caf692841bc4a61/Performance%20Tests/gene_protein_

disease_chemicals.json - accessed 18 February 2023
17https://github.com/kg-subsetting/biohackathon2021/blob/

c65b08bc05bcacd6cb389a8d3caf692841bc4a61/Performance%20Tests/gene_protein_

disease_chemicals.shex - accessed 18 February 2023
18https://github.com/kg-subsetting/biohackathon2021/tree/

fbad01486eb2b4026ee0a04d66354e18fc0489ac/Performance%20Tests/sparql - accessed
18 February 2023

19https://github.com/kg-subsetting/biohackathon2021/blob/

33032c75ccc23b3e67aa2babc2419e2b0cfa26c1/Performance%20Tests/count_instances_

json.c - accessed 18 February 2023
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https://github.com/kg-subsetting/biohackathon2021/blob/33032c75ccc23b3e67aa2babc2419e2b0cfa26c1/Performance%20Tests/count_instances_json.c
https://github.com/kg-subsetting/biohackathon2021/blob/33032c75ccc23b3e67aa2babc2419e2b0cfa26c1/Performance%20Tests/count_instances_json.c
https://github.com/kg-subsetting/biohackathon2021/blob/33032c75ccc23b3e67aa2babc2419e2b0cfa26c1/Performance%20Tests/count_instances_json.c
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omits any prefixes, which results in light and fast-writing outputs. Note that KGTK

can be set to extract other metadata; however, performing this requires additional

conditions and filters, which are not necessary for our experimental scenario (see

Section 4.5.1.2) and increases its extraction time. As well, WDumper, WDF, and

WDSub can be set not to extract metadata; however, applying such filters enforces

unnecessary overhead in their extraction time.

The extraction times show that WDF is the fastest tool. Part of that is because

Javascript is efficient in reading JSON files. The WDF filters are also basic, and

parsing the conditions can be done straightforwardly. KGTK is the second fastest

tool. About half of the extraction time in KGTK is spent converting Wikidata

into TSV files: one file containing nodes, the second file containing edges, and

the third file containing qualifiers. KGTK also creates a graph cache in SQLite

format from the edges TSV file in the first query, which significantly speeds up

subsequent queries (for example, extracting a subset using the graph cache takes

only ten minutes). KGTK greatly benefits from multithreading, which causes a

high variance of extraction time. Although WDF and WDumper traverse the JSON

dump similarly line by line, and WDumper is a compiled tool, WDumper is slower.

A part of this slowness is because WDumper serializes the matched JSON blobs to

RDF. Also, WDumper can accept more complex filters that create a level of overhead

in extraction (regardless of having a simple specification input). The same is true

for WDSub. The RDF serializer in WDumper and WDSub is the same; however,

the WDSub filtering system (based on ShEx) can parse quite complex filters at the

SPARQL level, which creates a massive overhead. WDumper also has a better level

of multithreading than WDSub.

Comparing the number of extracted items and statements shows that KGTK has

the least number. The higher missed items and statements in KGTK output might

be due to multiple indexing and format conversion steps. The number of extracted

items and statements in WDF and WDumper is identical, although this identicality

is coincidental. The disaggregated statistics, as we discuss in Section 4.5.4, show

that these tools extract a different number of instances in each class.

4.5.4 Accuracy Test Results

Table 4.4 shows the result of accuracy test queries on the input dump and each

tool separately. In the Condition 1 column, the number of instances of each class

can be seen. Compared to the input dump, all tools missed extracting some of

the Q-IDs. The ratio of the missing items is less than 4% in all classes except the

Disease class, in which 55% of the items are missing. Proteins have the second
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Table 4.4: Accuracy test results of the four tools.

Condition 1 Condition 2 Condition 3
Class Items Statements Class Items

Input
Dump

Gene 1,236,305 18,181,615
Operon 763

Protein 1,027,709 12,954,824
Chemical Compound 1,262,098 11,160,915

Acid 1,792
Disease 12,309 274,452

WDSub

Gene 1,196,488 15,993,260
Operon 0

Protein 987,614 11,365,230
Chemical Compound 1,244,859 10,941,100

Acid 7
Disease 5,511 72,416

WDumper

Gene 1,196,503 15,993,730
Operon 0

Protein 987,636 11,365,759
Chemical Compound 1,244,874 10,941,562

Acid 7
Disease 5,512 72,477

WDF

Gene 1,197,084 16,016,916
Operon 0

Protein 987,641 11,365,892
Chemical Compound 1,244,881 10,942,239

Acid 7
Disease 5,513 72,480

KGTK

Gene 1,196,522 15,988,146
Operon 0

Protein 987,662 11,366,235
Chemical Compound 1,244,896 10,941,671

Acid 7
Disease 5,513 71,933

highest missing ratio (4%). As the number of extracted diseases in all subsets is in

the same range, we hypothesise that this high rate is due to Truthy Statements and

deprecated rank statements in Wikidata. The subsetting tools are set to extract

based on the instance of (P31) property. There might be lots of data instances

in the input dump that still have a deprecated rank statement saying the item is

an instance of (P31) disease (Q12136). These items have been counted in the C

program but are not extracted by any tools (Changing the regex in the C program

to distinguish the deprecated rank has been unsuccessful as it requires more than

30 days of processing). Looking at the Condition 2 columns shows that the number

of missing statements has a much higher rate compared to the input dump. About

12% of Genes and Proteins statements, 1% of Chemical Compounds statements, and

77% of Disease statements are missing in the subsets. This missing rate strengthens

the correctness of the Truthy and deprecated rank statements hypothesis.

Comparing amongst tools, we can see that WDF extracted slightly higher items

and statements, except in Proteins and Chemical Compound items and Proteins

statements. KGTK has the highest number of missing statements, again most likely

due to three conversion steps in a row. The Condition 3 column shows that all tools

extracted seven Acid instances, while those instances should not be in the subsets.
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The simple query on Wikidata endpoint20 shows that these seven items are instances

of both acid (Q11158) and chemical compound (Q11173). It is against Wikidata’s

recommendation that an item belongs to both a class and the subclass at the same

time; however, this kind of inconsistency is common in Wikidata.

4.6 Conclusion

Choosing amongst the subsetting approaches depends on the task at hand. The

methods introduced in Section 4.4 are single-purpose and usually cannot be reused

to create any arbitrary subset. Amongst the practical tools (Section 4.4.1), our

performance and accuracy evaluation show that WDF has the fastest and most ac-

curate performance, but this tool is not flexible in defining subsets. This problem

also exists in WDumper. In these two tools, although it is possible to define the

inclusion and exclusion of items, statements and contextual metadata, it is not pos-

sible to make a connection between these conditions. For example, disease instances

and chemical compound instances can be extracted together, but if we want only

the chemical compounds related to the extracted diseases, it cannot be done with

these tools.

KGTK and WDSub offer much higher flexibility because their subset-defining

structure is derived from graph query languages. KGTK has a very high speed in

extracting data after a round of indexing; however, in the context of Wikidata, its

biggest weakness is the lack of indexing references. WDSub has the most flexible

subset-defining structure in the Wikidata ecosystem and is reasonably accurate;

however, it is slow and (as of December 2022) still in its early stages of development.

20This query was used on Wikidata Query Service to fetch the items that are in-
stances of acid and chemical compounds simultaneously: https://github.com/kg-

subsetting/biohackathon2021/blob/fbad01486eb2b4026ee0a04d66354e18fc0489ac/

Performance%20Tests/sparql/instances_of_acid_and_chemical.sparql - queried 18 Febru-
ary 2023
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Wikidata Topical Subsetting

In this chapter, we address the first research task (RT1): extracting practical subsets

of Wikidata containing resources. We were initially interested in fetching life science

entities and facts from Wikidata, as evidence had shown that referencing rate in the

life science area is more intense than other Wikidata topics [Pis+17a]. Subsetting

around a specific theme led us to the definition of Topical Subsetting : defining a

topic, i.e., determining what entities can be included in the given topic area, then

extracting those entities and all their facts using a reliable subsetting approach.

Amongst the practical approaches discussed in Section 4.4.1, only WDumper was

available at the end of 2020.

However, there was no evaluation of this Wikidata third-party tool. To evaluate

WDumper, after providing a formal definition of topical subsetting, we performed

an extraction experiment in which we determined four topical subset use cases and

extracted the corresponding subsets using WDumper. We provided the performance

details of the test runs. We also assessed the outputs of WDumper by performing

different SPARQL queries, similar to Section 4.5.1.3 on the input and output. We

performed all experiments on Wikidata 2016 and 2020 dumps. Using two separate

dumps allowed us to measure the change in data amount from 2016 to 2020 on our

defined use cases. We described the advantages and limitations of WDumper in

topical subsetting. The evaluation results have been published in the proceeding

of the Second International Workshop on Knowledge Graph Construction (KGCW)

co-located with ESWC 2021 [BGM21b].
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SELECT ?entity WHERE {

?entity wdt:P31 wd:Q515 . # instance of (P31) city (Q515)

}

Listing 7: An example of a function R which is a query to return all entities with
type city in Wikidata

5.1 Topical Subset Definition

First, we now provide a definition for topical subsets based on the Wikidata data

model. Wikidata consists of the following collections:

• E: set of Wikidata entities – their ID starts with a Q.

• P : set of Wikidata properties – their ID starts with a P.

• S: set of Wikidata statements.

Now we define the filter function R : E → E as a black box that can be applied on

E and selects a finite number of its members related to a specific topic. Let ER ⊆ E

be the output of the function R. For entity e ∈ E let Se ⊆ S be all simple and

complex Wikidata statements in which e is the subject. Note that in Wikidata, a

simple statement is a regular RDF triple, while a complex statement is triple that

references and/or qualifiers attached to it. Also, let Pe be all properties which are

used in Se triples either for the statement itself or qualifiers/references. With these

assumptions, we define dump DR as a topical subset of Wikidata with respect to R:

DR := (ER,
⋃

e∈ER

Pe,
⋃

e∈ER

Se)

From the definitions of Pe and Se we can conclude that
⋃

e∈ER

Pe ⊆ P and
⋃

e∈ER

Se ⊆ S

and subsequently DR is a subset of Wikidata. We consider R as black-box; the input

of R is the set of all Wikidata entities and its output is a subset of Wikidata entities

related to a specific topic. The function R can be any set of definitions, rules, or

filters that describe a related group of entities. The definition of R depends on the

topic that is being described. One example of R is a simple SELECT query that

describes all entities that have type city (Q515) in Wikidata as shown in Listing 7.

5.2 Topical Subset Use Cases

We now define four topical subset use cases in Wikidata that we will use to evaluate

WDumper. By defining, we mean to use natural language terms to include or

exclude items, statements and other metadata. These natural language terms then
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should be transformed into the proper filters relevant to the target subsetting tool.

Politicians: This subset should contain all entities that are an instance of the

class politician, or any of its subclasses. In the case of Wikidata, this would

be the class politician (Q82955), while for DBpedia it would be the class

Politician1. The subset should contain all facts pertaining to these entities,

e.g., in Wikidata it should include all statements and properties.

General(military) Politicians: The subset should contain all entities that are

an instance of the class politician (Q82955) or any of its subclasses, who also

are a military officer (Q189290) and have the rank of general (Q83460), i.e.

politico-military individuals. The main goal of this use case is to see the effect

of having more conditions in the English definition on the run-time and the

volume of the output of subset extraction tools.

UK Universities: The subset should contain all instances of the class university

(Q3918) or any of its subclasses, that are located in the UK. The subset

should contain all statements and properties pertaining to these entities. This

use case extends the complexity of the subset by having alternative properties

and values to satisfy, e.g. the location can be captured in Wikidata with

the properties country (P17), located in territory (P131), or location (P276).

Likewise, the country could be stated as one of the component parts of the

UK, e.g. Scotland.

Gene Wiki: This case is based on the class-level diagram of the Wikidata knowl-

edge graph for biomedical entities given in [Waa+20]. The class-level diagram

specifies 17 different item types from Wikidata mentioned in the Gene Wiki

project. The subset should contain all instances of these 17 classes and their

subsets.

These four use cases have been selected on purpose. The Gene Wiki and Politicians

use cases have been selected for future research purposes because of their hypothet-

ical richness in referencing. The other two use cases have been chosen to explore

the expressiveness of a topical subset definition with more complex conditions, and

then to explore the extraction time execution of these.

5.3 Evaluating WDumper for Topical Subsetting

Figure 5.1 shows an overview of WDumper components. The R function can be seen

as the filtering approach on entities in WDumper. For each topic, the appropriate

filters on entities must be defined. Once the filters are defined and the subset ER

1IRI: https://dbpedia.org/ontology/Politician - accessed 16 February 2023
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Figure 5.1: WDumper main components

is extracted, WDumper extracts all statements with origin e, where e ∈ ER, along

with their qualifiers and references.

WDumper requires two inputs: The complete dump of Wikidata in JSON, and a

JSON specification file that contains rules and filters for determining which entities,

properties and statements to extract from the full Wikidata dump. The specification

file is where we implement the function R. The output of WDumper is a compressed

N-Triple (.nt.gz) file that contains the entities and statements specified in the second

input. There is also a GUI for creating the input specification file.

5.3.1 Experimental Methodology

Our evaluation of WDumper follows the below steps:

1. Writing WDumper specifications for the use cases in Section 5.2.

2. Running WDumper with the above specifications on two complete Wikidata

dumps belonging to two different time points and compare the run-time and

the volume of the extracted output.

3. Evaluating the extracted output via performing different queries both on the

output and the input full dump.

4. Summarizing results and expressing strengths and weaknesses of WDumper.

5.3.1.1 Input Dumps

We use two full Wikidata dumps of different time points. The first full dump is

from 27 April 20152, and the second is from 13 November 20203. The selected 2020

dump was the latest JSON dump available when conducting our evaluation. The

2Downloaded from https://archive.org/download/wikidata-json-20150427 - accessed 11
November 2020, available on 25 December 2020

3Downloaded from [Wik22f] on 15 November 2020
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Table 5.1: Details of the Wikidata dumps. The Total Items and Total Statements
columns are obtained from the Wikidata Stats tool4.

Release Date Size (GB) Total Items Total Statements

2015-04-27 4.52 17,632,496 61,427,934
2020-11-13 90.42 90,368,519 1,153,949,899

selected 2015 dump is the first archive date for which both JSON and Turtle files

are available. Note that we need the JSON file for WDumper running, while the

Turtle file is needed to import the full dump in a triplestore and evaluate the output

of WDumper based on the input, even though these two dumps are not identical.

Table 5.1 provides summary information about these two dumps. The 2015 dump

is smaller, can be stored and processed locally even on PCs, and it takes a much

shorter time to generate output. For this reason, it is very suitable for initial tests.

The 2020 dump, on the other hand, is much richer and can provide insights into

how WDumper deals with large datasets of the size that Wikidata now produces.

5.3.1.2 WDumper Specification Files

We explain the WDumper specification files corresponding to the four use cases

introduced in Section 5.2. We use the WDumper GUI5 depicted in Figure 5.2 to

generate the specification files. The GUI provides several controls as to what to

include in the subset. In WDumper GUI, we should determine whether we need to

subset items or properties. Using properties allows us to extract a subset of the Wiki-

data ontology and relationship vocabulary while using items allows subsetting the

data instances. Items can be further filtered by specifying a property and its value.

Other options then permit us to select whether all statements are returned (‘any’)

or just the top-ranked statements (‘best rank’)6. These filters enable WDumper

to extract the intermediate nodes of statements, references, and qualifiers. In all

use cases, we created a specification with and without the additional references and

qualifiers. This allows us to investigate the effect of statement filters on execution

time and output volume. In the specification file, these filters can be seen in the

statement sub-array, as ‘qualifiers, ‘references’, ‘simple’, and ‘full’ keys which are

false or true respectively.

Politicians: We define a filter on the occupation (P106) property of the entities to

4https://wikidata-todo.toolforge.org/stats.php - accessed 25 December 2022
5Demo: https://wdumps.toolforge.org/ - accessed 20 December 2022
6Note that in Wikidata, each statement can have a rank that can be used to identify the

preferred value if the statement has more than one value. Ranks are available in Wikidata RDF
data model like qualifiers and references.
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Figure 5.2: WDumper Configuration GUI for the politicians use case.

have a politician (Q82955) value.

General(military) Politicians: This extends the Politicians definition with two

more conditions. The first is the occupation (P106) property to have a military

officer (Q189290) value. The second is the military rank (P410) property to

have a general (Q83460) value.

UK Universities: We define a filter on entities with two conditions: the instance

of (P31) property to be university (Q189290), and the country (P17) property

to be United Kingdom (Q145).

Gene Wiki: For each item type of the class-diagram in Gene Wiki [Waa+20], we

create a filter on the corresponding entities in WDumper via the instance of

(P31) property to be gene (Q7187), protein (Q8054), etc. In this case, no

filters are defined on the types as we require all statements associated with

the types to be in the subset.

All JSON specification files can be found in [Beg21f].

5.3.1.3 Subsets Validation

Similar to Section 4.5.1.3, we consider validating the content of the subsets by check-

ing the produced output has the information that it was supposed to have according

to the definition in Section 5.2. Our assessment is based on performing multiple

queries based on the following conditions:

Condition 1: The number of filtered entities in the output should be equal to the

same number of entities in the input dump. For example, in the Politicians

use case, the number of persons with the politician occupation in the output

should be equal to the number of persons with the politician occupation in

the corresponding input dump. This condition can be tested with COUNT

queries on the input and output datasets.

Condition 2: For each entity that is supposed to be in output, the number of

its related statements must be equal in both input and output datasets. For

example, in the Politicians use case, if the main dump has 50 statements

about George Washington, we expect to see the same number of statements

about this politician in the output too. This condition can be tested using
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DESCRIBE queries.

Condition 3: WDumper can extract intermediate statement nodes, references, and

qualifiers exactly as they are at the input dump. This condition can be tested

by querying the qualifiers and references of some given statements.

Queries corresponding to these conditions are available on GitHub [Beg23].

5.3.2 Experimental Setup

5.3.2.1 Host machine

Experiments were performed on a multi-core server with 64 8-core AMD 6380

2.5GHz 64bit CPUs, 512GB of memory and 2.7TB disk space. The system has

an L1d cache of 16KiB, an L1i cache of 64KiB, an L2 cache of 2048KiB, and an L3

cache of 6144KiB. Java OpenJDK version 11 (build 11+28) and Gradle 6.7.1 was

used to compile and run WDumper.

5.3.2.2 Experimental Run

The calculated times have been extracted from the elapsed time mentioned in the

WDumper output log. For each of the execution cases, three independent runs were

performed. The average and standard deviation from these times were calculated.

Due to the multifold size of the input dump volume compared to the three levels

of cache sizes, the sequential traversal nature of the process, and the asymmetry

and dissimilarity in the dump, the impact of caching can be neglected in the time

variations. The subsets and the Wikidata 2015 dump have been imported into

and queried from Apache Jena Fuseki version 3.17.0 as TDB2 RDF datasets. The

Wikidata Query Service has been used as the alternative to the 2020 dump.

5.3.2.3 Data Corrections

We encountered problems loading the 2015 turtle dump into Apache Jena Fuseki.

Errors arose from the inclusion of bad line endings in more than 100 cases, and the

existence of characters such as ‘\a’. Unacceptable characters such as ‘\n’ and

‘\\’ can also be seen in the WDumper outputs, which reinforces the possibility

that this problem occurs inside the Wikibase RDF serializer which converts JSON

dumps to RDF data. Figure 5.3 shows an example of these syntax errors.

For the WDumper outputs and the 2015 dump, these errors were manually fixed

using the sed commands given in Listing 8. The sanitized versions are available in
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Figure 5.3: An example of bad end lines in the Wikidata 2015 turtle dump file.

$ sed -i -E 's/(<.*)}(.*>)/\1\2/' <dump_file>

$ sed -i -E 's/(<.*)\\n(.*>)/\1\2/' <dump_file>

$ sed -i -E 's/(<.*)\|(.*>)/\1\2/' <dump_file>

Listing 8: The commands used for fixing syntax errors of the 2015 dump.

[Beg21c]. In the case of 2020 dump, we use Wikidata Query Service (WDQS) due

to the time that would be required to fix and load this data into Fuseki. The date

that we performed our evaluation queries was approximately two months after the

creation date of the 2020 dump (27 November 2020). In this period, during which

Wikidata can have thousands of edits, new data may have entered Wikidata which

are available by WDQS and are not present in the 2020 dump (and subsequently

are not present in the WDumper output). Because of this, there may be slight

differences in the counts of entities and statements between input and output that

is not related to WDumper functionality. We tried to use Wikidata history query

service7 to quantify the rate of Wikidata increases in this period, but the history

covers a range from the creation of Wikidata to 1 July 2019.

5.4 Performance Test Results

We run WDumper with the specification files described in Section 5.3.1.2 on the two

Wikidata dumps. The generated subsets can be found in [Beg21f] and the results

stated in Table 5.2. For each use case, we generated two subsets: one only includes

simple statements and another with the inclusion of statement nodes, references,

and qualifiers (labelled ‘withRQFS’ in the table). Figure 5.4 shows a word cloud

7https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:History_Query_Service - accessed 25 Decem-
ber 2022
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Table 5.2: The Time elapsed and the output size in running WDumper using each
use case specification files on the two dumps. ‘withRQFS’ label denotes the speci-
fication that aims to extract statement nodes, references, and qualifiers. The FoE
column denotes the number of filters on entities. The CiF column denotes the num-
ber of conditions in each filter. The average of three runs is reported in the AVG
column and the standard deviation is in the STD column. Sizes belong to com-
pressed nt.gz files that are the direct output of WDumper. Inside parentheses, sizes
and times are converted to other units for more readability (h for hours, KB for
kilobytes, and MB for megabytes).

Use case FoE CiF
2015 Dump 2020 Dump

Time
(sec)

Size
(GB)

Time
(sec)

Size
(GB)

Avg. STD Avg. STD

Politicians 1 1
1835

(31min)
198

0.07
(70MB)

39779
(11h)

2029
0.37

(370MB)
Politicians
withRQFS

1 1
2347

(39min)
28

0.31
(300MB)

44271
(12h)

2811 1.4

UK
Universities

1 2
1584

(26min)
38

0.000105
(105KB)

41474
(12h)

3424
0.000255
(255KB)

UK
Universities
withRQFS

1 2
1774

(30min)
142

0.000175
(175KB)

41890
(12h)

8436
0.000864
(864KB)

General
(military)
Politicians

1 3
1570

(26min)
59

0.000268
(268KB)

37155
(10h)

917
0.00105
(1MB)

General
(military)
Politicians
withRQFS

1 3
1655

(28min)
48

0.000664
(664KB)

42334
(12h)

7341
0.04

(4MB)

Gene Wiki 17 1
1731

(29min)
95

0.01
(11MB)

40828
(11h)

2284
0.70

(709MB)
Gene Wiki
withRQFS

17 1
1844

(31min)
276

0.026
(26MB)

48943
(14h)

4993 4.5

diagram of the properties used in statements in each 2020 subset (only ‘withRQFS’

subsets).

Table 5.2 shows that the extraction time on the 2020 dump is significantly longer

than the 2015 dump. This is expected as the Wikidata 2020 dump is about ten times

larger. In all cases, generating the subset with additional statements took longer

than the subsets with simple statements. The latter also produced more volume in

the output, indicating the addition of references, qualifiers, and statements nodes

are included in the output. For example, this change is very significant in the case

of Gene Wiki in the 2020 dump. The added filters and the conditions added to

the filters also affect the extraction time directly and the output volume inversely,
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(a) Politicians (b) General Politicians

(c) UK Universities (d) Gene Wiki

Figure 5.4: The frequency of properties used in statements in each 2020 subset (only
‘withRQFS’ subsets).

which is to be expected. Within extraction times, the amount of data that must

be written in the output must also be considered. This is evident in comparisons

between UK universities and Military Politicians in which the volume of data has

a higher impact than the number of conditions. Overall, considering the massive

data, the time required to extract a topical subset by WDumper seems reasonable.

Adding more filters at the level of this experiment, i.e., less than 100 conditions do

not have a significant effect on the extraction time. However, having more than 100

conditions will dominate the effect of data volume.

5.5 Subsets Validation Results

This section discusses the results of performing SPARQL queries corresponding to

the validation conditions in Section 5.3.1.3.

Validation of Condition 1. We use COUNT queries to validate this condition.

The purpose of these queries is to count the entities that should be in the output

according to each use case’s filter(s). If WDumper is performing correctly, the result
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############ Politicians ##############################

SELECT (COUNT (DISTINCT ?item) AS ?count) WHERE{

?item wdt:P106 wd:Q82955 . # occupation of politician

}

############ UK Universities ##########################

SELECT (COUNT (DISTINCT ?item) AS ?count) WHERE{

?item wdt:P31 wd:Q3918 ; # instance of university

wdt:P17 wd:Q145 . # country of United Kingdom

}

############ General(military) Politicians ############

SELECT (COUNT (DISTINCT ?item) AS ?count) WHERE{

?item wdt:P106 wd:Q82955 ; # occupation of politician

wdt:P106 wd:Q189290 ; # occupation of milit. officer

wdt:P410 wd:Q83460 . # military rank of general

}

############ Gene Wiki ################################

SELECT (COUNT (DISTINCT ?item) AS ?count) WHERE{

{?item wdt:P31 wd:Q423026 .} # instance of active site

UNION

{?item wdt:P31 wd:Q4936952 .} # instance of anat. struct.

UNION

# ...

UNION

{?item wdt:P31 wd:Q50379781 .} # instance of therap. use

}

Listing 9: The proper COUNT queries for evaluating condition 1. Prefixes and most
of Gene Wiki’s query have been deleted for more readability.

of this count should be the same on both the input and output datasets. These

queries will be different for each use case, depending on the definition of that use

case. For example, while in the Politicians use case we count the number of people

with political jobs, in the case of Gene Wiki we count the union of entities of type

disease, genes, proteins, etc. Listing 9 shows the queries executed for each use case.

These queries run on each use case’s output ‘withRQFS’. The results of performing

the COUNT queries are shown in Table 5.3.

The results show that for the 2015 dump, the number of entities in the output

and input is equal except for the Politicians’ use case. In both the 2015 and 2020

dumps, the difference between input and output is less than one per cent in the

cases of inequality. In the case of the 2020 dump, the difference can be attributed

to the entry of new data in the interval between our tests and the dump date.
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Table 5.3: The results of performing COUNT queries of each use case (Listing 9) on
the output of WDumper and input full dump for both 2015 and 2020 dumps. The
last column are COUNT results queried against WDQS instead of the 2020 dump
itself.

Use case
2015 Dump 2020 Dump

Input Output Input Output

Politicians 246,044 246,009 646,401 641,387
General (military)

Politicians
165 165 602 597

UK Universities 73 73 186 183
Gene Wiki 19,432 19,432 3,283,471 3,282,560

Table 5.4: The results of performing DESCRIBE queries on the selected entity.

Use case Entity
2015 Dump 2020 Dump

Input Output Input Output

Politicians Q23 776 408 921 871
General (military)

Politicians
Q355643 150 104 228 207

UK Universities Q1094046 108 64 224 208
Gene Wiki Q30555 22 12 37 30

This is reasonable, especially in the case of Gene Wiki where bots are importing

new information into Wikidata every day. In the case of the 2015 dump in the

Politicians row, the 35 differences between input and output are unjustifiable. The

reason for this difference might be due to the inability of WDumper to parse the

data of these entities in the input dump. WDumper uses the JSON file as input,

and to be able to fetch an entity, it must see the specific structure of the Wikidata

arrays and sub-arrays in the JSON file. Some entities may not have this complete

structure in the JSON file but they do exist in the Turtle file.

Validation of Condition 2. To validate this condition, in each use case, we use

DESCRIBE queries for an arbitrary entity that we are sure is in the WDumper

output. The DESCRIBE queries list all triples of the given entity. We expect that

the result of the DESCRIBE queries should be the same on both the input and

output datasets. For each use case, we selected an arbitrary entity (called Tested

Entity), which is present in both the input and output datasets. We then run

a DESCRIBE wd:Q... query and count the extracted triples. Table 5.4 shows our

results.

From Table 5.4 it is clear that the number of triples in the DESCRIBE queries in

both the 2020 and 2015 dumps are not equal. This difference prompted us to explore

the differences using the compare module of the RDFlib library. It was found that
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Table 5.5: The numbers of predicates in the 2015 dump and WDumper could not
fetch, by entity.

Entity schema:name skos:prefLabel Total

Q23 184 184 368
Q355643 23 23 46
Q1094046 22 22 44
Q30555 5 5 10

Table 5.6: The number of qualifiers and references for the selected property of the
selected entity in the output and input of WDumper (2020 dump).

Entity Property
Qualifiers References

Output Input Output Input

Q23 P26 4 4 2 2
Q355643 P485 1 1 1 1
Q1094046 P355 1 1 1 1
Q17487737 P680 24 24 96 96

the 2015 dump contains predicates such as <http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/

core#prefLabel> and <http://schema.org/name>, which were not extracted by

WDumper. Table 5.5, shows the details and total numbers of predicates that are in

the input dump (2015 dump) for the selected entities and WDumper could not fetch.

As we can see, the total column is exactly the difference between the DESCRIBE

queries. In the case of the 2020 dump, some of the predicates with <http://www.

w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#> prefix, such as dateModified, and all <http://

www.wikidata.org/prop/direct-normalized/> predicates are not detectable by

WDumper. However, in both dumps, the statements whose predicate is a property

of Wikidata (e.g. P31, P106, etc.), were completely extracted by WDumper.

Validation of Condition 3. To validate this condition, we selected an arbitrary

entity from each use case, and for this entity, we considered one of its statements.

We then counted the qualifiers and the references of this statement in the 2020

dump (over the WDQS) and the output of WDumper. Table 5.6 shows the selected

entity, selected property, and the number of qualifiers and references for them. From

Table 5.6, it is clear that WDumper can extract qualifiers and references completely

from the input.
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5.6 WDumper Strengths and Weaknesses

The results of our evaluations show that WDumper, as a custom dump production

tool, can be used to create some topical subsets. This tool can accurately extract

the entities specified by its filters. It also extracts almost all statements related to

entities (except ignoring IRIs with special prefixes). One of the features we have been

looking for is the ability to extract references and qualifiers of Wikidata statements,

which WDumper can do. Setting up this tool is not very complicated; the user only

needs to select the filters of the entities and statements, run the tool and it extracts

all of the information at once. Its GUI is also somewhat helpful, while the JSON

structure of its specification files is also simple and understandable.

The most crucial weakness of WDumper about the topical subsets is the limi-

tation in the definition of entity filters. In WDumper, entities can only be filtered

based on the presence of a Px property or having the value v for a Px property.

Although it is possible to deploy any number of such filters, this is not enough to

specify some kinds of use cases, e.g., if one wants to define the Scottish universi-

ties subset. By eye-checking some of these universities on the Wikidata website,

we can find that their corresponding entity does not have any property that di-

rectly indicates they belong to Scotland. Of course, we can define the R function of

these subsets through indirect methods (for example, considering the Geo-location

of entities in Scottish universities), but these types of filters are not available in

WDumper.

The recognition of type hierarchies is another limitation of WDumper. In the

case of UK universities, for example, the University of Edinburgh (Q160302) is not

among the universities extracted by WDumper. The reason for this is that the

instance of property (P31) in this university refers to public university (Q875538)

instead of university (Q3918). As we mentioned in Section 2.1.3.4 SPARQL queries

handle this using property paths such as wdt:P31/wdt:P279∗. These property paths

are not available in WDumper. The strategy of considering more filters to cover all

subtypes needs a comprehensive knowledge of Wikidata ontology. This strategy will

fail if the class hierarchy changes. As a temper solution, we implemented a plugin8

to WDumper which aims to automatically detect all subclasses of a seed filter set

from the Wikidata endpoint and add them to the specification file (See Chapters 6

and 8).

But still, there is a more fundamental limitation: the inability to communicate

8https://github.com/seyedahbr/Wikidata_Reference_Statistics/blob/

f371ccf93b598fe1138a381e94ccdf810bbe47dc/Scripts/add_subclasses.py - accessed 18
February 2023
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between different filters in multi-filter cases. For example, in the Gene Wiki use case,

we may want diseases that are somehow related to a gene or protein, while in the

WDumper output, there are diseases that have nothing to do with genes, proteins,

and other Gene Wiki types. The inability to choose another output format other

than N-Triples, especially the Wikibase JSON output, which is more suitable for

using the subset produced in a Wikibase instance and also has a smaller volume, is

another limitation.

The main implication of these limitations is the reduction of the flexibility of sub-

set extracting with this tool. With these weaknesses, users have to spend much more

time defining the desired subset. However, our experience shows that WDumper can

be used to generate topical subsets of Wikidata in some use cases but not for all

use cases. WDumper can extract the entities specified by its filters and extract

most statements related to those entities in a reasonable time; it also fetches the

statement nodes and references/qualifiers.

Compared to Chapter 4, in this chapter, we defined and focused on extract-

ing topical subsets by WDumper. We defined four use cases: politicians, military

politicians with the rank of general and UK universities are new. In comparison to

Chapter 4, the Gene Wiki use case has been expanded from four classes to 17 classes.

We also investigated the accuracy of this tool in extracting the context metadata,

i.e., qualifiers and references. The extraction time of WDumper for Gene Wiki in

this chapter is approximately 1.74 times that of Chapter 4 (2.09 times when refer-

ences and qualifiers are extracted). Despite different host machines, the difference

is because in Chapter 4 only four Gene Wiki classes were defined for subsetting,

while in this chapter 17 classes have been defined. In Chapter 4, we only counted

the number of items and statements, while in this chapter, we counted all predicates

using CONSTRUCT queries and determined some predicates cannot be extracted by

WDumper, e.g.,<http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#>.
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Reference Statistics in

WikiProjects

After completing RT1 and establishing a subsetting procedure, we are ready to in-

vestigate references. This chapter reviews our second research task, RT2, where we

analyze the Wikidata referencing in different Wikidata WikiProjects. This research

task is a starting point to get an insight into various quality aspects of referencing

in Wikidata. The evaluation was based on topical subsets. We extracted six dif-

ferent topical subsets according to six Wikdiata WikiProjects. The results of the

experiments have been published in the Second Wikidata Workshop co-located with

ISWC 2021 [BGM21a]. In addition to the results, we explained our position on the

importance of a comprehensive and in-depth study of Wikidata references.

6.1 Referencing Reification Parts

Addressing all our research questions needs a referencing quality assessment frame-

work with specific metrics for referencing. To get familiar with referencing quality

aspects, we started with the amount of data and other statistical information. Fig-

ure 6.1 shows different parts of the RDF reification of references in the Wikidata

data model, similar to Figure 2.15. Our statistical investigation aims to find the

amount of data and diversity in these three parts.

The first set of statistical subjects we looked at for references is the connectivity

of reference nodes to statement nodes, which can also be found on the Wikidata

statistics page1. We call those the basic statistics. The parts of the Wikidata

1https://wikidata-todo.toolforge.org/stats.php - accessed 30 January 2022. The statis-
tic page has not been working properly for some time.
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Figure 6.1: The main three parts of referencing in Wikidata reference reification
are (a) reference nodes and their connectivities to statement nodes, (b) reference
properties, and (c) reference values.

data model that are examined in this topic are highlighted in Figure 6.1 with a.

Basic statistics include the number of items, statements, references, and the ratio

of referenced statements (statements having at least one reference).

Another aspect of this is Reference Sharing. In the Wikidata data model, refer-

ence nodes can provide provenance for more than one statement. In other words,

several statements with the same reference may exist. Figure 6.2 shows the refer-

ence sharing diagram. Reference Sharing is mentioned in our study for the first time.

This phenomenon is presumed to be a result of the activity of bots. Bots add a large

number of statements at once all taken from a single source data record at the same

time. To reduce redundancy, the bot creates only one reference node and connects it

to all related statements. For example, a bot collects facts of 1000 proteins from the

UniProt dataset in one action and creates only one reference node with one reference

triple saying that the fact stated in (P248) the UniProt (Q905695). Then, all 1000

statements connect to this reference node. We investigated the ratio of reference

sharing, i.e., the average number of statements connected to each reference node

(for reference nodes that support two or more references).

The next part of referencing is the property level of references (Figure 6.1(b)).

We aim to know what kind of properties are used in reference triples, the variety of

properties used, and what percentage of triplets each property covers. We call this

aspect Usage of Reference-specific Properties.

The last referencing aspect is the average number of reference triples in each

reference node (Figure 6.1(c)). In Wikidata, a reference node can have multiple

reference triples. As Figure 2.14 shows, Albert Einstein’s (Q937) sex or gender

(P21) statement has three references (and subsequently, three reference nodes), for
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Figure 6.2: An example of a reference node that is shared between three statement
nodes. Statement nodes 1, 2, and 3 are all derived from the same source.

which the first statement has one reference triple, the second has two, and the third

one has three. Having more triples per reference node provides more provenance

information and increases the accuracy of references. We aim to investigate the

average number of triples per statement node.

6.2 Topical Subsetting and WikiProjects

In addition to all the subsetting advantages that we mentioned in Section 4.2, inves-

tigating reference quality requires access to the reference nodes and querying differ-

ent referencing reification parts, e.g. using the basic graph pattern ?item rdf:type

wikibase:Reference. The Wikidata Query Service has blocked these queries as

those are time-consuming queries to answer [Wik22a]. Even on a local Wikidata

endpoint, performing these queries requires an extensive amount of time. In such

cases, using subsets is crucial.

A WikiProject [Wik22o] is a team of Wikidata contributors who aim to improve

Wikidata by working on a specific topic or doing a specific task. A query2 over

Wikidata shows that there are 292 WikiProjects in Wikidata, many of which3 have

been created to enrich Wikidata (both A-Boxes and T-Boxes) on a particular topic,

such as music, scientific disciplines, or politics. WikiProjects convey the concept

of topicality. WikiProjects are well-defined, i.e., their contributors typically specify

classes and properties for their topic in which data instances that match these defi-

nitions can be added to Wikidata. We can use those specifications to determine the

2This query has been used to list Wikidata WikiProjects on the Wikidata Query
Service: https://github.com/seyedahbr/Wikidata_Reference_Statistics/blob/

2d042e2c68e30f2d83677b33890958e3c98af4ce/SPARQL%20Queries/list_wikidata_

wikiprojects.sparql - queried 26 December 2022
3Note that there are other WikiProjects helping with administrative activities in Wikidata.
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boundaries and scope of the WikiProject topic and define a subset corresponding to

it. These subsets are then representatives of their relevant WikiProject in different

experiments and reflect the data quality in Wikidata around the topic.

6.2.1 WikiProject Selection Desiderata

WikiProjects vary in purpose, scope, activity, and progress. Extracting subsets for

all projects is not feasible due to their number, nor are all WikiProjects suitable. A

candidate project must meet the following desiderata:

• It should be topical in nature. Task-based projects such as disambiguation

pages [Wik22i] and other administrative projects are not suitable for topical

subsetting.

• Contributors should provide information about items, classes, and properties

that are added to Wikidata through the project. This information is presented

as lists, tables, entity schemas, or UML class diagrams. Using this information,

we can determine the boundaries of the covered topic.

• The topic of the project should not be too limited or too broad. For example, in

the Scholia project [Wik22m], just scholarly articles make up 30% of Wikidata

items [Wik17] which is very broad. We would like our candidates to have the

same level of independence from the whole Wikidata [Wik22l].

• We would like our experiment to be a good approximation of the whole Wiki-

data so we need candidates from a wide range of subject areas.

6.2.2 Selected WikiProjects

Based on the above desiderata, we identified the following projects for topical sub-

setting. These projects form a combination of scientific and non-scientific topics.

Gene Wiki [BM+16]: Gene Wiki aims to make and maintain Wikidata as a

central hub of linked knowledge on Genes, Proteins, Diseases, Drugs, and

related items. Until 2022, it was one of the most active WikiProjects with five

active bots and specifying 24 classes of data to be added to Wikidata pictured

in a UML class diagram. Although the bots are in hibernation at the time of

writing (February 2022) due to funding issues, the project’s users community

are still active. We include all instances of these 24 classes and their subclasses

into the subset.

Taxonomy [Wik22n]: The goal of this project is to populate Wikidata with

taxonomic names and their classifications. This project consists of the class

of Taxon (Q16521) and its hierarchy plus 47 other related classes that are
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specified in the wiki page of the project. The Taxon (Q16521) class and its

subclasses are also considered in the Gene Wiki project. Considering it as a

separate use case allows for investigating the references in this focused part of

Gene Wiki as compared to the rest.

Astronomy [Wik16b]: The main goal of this project is to define classes and prop-

erties for items related to Astronomy. Accurate referencing is one of the main

goals of the project. Besides that, an active community, well-structured ontol-

ogy definition, and the usefulness of the project motivate us to consider this

project. This subset consists of all instances of astronomical object (Q6999)

class and its subclasses.

Law [Wik22j]: This project aims to cover anything that touches the law, e.g.

economic laws, evidence, and legal proceedings. The provided data would be

particularly useful for judicial systems. The project intends to be broad in

scope, but it has a detailed ontology definition. Law (Q7748), public order

(Q294199), and evidence (Q176763) are some of the included classes.

Music [Wik22k]: This project aims to map and import all music-related data

from diverse sources to feed Wikipedia music infoboxes. Referencing is also

important in this project. Musician (Q639669), musical ensemble (Q2088357),

and musical work(Q2188189) are some of the main classes.

Ships [Wik21c]: This project aims to establish the most ideal structure for ship

data, and create and update claims for all ship items on Wikidata. The project

has a well-structured class hierarchy. Based on the mentioned items and

classes on the project’s web page, all instances of all subclasses of watercraft

(Q1229765) and ship class (Q559026) are in the subset.

6.2.3 Extraction Setup

We use WDumper [Beg21b] for extraction. For each project, the main classes

are identified according to their wiki pages. Identified classes are then used to

write WDumper specification files. The specification files are then enriched with

subclasses via a Python script4. Finally, the related A-Boxes are extracted via

WDumper. Subsets include all statements for A-Boxes along with references, qual-

ifiers, and rank data. T-Boxes have been ignored as referencing does not apply to

them. The specification files for each project can be found in [Beg21e].

For each project, two separate subsets are extracted: one from the October

2016 dump (3 October 2016) [Wik16a] and one from the June 2021 dump (30 June

4https://github.com/seyedahbr/Wikidata_Reference_Statistics/blob/

f371ccf93b598fe1138a381e94ccdf810bbe47dc/Scripts/add_subclasses.py - accessed 18
February 2023
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2021) [Wik21a]. The 2021 dump was downloaded from the Wikimedia dump store

[Wik22f] on 2 July 2021. The 2016 dump is chosen because it is used in prior work

on Wikidata reference quality by Piscopo et al. [Pis+17a]. Comparing that to the

2021 dump helps us draw some conclusions from that earlier work. The extracted

subsets in N-Triples can be found in [Beg21g]. All subsets are indexed and queried

using Blazegraph5 2.1.6 triplestore.

6.3 Statistical Analysis

We consider four experiments in which we perform a set of SPARQL queries over

each extracted subset to obtain a statistical overview of references in Wikidata. The

SPARQL queries for each experiment along with the raw results can be found in the

GitHub repository corresponding [Beg21e].

6.3.1 Basic Statistics

Table 6.1 shows the initial statistics for references in each subset. The first two

columns are the number of items and the number of statements. The third column

is the number of reference nodes, i.e., nodes with the type wikibase:Reference.

The fourth column shows the number and percentage of statements with at least

one reference. The difference between the number of referenced statements and

the number of reference nodes is significant. This is because a number of reference

nodes are common between statements. In other words, a number of statements

have exactly the same references. We call this shared references (Figure 6.2). The

fifth column shows the number and percentage of those reference nodes that are

shared between more than two statements.

As we can see from the table, in all projects the number of items, statement

nodes, and reference nodes has substantially increased from 2016 to 2021. After the

extraction, we recognized that the Taxonomy project makes up more than 36% of

the Gene Wiki project in 2021 and more than 80% in 2016. Despite the growth

of chemical compounds, genes, and proteins in 2021, such overlap can affect Gene

Wiki statistics significantly, e.g., the close ratio of referenced statements. However,

the number of reference nodes in Gene Wiki is much higher than in Taxonomy,

showing that the statistics do not follow the same pattern in all subjects. The rate of

referenced statements has increased in all cases except Music and Ships. In the case

5https://github.com/blazegraph/database/releases/tag/BLAZEGRAPH_2_1_6_RC - ac-
cessed 31 December 2022
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Table 6.1: The basic statistic of references in the six Wikidata WikiProject subsets.

Project Dump Items
Statement
Nodes

Reference
Nodes

Referenced
Statements

Shared
Reference
Nodes

Gene Wiki
2016 2,647,174 17,656,669 169,493

8,699,626
(49%)

42,902
(25%)

2021 8,801,623 92,729,475 9,559,517
61,080,346

(66%)
4,700,610

(49%)

Taxonomy
2016 2,214,088 16,056,914 95,714

8,061,019
(50%)

5,971
(6%)

2021 3,225,102 32,536,083 498,535
16,778,074

(52%)
204,602

(41%)

Astronomy
2016 141,843 888,717 13,260

695,795
(78%)

12,198
(92%)

2021 8,416,958 144,637,511 157,558
127,751,791

(88%)
112,365

(71%)

Law
2016 67,763 174,252 380

48,132
(27%)

152
(40%)

2021 433,440 4,236,657 407,409
2,257,890

(53%)
317,975

(78%)

Music
2016 598,074 3,742,474 80,857

2,135,020
(57%)

35,574
(44%)

2021 948,266 11,702,021 1,329,746
5,920,103

(51%)
374,440

(28%)

Ships
2016 42,873 183,240 857

111,121
(61%)

227
(26%)

2021 126,896 1,101,802 59,282
295,885

(27%)
16,396
(28%)
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of Ships, the rate of referenced statements has dramatically decreased. Considering

the increase in statements in both, the decrease in the referenced statements can

show that human users are more active than bots in Ships and Music (if we intuitively

accept that bots always provide references). The percentage of shared references for

Gene Wiki, Taxonomy, Law, and Ships has increased from 2016 to 2021, while for

Astronomy and Music, this amount has decreased. Among the 2021 datasets, the

highest number of referenced statements belongs to the Astronomy project and the

lowest to the Ships project. The increase in shared references in the Gene Wiki and

Taxonomy subsets is likely due to the use of bots to populate Wikidata. Considering

the 2021 datasets, the highest number of shared references is allocated to the Law

project and the lowest to the Taxonomy project.

6.3.2 Usage of Reference-specific Properties

Wikidata offers a set of properties such as stated in (P248) and reference URL

(P854) to be used in references. In addition, different projects may offer properties

for their references, e.g. the Gene Wiki and Taxonomy projects use properties such

as IUCN taxon ID (P627) even though they are identifier properties. We call these

properties reference-specific. Figure 6.3 shows the frequency of reference-specific

properties used in references in each use case for 2021 subsets. Note that, Figure 6.3

illustrates only the most used properties; the variety of properties is more but the

abundance of the remaining properties is less than 3% overall. For details, see the

CSV file in the GitHub repository corresponding6 [Beg21e].

In Gene Wiki, Taxonomy, and Law, the most frequently used properties are

stated in (P248), retrieved (P813), and reference URL (P854), while Music uses

the first two mostly. This indicates that the majority of the references in these

subsets rely on external sources that were likely populated by bots. In Gene Wiki

and Taxonomy, the next most frequently used properties are well-known external life

science identifiers (e.g., UniProt protein ID). These external IDs are likely mentioned

to indicate these data sources as the claim provenance. External sources form about

60% of Music and 100% of Taxonomy references. In Astronomy (58%) and Ships

(56%), the most frequently used properties are imported from Wikimedia project

(P143) and Wikimedia import URL (P4656). These properties indicate that the

source of the statement is one of the internal Wikimedia projects, e.g. Wikipedia.

Mentioning the Wikipedia article as a source for the corresponding Wikidata item

is not recommended [Wik22h] because Wikidata seeks provenance from primary

6https://github.com/seyedahbr/Wikidata_Reference_Statistics/blob/

f371ccf93b598fe1138a381e94ccdf810bbe47dc/Query%20Results/Usage%20of%20Reference-

specific%20Properties/Property%20Usage.xlsx - accessed 18 February 2023
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Figure 6.3: The frequency of reference-specific properties used in references in each
project (only 2021 subsets).

sources, while Wikipedia is considered a secondary source. The reason behind the

lower appearance of reference URL (P854) in Astronomy and Ships can be the

higher contribution of humans versus bots. Bots usually harvest online sources

and mention the harvested URL as the reference. Although the use of secondary

sources is not banned in Wikidata, it is against the referencing policy as it makes

the process of reference verification harder. Thus, the extent of these should be

carefully considered in future studies.

6.3.3 Distribution of Triples per Reference Node

Using reference-specific properties, each reference node points to one or more triples

to explain the provenance of the claim. Figure 6.3 shows that some of the most

frequent properties are probably used together, e.g., stated in (P248) and reference

URL (P854). Reference nodes with more triples provide more details about the

source, which increases the accuracy. Figure 6.4 shows the distribution of the number

of triples over the total reference nodes in each project in 2016 and 2021 dumps. In

all projects except Law and Ships, the average number of triples in reference nodes

has decreased from 2016 to 2021. The best average belongs to Gene Wiki. The

similarity of Gene Wiki statistics in both the 2016 and 2021 dumps is considerable
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Figure 6.4: The distribution of triples per reference node. The red lines are the me-
dians. Triangles are mean points. Outliers are omitted to have a clear presentation.

and is probably related to the steady activities of the project bots. The uniform

distribution of triples in taxonomy might be due to the steady activity of the bots

in a specific field (as opposed to Gene Wiki, which consists of several sub-topics

such as biology, chemistry, and pharmacology). In 2021, Astronomy has the lowest

average number of triples in reference nodes, despite having the highest percentage

of referenced statements. In the Music project, there are reference nodes with 22

and 35 triples; these outliers are omitted from the figure for presentation purposes.

The average number of triples varies between 1.2 (Ships 2016) and 3.5 (Gene Wiki

2021).

6.3.4 Distribution of Reference Sharing

Shared reference nodes can affect referencing quality. Shared references increase

the cosiness of the dataset by reducing redundancy. However, they can affect the

relevancy. For example, in Gene Wiki, multiple statements about a protein might

be taken simultaneously from the UniProt dataset via a bot, so the reference node

of all these statements will be the same. Figure 6.5 shows the distribution of shared

references in each project in the 2016 and 2021 dumps. In all projects except As-

tronomy, the ratio of reference sharing has decreased from 2016 to 2021. Although

Figure 6.5 shows a tangible distribution rate in shared reference nodes, there are a

few exceptional reference nodes in each project that are shared between a massive

number of statements, e.g., in Astronomy, one reference node has been shared with

more than 1,200,000 statements. Table 6.2 shows the mean and maximum of ref-

erence sharing in each project in the 2021 dump. In Astronomy, about 43 million

statements are connected to just one reference node. However, there is only one
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Figure 6.5: The distribution of reference sharing (for reference nodes connected to
≥ 2 statement). The red lines are the medians. Outliers and means are omitted for
presentation purposes.

Table 6.2: Rounded mean and maximum of reference sharing in 2021 dump for each
project.

Gene Wiki Taxonomy Astronomy Law Music Ships
Mean 13 93 1,142 7 14 17
Max 1,281,307 408,522 42,876,186 155,508 1,385,109 96,659

reference node with such a sharing rate. In all projects, several reference nodes are

providing the source of more than 50,000 statements. This amount of sharing might

challenge the relevancy condition [Wik22h] and should be carefully examined. The

relevancy requirement is met in most cases, e.g., when a bot adds a bulk of state-

ments from a web page and mentions the page as a shared reference to all those

statements. However, it can be a problem in the post-referencing scenarios when an

account adds a generic source (e.g., an online dataset name) to a load of existing

facts. As checking the relevancy is a subjective task [Zav+16], finding irrelevant

references will be challenging. A solution can be an automatic reference relevance

checking system which uses the embeddings of previous studies (such as [Pis+17a;

Ama+21]) and checks the relevancy of the proposed reference to its fact in place.

6.4 From Statistics to Quality

In this experiment, we examined the amount of data in the reference nodes of six

Wikidata Wikiprojects, considering the primary statistic and the distribution of var-

ious parts of Wikidata referencing reification. This statistical comparison revealed

critical points about the distribution of references in different projects and identi-
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fied the relationships between statistics and human versus bot activities in the six

projects. For example, in Ships, where there is a larger amount of human partici-

pation, the reference sharing rate is lower, while in the Gene Wiki, where there is

a larger amount of bot activities, the reference sharing rate is more. In the Gene

Wiki, In the Gene Wiki, the higher rate of bot activities also seems to lead to the

use of more external references.

The most important achievement of this experiment is that statistical informa-

tion can demonstrate the strengths and weaknesses of referencing quality.

For example, using the information of Section 6.3.3, we can determine a minimum

number of triples that reference nodes should have to satisfy quality. The quality of

references can then be enhanced by averaging the number of triples over reference

nodes and comparing each reference node to the average of the whole subset. Sec-

tion 6.3.2 also tells us what properties are most commonly used in references. Those

statistics can determine which combination of reference properties is required to have

satisfying referencing. One of which, is mentioning the retrieved (P813) alongside

the stated in (P248) references to carry the date of retrieval for the sources that

no historical information is available for them. In addition, they can help identify

the most frequently used properties and define proper criteria based on the major-

ity. For example, the statistics show that external reference URLs are widely used,

therefore, the availability, security and licensing of these URLs should be assessed.

In Chapter 7, we will expand and formulate these statistical concepts and present a

referencing assessment framework.

Tracking the impact of bots on the provenance metadata quantity and quality

is another achievement of this chapter. Wikidata has strict policies for using bots

which should be examined on the provenance data, e.g., how much bots contribute

to making the provenance metadata multilingual. Furthermore, bot usage can be a

separate criterion for referencing quality. The challenge here is that tracking bot ac-

tivities requires processing Wikidata edit history and deploying pattern recognition

methods.

While the use of statistics in assessing the Linked Data quality is not unprece-

dented, e.g., Färber et al. framework [Fä+17] or Debattista et al. study [Deb+18],

statistical information has not been used to investigate the referencing quality in

Linked Data. Previous works [Pis+17a; Ama+21] considered subjective metrics

such as relevancy and authoritativeness, which are not easy to measure nor repro-

ducible. Statistical information can be used to define objective metrics for referenc-

ing quality. Objective criteria can be measured with no human intervention, and

their experiments are reproducible, which means the dataset owners can regularly

repeat the experiments and monitor the change in referencing quality.
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Our second research question (RQ2) was investigating how much the data vol-

ume and diversity of sources in Wikidata changed since 2016, and we hypothesized

that these parameters have increased since 2016. Examining the reference statistics

on the subsets of two dumps 2016 and 2021 showed us that our hypothesis in RQ2

is incorrect. The results show that the number of items, statements and reference

nodes has increased in all WikiProjects from 2016 to 2021. The ratio of referenced

statements has also increased significantly in all WikiProjects except Music and

Ships. In all the investigated WikiProjects, except for Astronomy and Music, the

amount of reference sharing has increased sharply, which is an indication of the mas-

sive bot activities. The average of reference triples per reference node has decreased

in all WikiProjects except Law and Ships. In general, although the amount of data

has increased sharply since 2016, this increase has not necessarily led to a positive

change in the referencing quality in all topics of Wikidata.

Although we discussed statistical information, charts and tables in a narrow area

in this experiment, quantifying the results is a crucial requirement for an accurate

analysis, which needs a comprehensive and precisely defined assessment framework.

Our next step is to define a comprehensive formal reference assessment framework

and design a scoring system over the framework to evaluate Wikidata references in

different dimensions. Such a scoring system would have various metrics according

to the data quality dimensions and categories specific to the referencing context.

Besides relevancy and authoritativeness suggested by the Wikidata community for

references, there are other data quality criteria such as Accuracy, Accessibility, Con-

sistency, and Completeness that need to be accurately defined according to the con-

text of the references. For example, accessibility can be defined as the availability

of the links mentioned in the references. These statistical-based criteria apply to

a single reference, or the whole of Wikidata (or its subsets) and can be measured

by the machines.
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Referencing Quality Assessment

Framework

In Chapter 6, we discussed using statistical methods for assessing the referencing

quality in Wikidata and examined limited aspects of the quality of references. In

this chapter, we introduce a comprehensive and formal quality assessment framework

for Wikidata references based on the referencing context quality requirements and

considering various aspects of the Linked Data quality. As mentioned in Section 3.4,

data provenance is measured as one of the quality criteria in trustworthiness. In this

chapter, we seek to define formal criteria to evaluate the provenance quality, both in

the provenance-side content and the way of presenting the provenance in Wikidata

as a massive KG.

There are differences between traditional Linked Data and Wikidata as a mas-

sive KG. Managing and querying the traditional Linked Data dumps, which use

RDF triples and URIs, becomes complex and resource-intensive when the data vol-

ume expands. Knowledge Graphs leverage native graph database technologies that

enable efficient storage, indexing, and querying of highly connected data. This

makes Knowledge Graphs more scalable, allowing them to handle large amounts

of data while maintaining performance. Regarding data quality, traditional Linked

Data and KGs can differ in data integration and quality enhancement. Traditional

Linked Data relies on adherence to standards and ontologies for data quality. Ensur-

ing data completeness, accuracy, consistency, and provenance across diverse sources

can be challenging. KGs, on the other hand, provide mechanisms to enhance data

quality. They can incorporate structured, unstructured, and semi-structured data,

resolving conflicts and offering a unified view of information. Wikidata has mul-

tiple mechanisms (e.g., constraints) to detect and avoid inconsistencies in its data

graph. Schematics and reasoning techniques enable Knowledge Graphs to infer new
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knowledge, detect inconsistencies, and perform data validation checks, thereby main-

taining and improving data quality. However, due to their graph-based nature and

use of IRIs and triples, the same quality concepts from Linked Data can be applied

to KGs.

Compared to the prior works, we aim to cover all data quality dimensions and

try to define the metrics objectively as much as possible. We begin with an overview

of the referencing quality categories and the previous data quality studies on which

we based our categorization and definition. Then we elaborate on the categories,

dimensions, and metrics by briefly reviewing the definition(s) of the category and

dimension in the Linked Data quality literature and then explain the formally defined

metrics that fit the referencing context for the dimension. The content of this chapter

our the results of RT3 and RT4.

7.1 Categories and Dimensions Overview

A robust referencing quality assessment requires rigorous and formally defined crite-

ria. Due to the lack of a comprehensive referencing quality framework, we establish

a framework based on the Linked Data quality dimensions. Although the definition

of data quality criteria varies in different contexts, e.g. Linked Data and structured

data, the dimensions are consistent because the same aspects matter. In the context

of KGs, provenance information is contextual metadata which is added to facts in

the same triple-based structure. Thus, Linked Data quality categories dimensions

are meaningful to them. For example, if availability and trustworthiness are crucial

in Linked Data and KG triples, those are important for KG provenance metadata as

well. In some aspects (e.g., availability), the Linked Data quality criteria can be di-

rectly applied in the context of references (with really minor adjustments). In some

other aspects, the idea behind Linked Data criteria can be systematised and adapted

to the context of references. Finally, in some aspects (e.g., the amount of data), new

criteria should be defined due to the difference in the nature of provenance metadata

and traditional Linked data.

The first step is to aggregate all Linked Data quality categories and dimensions;

Research Task 3 (RT3). As a basis for reviewing dimensions, we use Zaveri et al.

survey [Zav+16], which is the most comprehensive collection of Linked Data quality

metrics. We also take inspiration from Färber et al. and Debattista et al. as two

more up-to-date surveys and combining with the metrics of the reference statistic

study from Chapter 6. We define 40 metrics in 22 referencing quality dimensions,

classified into six referencing quality categories.
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For each dimension, we formally define referencing quality metrics based on the

Wikidata RDF data model. The metrics are designed to return a number between 0

and 1, showing the referencing score in the measured aspects of that dimension. In

terms of scope and measuring targets, the metrics are divided into three categories.

Some metrics examine the RDF structure of references. By RDF data structure,

we refer to issues such as the accuracy of triples, the correctness of literals, the

completeness properties usage, and any metrics related to quads. Another group of

metrics investigate various referencing metadata, such as referencing schemata, his-

torical metadata, and rankings. The last group of metrics examine the end content

of references, e.g., the availability of reference URLs and the relevancy of reference

content to the statement.

Note that in defining metrics, we adapt to the Open World Assumption. That

means when a metric does not find the proper metadata for computing a quality

aspect, the missing or incomplete data is not counted as negative scores. For exam-

ple, when a metric scores instance-level data adherence to the schema level, it does

not consider a negative score for data for which a schema is not defined (thus, all

‘otherwise’ terms in the metric definitions refer to other ‘existed’ categories).

In the following sections, we describe the framework in detail. First, we specify

the terminology used in the formal definitions. Then we pass through all Linked Data

quality categories and dimensions, surveying the Linked Data quality metrics in each

dimension, approving those dimensions which are meaningful in referencing context

by defining reference-specific metrics, and explaining any consideration related to

the metric computation.

7.1.1 Terminology

In defining referencing quality metrics, the following terms and sets will be used.

Note that all prefixes are based on the Wikidata data model [Wik22a] (Figure 2.13).

While the RDF data model can be generalized to any Wikibase-derived dataset, the

prefixes P/Q-IDs might need to be changed according to the dataset vocabulary.

• Wikidata as the set of all Wikidata RDF dump triples in the form of (x, y, z)

which x is the subject, y is the predicate, and z is the object part of the triple.

• D ⊆ Wikidata as the input dataset.

• PD as the set of properties (predicate) used in statements of D, i.e.,

PD := {y | (x, p:y, z) ∈ D}
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• SD as the set of statements in D, i.e.,

SD := {x | (x, rdf:type, wikibase:Statement) ∈ D}

∀si ∈ SD, the function predicate(si) denotes the property that statement si is

formed by:

predicate(si) = {y | (x, p:y, si) ∈ D}

In Wikidata, predicate(si) will always have only one member. This is because

each statement node corresponds to only one statement and subsequently has

only one incoming edge with the p: prefix.

• CD as the set of classes in D, i.e., those items that are a subclass of another

class or there is an item as an instance of them:

CD := {x | (x, wdt:P279, z) ∈ D} ∪ {z | (x, wdt:P31, z) ∈ D}

• ID as the set of instances in D, i.e.,

ID := {x | (x, wdt:P31, z) ∈ D}

• LD as the set of literals in D, i.e,

LD := {z | (x, y, z) ∈ D ∧ ¬isIRI(z)}

• RD as the set of reference nodes in D, i.e.,

RD := {x | (x, rdf:type, wikibase:Reference) ∈ D}

• RTD as the set of triples used in reference nodes (reference triples), i.e.,

RTD := {(x, y, z) | x ∈ RD}

• RPD as the set of properties (predicates) used in reference triples, i.e.,

RPD := {y | (x, y, z) ∈ RTD}

• ROD as the set of objects used in reference triples, i.e.,

ROD := {z | (x, y, z) ∈ RTD}
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• RLD as the set of literals used in reference triples, i.e.,

RLD := {x | x ∈ ROD ∧ x ∈ LD}

• urlDomain(x) denotes the domain part of URI x ∀x ∈ ROD \RLD.

• Rext
D as the set of external sources in D, i.e.,

Rext
D := {x | x ∈ ROD \RLD ∧ ¬(urlDomain(x) ∈
WikiHosts ∨ (x, wdt:P127, wd:Q180) ∈ D)}1

where

WikiHosts := {"wikipedia.org", "wikimedia.org",
"wikivoyage.org", "mediawiki.org", "wikiversity.org", "wikinews.org",

"wikisource.org", "wikibooks.org", "wikiquote.org", "wiktionary.org",

"wikiba.se"}

• RU ext
D as the set of external URIs used as an object in reference triples, i.e.,

RU ext
D := {x | x ∈ Rext

D ∧ urlDomain(x) ̸= "wikidata.org"}

RU ext
D exclude those external sources from Rext

D that have been added as Wiki-

data Q-ID items and represent a dataset, a book, magazine, etc.

7.2 Referencing Quality Metrics

We now explain the formal definitions of the referencing quality assessment met-

rics. Formalizing definitions prevents ambiguity in measuring and facilitates im-

plementing the metrics for automatic evaluation. We move forward from category

to category and dimension to dimension based on the Zaveri et al. classification.

Computationally we have two types of metrics: objective and subjective. Subjec-

tive metrics need human opinion intervention, highlighted as (Subjective). At the

start of each category and dimension, we provide an overview of the Linked Data

definition and metrics. While we designed the metrics to return a number between 0

and 1 as the mean result, in most of them, having the distribution is helpful for an-

alyzing the data. For each defined metric, we also discuss additional considerations

to the definition.

1owned by (P127) and Wikimedia Foundation (Q180)
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7.2.1 Accessibility Category

The Accessibility category dimensions consider accessing and retrieving data. There

are five dimensions in this category: Availability, Licensing, Interlinking, Security,

and Performance [Zav+16], amongst which only Performance is not meaningful in

the context of references.

7.2.1.1 Availability

According to Zaveri et al., “Availability of a dataset is the extent to which infor-

mation (or some portion of it) is present, obtainable, and ready for use” [Zav+16].

Several metrics are defined for availability in terms of Linked Data. It can be

measured via the accessibility of the server and existence of SPARQL endpoints

[Fä+17; Hog+10], the existence of RDF dumps [Fä+17; Hog+10], the uptime of

URIs [Fä+17; Hog+10], and proper dereferencing of URIs (in-links, back-links, or

forward-links) [Fä+17; Hog+10; Hog+12; Deb+18]. The suitability of data for con-

sumers is also another (subjective) metric considered in literature [Fä+17; Hog+10].

In the context of references, we define a metric for the availability of external URI

sources.

Metric 1. Availability of External URIs Consider function deref : RU ext
D →

{0, 1} as follows:

deref(x) =

1 if http/https request of x responds code 200

0 otherwise

Then, we define metric mderef as below:

mderef =

∑
x∈RUext

D

deref(x)

|RU ext
D |

Discussion. In Wikidata, reference-specific properties such as reference URL (P854)

and stated in (P248) accept URIs as their objects to show an external source for

the fact. In Section 6.3.2, we showed that these properties are used frequently in

active Wikidata projects. These external sources must be available at the time of

the user’s request, otherwise, validation and confirmation of the reference are not

possible.
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7.2.1.2 Licensing

According to Zaveri et al., “Licensing is defined as the granting of permission for

a consumer to re-use a dataset under defined conditions” [Zav+16]. In datasets,

the licensing criteria are the existence of human-readable [Hog+12; Deb+18] or

machine-readable license [Fä+17; Hog+12; Deb+18], permissions to use the dataset

[Fle10] (as cited in [Zav+16]), and an indication of attribution [Fle10] (as cited in

[Zav+16]). In the context of references, we define a metric for the licensing status

of external URIs.

Metric 2. External URIs Domain Licensing Consider RDSext
D to be the set of

domains of the external URIs in RU ext
D :

RDSext
D := {urlDomain(x) | x ∈ RU ext

D }

We define the function isDSLicensed : RDSext
D → {0, 1} as follows:

isDSLicensed(x) =

1 if x has a human or machine-readable license

0 otherwise

Then, we define mlicense as:

mlicense =

∑
x∈RDSext

D

isDSLicensed(x)

|RDSext
D |

Discussion. The Wikidata knowledge base is licensed under Creative Commons Zero

(CC0)2. It means that Wikidata references are available for free or for commercial

reuse with no limitations. In the context of references, a reference will be more likely

to be reused if the external dataset has a license. A clear license makes the users

and third parties aware of legal rights and permission to use the data [Zav+16]. For

example, assume there are two references in a given statement of a protein: one to

Uniprot [Con15] and one to InterPro [Hun+09]. The former is more likely to be

reused as the UniProt dataset has a CC BY 4.0 license, while InterPro has no clear

license as of this writing.

2https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/ - accessed 5 January 2023
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7.2.1.3 Security

According to Zaveri et al., “Security is the extent to which access to data can be

restricted and hence protected against its illegal alteration and misuse” [Zav+16].

Security is not covered as much as other Accessibility dimensions. According to

Zaveri et al., [Zav+16], Flemming’s study [Fle10] is the only work that includes a

definition for this dimension. However, because security is rarely applied in govern-

mental or medical datasets, Flemming does not provide any metric in the tool for

this dimension. Zaveri et al. (based on Wang and Strong [WS96]) mentioned secure

access to data (e.g. via SSL or login credentials) and proprietary access to data as

metrics of security. In the context of references, secure access to external URIs is

important. An unsecured external link decreases the trust in the provenance of data

and causes the security threats such as man-in-the-middle. Therefore, we consider

a metric for measuring the rate of secure TLS/SSL connections in external URIs.

Metric 3. Security of External URIs Consider function isSecure : RU ext
D →

{0, 1} as follows:

isSecure(x) =

1 if x supports TLS/SSL requests

0 otherwise

Then, we define metric msecure as below:

msecure =

∑
x∈RUext

D

isSecure(x)

|RU ext
D |

7.2.1.4 Interlinking

In Linked Data, “interlinking refers to the degree to which entities that represent

the same concept are linked to each other, be it within or between two or more

linked data sources” [Zav+16]. This dimension is measured by data network param-

eters like interlinking degree, clustering coefficient, centrality, and sameAs chains

[Gue+12]. Another metric is owl:sameAs links either to internal entities [Fä+17] or

external URIs [Fä+17; Hog+12; Deb+18]. Färber et al. also considered the validity

of external owl:sameAs links as a metric in this dimension [Fä+17]. Interlinking

is one of the four fundamental principles of Linked Data [BL06]. We evaluate this

dimension by a metric that measures the interconnectedness of reference properties
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to other ontologies.

Metric 4. Interlinking of Reference Properties We define function

interlinkExists : RPD → {0, 1} as below:

interlinkExists(x) =

1 equivalent property is assigned to x

0 otherwise

Then, we define metric mrefPropInterlinking as follows:

mrefPropInterlinking =

∑
x∈RPD

interlinkExists(x)

|RPD|

Discussion. Interlinking in reference properties eases adaptation. Using equiva-

lent connections, Wikidata-specific approaches and automatic tools of the reference

properties can be generalized to other ontologies. In Wikidata, equivalent property

(P1628) indicates the similarity of a Wikidata property to a fellow property in an-

other ontology. Considering this, the numerator of the metric fraction (the amount

of
∑

x∈RPD
interlinkExists(x)) is equal to |{x ∈ RPD | (x, wdt:P1628, z} ∈ D|.

7.2.1.5 Performance

In Linked Data, the performance of the dataset deals with the degree of responsive-

ness to a high number of requests. According to Zaveri et al., “performance refers

to the efficiency of a system that binds to a large dataset, that is, the more perfor-

mant a data source the more efficiently a system can process data” [Zav+16]. To

measure this dimension, evaluators check the existence and ratio of using hash-URIs

instead of slash-URIs [Fle10] (as cited in [Zav+16]), low latency [Fle10; Deb+18;

Biz07], high throughput [Deb+18], and scalability of a data source [Fle10] (as cited

in [Zav+16]). Since Performance deals with the technical implementation of the

dataset and the efficiency of using infrastructure hardware, it is not meaningful in

the context of references.

7.2.2 Intrinsic Category

The intrinsic category includes dimensions that are independent of the user’s con-

text, focusing on whether information correctly and compactly represents real-world

data and whether the information is logically consistent in itself [Zav+16]. Dimen-

sions of this category are accuracy, consistency, and conciseness [Zav+16].
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7.2.2.1 Accuracy

According to Zaveri et al., “Accuracy is defined as the extent to which data is correct,

that is, the degree to which it correctly represents the real world facts and is also free

of syntax errors. Accuracy is classified into (i) syntactic accuracy, which refers to

the degree to which data values are close to its corresponding definition domain, and

(ii) semantic accuracy, which refers to the degree to which data values represent the

correctness of the values to the actual real-world values” [Zav+16]. Accuracy is an

important aspect of data quality as it is sometimes considered a synonym of quality

in the literature [Fä+17]. Bizer and Cyganiak [BC09] suggest outlier detection

methods (e.g. distance-based, deviations-based, and distribution-based methods

[KNT00]) as metrics of accuracy. Checking the use of proper data types for literals

and assuring that literals are abiding by the data types is also used as a metric

for accuracy [Fä+17; Hog+10; Deb+18]. By evaluating the quality of five open

knowledge graphs, Färber et al. [Fä+17], based on Batini et al. [Bat+09], considered

two syntactic metrics (syntactic validity of RDF documents and syntactic validity

of literals) and one semantic metric (semantic validity of triples) for measuring the

accuracy. We use these three metrics in the context of references.

Metric 5. Syntactic Validity of Reference Triples Consider PatRefD be the

reification pattern for the references in Wikidata. Consider function isReifV alid :

SD → {0, 1} as follows:

isReifV alid(x) =

1 x matches PatRefD

0 otherwise

Then, we define msynTriple metric as follows:

msynTriple =

∑
x∈SD

isReifV alid(x)

|SD|

Discussion. Knowledge graphs have their specific data model for adding references.

We explained the Wikidata referencing model and its reification in Section 2.4.3.

An accurate reference should follow the dataset RDF model. Failure to follow the

right pattern makes the reference unavailable for the user and causes inaccuracy in

data. The patterns can be implemented in RDF Shape descriptors languages such

as SHACL [KK17] and ShEx [Gay+17]. SHACL is a W3C standard and is the best

choice to implement RDF constraints, while ShEx is well suited to describe RDF

patterns. ShEx is a structural schema language allowing validation, traversal and

transformation of RDF graphs. Evaluation of references over patterns can then be
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Figure 7.1: One of the regular expressions of property title (P1476) in Wikidata
(retrieved on 5 January 2023).

done with validator tools like shex-js3 and PyShEx4. The number of mismatches

returned by a ShEx validator tool can illustrate the metric.

Metric 6. Syntactic Validity of Reference Literals Consider function

isLitSynV alid : RLD → {0, 1} as follows:

isLitSynV alid(x) =

1 x matches the specified literal rule

0 otherwise

Then, we define metric msynLiteral as below:

msynLiteral =

∑
x∈RLD

isLitSynV alid(x)

|RLD|

Discussion. Some of the reference-specific properties accept literals as the object

value. For example, retrieved (P813) is a widely used property in Wikidata refer-

ences that accepts a date-time value, indicating the date that the fact was retrieved

and added to Wikidata from an external online source. This metric assesses that

the literals are syntactically compatible with their specified data type. The compat-

ibility can be checked by regular expressions specified to properties by the Wikidata

community. In Wikidata, property constraint (P2302) carries metadata about how

the property should be used. One of the values that property constraint (P2302) can

have is format constraint (Q21502404) in which its statement can have a qualifier

with the property format as a regular expression (P1793). The value of this qualifier

is the regular expression that the literal value should satisfy. Figure 7.1 shows an

example of a regular expression assigned to reference-specific property title (P1476).

Metric 7. Semantic Validity of Reference Triples (Subjective) Let SSD ⊆
SD be a finite set of selected statements from SD. For each Si ∈ SSD, let GSi be

the gold standard reference triples for the statement Si. We define EQRTD
Si

as the

set of reference triples in RTD which there is an equivalent ⟨subject, relation⟩ pair

3https://github.com/shexjs/shex.js - accessed 5 January 2023
4https://github.com/hsolbrig/PyShEx - accessed 5 January 2023
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in the gold standard set GSi for them (subject-relation matches):

EQRTD
Si

:= {(x, y, z) ∈ RTD | ∃(a, b, c) ∈ GSi : equiv(x, a) ∧ equiv(y, b)}

Also, consider EQ
RTD|GSD

Si
to be the set of triples in RTD which there is an equivalent

triple in the gold standard set GSi for them (exact matches):

EQ
RTD|GSD

Si
:= {(x, y, z) ∈ RTD | ∃(a, b, c) ∈ GSi :

equiv(x, a) ∧ equiv(y, b) ∧ equiv(z, c)}

Then, we define msemTriple as the ratio of all exact matches to all (subject, relation)

pair matches:

msemTriple =

∑
Si∈SSD

|EQ
RTD|GSD

Si
|∑

Si∈SSD

|EQRTD
Si

|

Discussion. Färber et al. [Fä+17] used the ‘semantic validity of triples’ metric to

evaluate whether the statements presented by the triples are true. They compared

100 samples from each knowledge graph to a carefully selected dataset as a gold

standard. This dataset includes 100 triple about persons gathered from a trusted

source (Integrated Authority File from German National Library). We take the

same approach of comparing with a gold standard set. The evaluation of this metric

is highly dependent on the trustworthiness of the gold standard set [Fä+17]. Cre-

ating such a gold standard set requires human experts who can provide completely

accurate references for a topic. One possible solution for the gold standard is to se-

lect a set of unreferenced facts from Wikidata and ask the topic experts to provide

provenance of the fact. The equiv() function (which investigates the equivalence

of reference triples) is a black box and can be subjective as well. For checking the

subject-relation matches, the function may consider a simple equality between the

two reference-specific properties (e.g., if the gold standard’s reference property is

stated in (P248) then the RTD’s reference property should be stated in (P248) to a

match occur) or there might be a list of equivalent properties. The value equivalence

(for a full match) is the same, i.e., it can be considered equality (e.g., if the gold

standard’s reference value is book A then the RTD’s reference property should be

exactly book A) or there might be a list of equivalent reference values. We consider

creating such a gold standard and evaluating the references against it as a potential

topic for future research.
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7.2.2.2 Consistency

Combining the definition of multiple studies, Zaveri et al. stated that a knowledge

base is consistent if it is “free of (logical/formal) contradictions with respect to par-

ticular knowledge representation and inference mechanisms” [Zav+16]. Assessing

this dimension depends on the knowledge inference methods (e.g., OWL or RDFS)

used for inference in the knowledge base. The rate of entities that are members of

disjoint classes [Hog+10; Fä+17; Deb+18], is one of the common criteria for this di-

mension. Other common metrics for checking consistency in Linked Data are the us-

age of undefined classes [Deb+18; Hog+10], ontology hijacking [Deb+18; Hog+10],

and OWL inconsistencies [Deb+18; Hog+10], the extent of values compliance with

the domain/range of data types [Deb+18; Fä+17], and misuse of predicates [Bö+10].

In the context of references, consistency can be measured by three metrics: (i) use

of consistent (reference-specific) predicates, (ii) compatibility of values with the do-

main and range of reference-specific properties, and (iii) compatibility of different

references of an item/statement.

Metric 8. Consistency of Reference Properties Consider function

isRefSpecific : RPD → {0, 1} as follows:

isRefSpecific(x) =

1 x is a reference-specific property

0 otherwise

Then, we define metric mrefPropCon as below:

mrefPropCon =

∑
x∈RPD

isRefSpecific(x)

|RPD|

Discussion. By this metric, one can assure that the dataset is using reference-specific

properties in the reference triples as much as possible. It will be difficult for humans

and machines to track references that do not use reference-specific predicates. There

is no standard for reference-specific predicates. Dublin Core Metadata terms5 with

properties such as dcterms:provenance and dcterms:source and the W3C PROV-

O [LSM21] with properties such as prov:wasDerivedFrom are examples of widely

used provenance ontologies in Linked Data [Fä+17]. Wikidata has its own ontology

to keep the provenance information. Predicates like reference URL (P854) and

stated in (P248) are widely used in Wikidata references [BGM21a]. In Wikidata,

the property constraint (P2302) statements carry another metadata about where the

5https://dublincore.org/specifications/dublin-core/dcmi-terms/ - accessed 5 Jan-
uary 2023
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Figure 7.2: The qualifiers of the property scope value for property stated in (P248)
constraints show that it can be used in references and/or qualifiers (retrieved on 5
January 2023).

property should be used. This metadata is placed under the property scope (P5314)

qualifier of the property scope constraint (Q53869507) values. Figure 7.2 shows the

scope constraints of the property stated in (P248).

Metric 9. Range Consistency of Reference Triples ∀xi ∈ ROD let set TY Pxi

be all types that xi can be an instance of them, i.e., the classes that xi belongs to

if xi is an item or the datatype of xi if xi is literal. Also, ∀yi ∈ RPD suppose there

is function range(yi) that returns the range(s) of the given reference predicate yi.

Also consider function inRange : RTD → {0, 1} defined as below:

inRange(x := (a, b, c)) =

1 range(b) ∈ TY Pc

0 otherwise

Then we define the metric mtrpRangeCon as follows:

mtrpRangeCon =

∑
x∈RTD

inRange(x)

|RTD|

Discussion. Nonconformity of domains (expected type of the subject of a triple) and

ranges (expected type of the object of a triple) in triples can lead to inconsistencies

in queries and make information retrieval hard [Deb+18]. In Wikidata, ranges of a

property can be fetched from the class (P2308) qualifier of the property constraint

(P2302) statements that have value-type constraint (Q21510865). Figure 7.3 shows

the value allowed types for the property stated in (P248).

Metric 10. Multiple References Consistency (Subjective) Let MRSD ⊆ SD

be the set of those statements that have more than one reference. We define function

isRefCon : MRSD → {0, 1} as follows:

isRefCon(x) =

1 if references of the statement x are compatible pairwise

0 otherwise
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Figure 7.3: The qualifiers of the value-type constraint value for property stated in
(P248) constraints shows the classes that can be used as values for this property.

Then the metric mmultiRefCon will be:

mmultiRefCon =

∑
x∈MRSD

isRefCon(x)

|MRSD|

Discussion. Mentioning multiple separate references for a statement is usual in

Wikidata. If there is more than one reference for a fact, all these references should

be consistent. Assessing the consistency of two separate references is not possible

without human opinions as it needs checking the relevancy and the equivalence of

the content of the two references. Thus, this metric is subjective. This metric should

be considered along with the other subjective dimension, Relevancy (we provide the

definition in Section 7.2.5.3).

7.2.2.3 Conciseness

According to Zaveri et al., “conciseness refers to the redundancy of entities, be

it at the schema or the data level. Conciseness is classified into (i) intensional

conciseness (schema level) which refers to the case when the data does not contain

redundant attributes and (ii) extensional conciseness (data level) which refers to the

case when the data does not contain redundant objects” [Zav+16]. Redundancy

in both schema-level and instance-level is covered in the Mendes et al. [MMB12]

framework. Debattista et al. [Deb+18] considered instance-level redundancy in
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their investigation of Linked Data. In the context of references, redundancy in the

instance level is not considered a negative point in the quality of references (because

different but equivalent references increase the trust in data). Note that Redundancy

at the instance level is different from exact duplication. Exact duplication occurs

when an entire triple is repeated in a dataset due to serialization errors. Such

duplication is rare and can be ignored. We consider redundancy in both schema

and instance levels. The existence of different predicates for pointing to the same

provenance information is the schema-based metric of conciseness. To illustrate the

conciseness in references instance-level, we also provide a metric to measure reference

sharing, which we introduced in Section 6.1.

Metric 11. Schema-level Consciences of Reference Properties (Subjec-

tive) Suppose there is function arePredsRed : RPD → {0, 1} as follows:

arePredsRed(x, y) =

1 if x and y are equivalent

0 otherwise

Then we define metric mschemaRed as follows:

mschemaRed = 1 −

∑
x,y∈RPD

x ̸=y

arePredsRed(x, y)

|RPD|

Discussion. An example of redundancy in schema level in Wikidata is reference

URL (P854) versus URL (P2699). The former is a reference-specific property that

presents the Internet URL of a source. The latter is regular property (not reference-

specific) used for the same reason. If a dataset uses both properties for referencing,

schema-level redundancy occurs. The same situation can be considered for stated in

(P248) and published in (P1433). However, these judgments are quite subjective.

Metric 12. Ratio of Reference Sharing Consider the set SRD to be the set of

reference nodes that provide provenance for more than one statement:

SRD := {x ∈ RD | ∃f1, f2 ∈ SD : (f1, prov:wasDerivedFrom, x) ∈
D ∧ (f2, prov:wasDerivedFrom, x) ∈ D ∧ f1 ̸= f2}

We define metric mrefSharing as follows:

mrefSharing =
|SRD|
|RD|
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Discussion. We review the reference sharing in Chapter 6, and as we discussed in

Section 6.3.4, shared references are quite usual in Wikidata. Shared references are

assumed to be created by bots where they add references for a bunch of statements

at once. Using shared references can reduce the redundancy of data in reference

triples. However, sharing a reference between statements can violate the relevancy

condition. Together with Metric 30, a balance can be made to the relevancy and

redundancy of reference triples.

7.2.3 Trust Category

This category contains dimensions that illustrate the perceived trustworthiness of

the dataset [Zav+16]. These dimensions are reputation, believability, verifiability,

and objectivity [Zav+16]. In knowledge graphs, having references at different levels

is a metric of trustworthiness [Fä+17]. When we aim to define trustworthiness in

the context of references, we emphasize external sources presented as references.

7.2.3.1 Reputation

Zaveri et al. defined reputation as “a judgment made by a user to determine the

integrity of a data source” [Zav+16]. Reputation is the social aspect of trust in the

Semantic Web [Gol04]. Thus, the reputation criteria aim to measure the opinions

of users about datasets [BS16; GA07]. Investigating opinions of users can be done

explicitly through questionnaires and decentralized voting such as Gil and Artz’s

study [GA07]. On the other hand, implicit methods like relying on page ranks can

be used as a metric for reputation [BS16; GA07]. Golbeck and Hendler [Gol04],

proposed an algorithm for computing the reputation of objects considering the in-

coming links to the object. Our suggestion to measure the reputation of references

in a dataset is to average the external URIs page rank.

Metric 13. External URIs Reputation Assume there is the function srcRanker :

RU ext
D → [0, 1] such that srcRanker(x) returns the page rank (a real number be-

tween 0 and 1) of the external source x based on the number of incoming web links

to x. We define metric msrcRank as follows:

msrcRank =

∑
x∈RUext

D

srcRanker(x)

|RU ext
D |

Discussion. One of the available methods to determine the rank of web URIs is

Google PageRank [Rog02]. However, Google is not providing page rank data any-
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more. The current benchmarks belong to late 2016, which can be used to investigate

the reputation of the 2016 and before dumps. However, these ranking data are too

old, unreliable and limited for recent dumps (as many web pages may no longer be

available). We consider another metric as a proxy to Metric 13 to approximate the

reputation of references by checking that the external URIs are on a deny-list. In

that case, we define isSrcDL : RU ext
D → {0, 1} as below:

isSrcDL(x) =

1 if x is deny-list

0 otherwise

then, the proxy metric msrcDL as follows:

msrcDL = 1 −

∑
x∈RUext

D

isSrcDL(x)

|RU ext
D |

It can be imagined that the number of deny-listed URLs amongst Wikidata external

sources is pretty low. Thus this definition is considered a weak proxy in reputation

calculation.

7.2.3.2 Believability

Zaveri et al. define believability as “the degree to which the information is accepted

to be correct, true, real and credible” [Zav+16]. In some studies, Believability is

considered as a synonym for trustworthiness [JKK11a; Fä+17; Deb+18]. Färber et

al. considered trustworthiness as the collective dimension of believability, reputation,

objectivity, and verifiability [Fä+17]. This dimension indicates the degree to which

the user trusts the accuracy of data without evaluating it [Biz07]. Believability

considers the data consumer side in the trust category and is closely related to the

reputation of the dataset [Fä+17]. Believability is a highly subjective dimension

that needs to acquire the data users’ opinion [Har08; GM06]. However, there are

different objective metrics to measure believability, e.g., the use of trust ontologies

in data [JKK11b] and clarifying the provenance of data [Fä+17; Deb+18]. In the

context of references, we define a metric for the Believability dimension based on

the fact that references are added more by humans or machines.

Metric 14. Human-added References We define mhumanRefs as:

mhumanRefs =
|{x ∈ RD | x added by human}|

|RD|
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Discussion. Data users trust datasets more if data is added and curated by hu-

mans (especially experts) instead of automated tools [Fä+17]. In the context of

references, such an argument depends on the task and context. For example, a

carefully configured bot by a field expert may add better-qualified sources than

humans. On the other hand, human accounts that act carelessly in bulk can af-

fect reference quality negatively and thus be unbelievable. However, in a general

sense, there is the popular opinion that compared to a configured bot, human users

have more awareness and knowledge about the relevance of the sources. Auto-

mated tools are widely used to populate the provenance of statements. YAGO

uses the yago:extractionTechnique predicate to indicate the extraction method

of a statement, while Wikidata uses bots [Wik22d] for adding references. As a quali-

tative measure, this metric measures how much users believe a provided provenance.

But this measuring will also be used as an indicator in explaining the results of other

metrics since bot activities can impact all referencing quality aspects.

This metric is one of the essential metrics of our framework. As we mentioned

in Section 1.2, the RQ3 deals with evaluating the impact of bots on referencing

quality. To address RQ3, the first step is separating the references added by bots

and humans. However, distinguishing bot-added from human-added references is

a challenging task that requires querying Wikidata revision history, which is not

hosted anywhere. Furthermore, there is no differentiating method for detecting

bots and humans: the activity of some human user accounts is similar to bots in

terms of adding bulk data at once and detecting this needs pattern recognition over

data.

7.2.3.3 Verifiability

Verifiability is defined as the “degree by which a data consumer can assess the

correctness of a dataset” [Zav+16]. Verifiability indicates the possibility of verifying

the correctness of the data [Fä+17]. A dataset is verifiable if there exist concrete

means of assessing the correctness of data. Therefore, providing the provenance

of facts [Fä+17; Deb+18] and the use of digital signatures to sign RDF datasets

[Car03] are suggested metrics for this dimension. Subjective methods like using

unbiased trusted third-party evaluators are also suggested in the literature [Biz07].

In the context of references, the document type of reference can be measured. We

define a metric based on the verifiability of the document type of reference.
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Metric 15. Verifiable Type of References Assume there is function

typeV erifScore : ROD \RLD → [0, 1] as follows:

typeV erifScore(x) =



1 if type of x is scholarly article

0.75 if type of x is well-known trusted knowledge base

0.5 if type of x is book, encyclopedia, or encyclopedic article

0.25 if type of x is magazine, blog, or blog post

0 otherwise

Then, we define metric mverif as follows:

mverif =

∑
x∈ROD

typeV erifScore(x)

|ROD|

Discussion. Once it comes to verifying a reference, a peer-reviewed article is more

verifiable than a book, and a book is more verifiable than a web URI. Well-known

knowledge bases gather and structurize data in their focus topic from trustable sci-

entific, librarian, or political sources (e.g., UniProt6 in life science) and in some of

those, the content is being collaboratively reviewed by contributors. We consider

such datasets more verifiable than books and less than scholarly articles. For refer-

ence values that are Wikidata items, we can check the instance of (P31) property

of the reference value. However, detecting the value type of external URIs auto-

matically is challenging. As there is neither a real-world scale nor a distinguishable

reason between classification items, we consider a 0.25 difference for each category

in the typeV erifScore() function.

7.2.3.4 Objectivity

Objectivity is defined as “the degree to which the interpretation and usage of data

is unbiased, unprejudiced and impartial” [Zav+16]. As believability focuses on the

subject side (data consumer), objectivity considers the object side (data provider)

of the dataset [Fä+17]. Verifiability has a direct impact on objectivity [Nau03].

Bizer [Biz07] considered three subjective criteria to measure objectivity, including

the neutrality of the publisher, confirmation of facts by various sources, and checking

the bias of data. In the context of references, we define objectivity as the ratio of

statements that have more than one provenance.

6https://www.uniprot.org/ - accessed 6 January 2023
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Metric 16. Multiple References for Statements Let RSD ⊆ SD be the set of

referenced statements in D, i.e., statements that have at least one reference, and

let MRSD ⊆ RSD be the set of those statements that have two or more references.

Then we define metric mmulti as follows:

mmulti =
|MRSD|
|RSD|

Discussion. A fact with multiple references is more verifiable and reliable. Note

that this metric considers the existence of more references only. This metric should

be considered in correlation with other metrics, especially reputation (to ensure all

additional sources are reliable) and relevancy (to ensure all additional sources are

relevant to the fact). However, considering objectivity as the data provider’s effort

to increase quality, we check whether the dataset provides more than one reference

for a single fact.

7.2.4 Dynamicity Category

Dynamicity dimensions deal with the freshness and frequency of data updates

[Zav+16]. These dimensions, according to Zaveri et al. [Zav+16] are currency,

volatility, and timeliness. [Fä+17; WS96] considered dynamicity as the timeliness

dimension in the contextual category. Bizer [Biz07] however, considered dynamicity

as the timeliness dimension in the intrinsic category. More recently, Ferradji et

al. [FB21] measured currency, volatility, and timeliness in Wikidata. Measuring

the dimensions of this category is based on date/time values. There are different

properties in the context of references to capture the date/time of a reference. In

PROV-O [LSM21] properties like prov:generatedAtTime and prov:Time can be

used. Wikidata uses retrieved (P813) for demonstrating the retrieval date of an

external URI. In Wikidata, the edit history7 is also another way to capture reference

modification dates.

7.2.4.1 Currency

According to Zaveri et al., “currency measures how promptly the data is updated”

[Zav+16]. This dimension is usually measured by computing the distance between

the latest time data is modified and the observation time [MMB12]. Sometimes the

release time of data is also included in the calculation [RPM12]. Another way to

7https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:History_Query_Service - accessed 6 January
2023
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measure this is to consider the time that it takes for a change made to a dataset for

a known real-world event [Zav+16]. For example, the time that Wikidata takes to

update a wrestler’s statement for his new Olympic medal is a currency measurement.

Using up-to-date references is very important in some cases, e.g., medical facts. In

the context of references, currency can be measured via two metrics: the freshness

of reference triples and the freshness of external URIs.

Metric 17. Freshness of Reference Triples ∀x ∈ RTD, let modifT ime(x) be the

time of the last modification (or creation if there is no modification after creation),

and startT ime(x) be the origin of time for reference triple x. Also, consider tnow

denotes the observation time. We define metric mfreshTriple as follows:

mfreshTriple =

∑
x∈RTD

tnow −modifT ime(x)

tnow − startT ime(x)

|RTD|

Discussion. The origin of time is a point in time from which the metric is measured

[RPM12]. One option for time origin is the publish time of the entire dataset D.

A more accurate time origin for reference triple x is the creation time of Sx, in

which Sx is the statement that x is a reference for. Finding freshness data for

Wikidata triples is challenging. The metadata of addition, deletion and changes of

the Wikidata statements, including times and editors, is called Wikidata Revision

History8. This dataset is far more extensive than Wikidata dumps and there is no

public endpoint for it.

Metric 18. Freshness of External URIs ∀x ∈ RU ext
D , let modifT ime(x) be

the time of the last modification (or creation if there is no modification after cre-

ation), and startT ime(x) be the origin of time for external URI x (see Metric 17).

Also, consider tnow denotes the observation time. We define metric mfreshExternal as

follows:

mfreshExternal =

∑
x∈RUext

D

tnow −modifT ime(x)

tnow − startT ime(x)

|RU ext
D |

Discussion. The creation or last modification time of a URI can be fetched by the

HTTP response headers, or via Google Cache. HTTP headers can be inaccurate as

some servers set the <Last-Modified> header to the request time, even when the

page was published previously.

8https://dumps.wikimedia.org/backup-index.html - accessed 6 January 2023
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7.2.4.2 Volatility

According to Zaveri et al., “volatility refers to the frequency with which data varies

in time” [Zav+16]. While currency focuses on the updates of data, volatility reports

the frequency of change in data. Volatility can give the user an expectation of the

near update. Volatility besides the currency can be a metric for the validity of data

[Zav+16]. The <changefreq> attribute of Semantic Sitemap [Cyg+08] is a suggested

metric for volatility [Fle10] (as cited in [Zav+16]). Based on the <changefreq>

attribute of the external URIs, we can define a metric for the volatility of external

URIs.

Metric 19. Volatility of External URIs Assume there is function ssChangeFreq :

RU ext
D → [0, 1] that maps the value of <changefreq> attribute to numbers between

0 and 1, as follows:

ssChangefreq(x) =



1 value of <changefreq>x is "always"

0.9 value of <changefreq>x is "hourly"

0.8 value of <changefreq>x is "daily"

0.6 value of <changefreq>x is "weekly"

0.4 value of <changefreq>x is "monthly"

0.1 value of <changefreq>x is "yearly"

0 otherwise

Then, we define metric mvolat as follows:

mvolat =

∑
x∈RUext

D

ssChangefreq(x)

|RU ext
D |

Discussion. A highly volatile reference means the user can expect the source to

be regularly edited, updated, and curated in short periods. Volatility is a way to

measure how the provenance data provider manages its content. The difference

between the score of the categories in function ssChangefreq() was set based on

the time scale.

7.2.4.3 Timeliness

“Timeliness measures how up-to-date data is, relative to a specific task” [Zav+16].

This dimension relates Currency and Volatility together and specifies data as up-
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to-date as it should be. Since the timeliness definition is related to both Currency

and Volatility, we define the metric timeliness of external URIs as the difference

between volatility and currency.

Metric 20. Timeliness of External URIs Let mfreshExternal and mvolat be the

measurements for freshness of external URIs and volatility of external URIs for a

given dataset. Then we define metric mtimeliness of the dataset as follows:

mtimeliness =


mfreshExternal

mvolat
mvolat > 0 and mvolat > mfreshExternal

1 otherwise

Discussion. Timeliness is the difference between the real-world reference updating

frequency (freshness) and the expected reference updating frequency (volatility).

The closer the real-world frequency is to the expected frequency, the better score

timeliness will have.

7.2.5 Contextual Category

The Contextual category includes dimensions that depend on the context of the

task at hand [Zav+16]. Compared to the other categories, more variability in the

literature can be seen as to which dimensions belong to this category. Färber et al.

[Fä+17] considered timeliness and trustworthiness with relevancy in this category.

According to Zaveri et al. [Zav+16], correctness, amount of data, and relevancy

belong to the contextual category. We follow the Zaveri et al. categorization.

7.2.5.1 Completeness

Completeness indicates the extent to which the dataset covers real-world structures

and instances. This long dimension contains several sub-categories in some sources,

e.g., Furber et al. [FH11] and Mendes et al. [MMB12] that considered completeness

in schema and data instances. Zaveri et al [Zav+16] provided a comprehensive defi-

nition, according to which, “completeness refers to the degree to which all required

information is present in a particular dataset. In terms of Linked Data, complete-

ness comprises the following aspects: (a) Schema completeness, the degree to which

the classes and properties of an ontology are represented, thus can be called “on-

tology completeness”, (b) Property completeness, measure of the missing values for

a specific property, (c) Population completeness is the percentage of all real-world

objects of a particular type that are represented in the datasets and (d) Interlinking

completeness has to be considered especially in Linked Data and refers to the degree
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to which instances in the dataset are interlinked” [Zav+16]. Zaveri et al. definition

reflect the criteria used to measure completeness in Linked Data. These criteria

are schema completeness, property completeness, population (data instances) com-

pleteness, and interlinking completeness. In the context of references, we provide

metrics for schema, property, and population completeness. We covered interlinking

completeness in Metric 4.

Metric 21. Class/Property Schema Completeness of References Consider

Cschema
D ⊂ schema(D) to be the set classes defined in the schema of D. ∀ci ∈ Cschema

D

let RPCschema
ci

be the set of reference-specific properties defined in schema(D) to be

used as a reference predicate for instances of class ci. Likewise, consider P schema
D ⊂

schema(D) be the set properties defined in the schema of D and ∀spi ∈ P schema
D let

RPP schema
spi

be the set of reference-specific properties defined in schema(D) to be

used as a reference predicate for property spi. We define metric mclassSchemaCom as

below:

mclassSchemaCom =
|{x ∈ CD | RPCschema

x ̸= ∅}|
|CD|

and metric mpropertySchemaCom as following:

mpropertySchemaCom =
|{x ∈ RD | RPP schema

x ̸= ∅}|
|RD|

Discussion. Färber et al. [Fä+17] measured schema completeness (in knowledge

bases) by comparing the dataset to a gold standard set containing real-world classes.

We do not compare reference schemata of D with a gold standard. Instead, we

count classes that have a reference schema. Wikidata uses Entity-Schemas (based

on ShEx) in which the shape of references for each class and properties of that class

can be specifically determined9. The existence of such schemata is a crucial factor

to enhance this metric.

Metric 22. Schema-based Property Completeness of References Con-

sider P schema
D ⊂ schema(D) be the set properties defined in the schema of D and

∀spi ∈ P schema
D let RPP schema

spi
be the set of reference-specific properties defined in

schema(D) to be used as a reference predicate for property spi. Consider the set of

all ⟨referenced statement, reference property⟩ pairs, H ⊆ (SD ×RPD) as:

H := {(s, r) | s ∈ SD ∧ r ∈ RPD ∧ ∃o ∈ RD : (s, prov:wasDerivedFrom, o) ∈
D ∧ (o, r, x) ∈ RTD}

9For example, see https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/EntitySchema:E265 - accessed 7 January
2023
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Also, we define set IS ⊆ (P schema
D ×

⋃
spi∈P schema

D

RPP schema
spi

) as the ⟨property, reference

predicate⟩ pairs in the schema level:

IS := {(sp, r) | sp ∈ P schema
D ∧ r ∈ RPP schema

sp }

Then, ∀(spi, rj) ∈ IS, we define the completeness ratio of reference property rj w.r.t.

its references schema property psi as follows:

comRefPropSspi
rj

=
|{(s, r) ∈ H | predicate(s) = spi ∧ r = rj}|

|{(s, r) ∈ H | predicate(s) = spi}|

and the metric msbRefPropCom as the following average:

msbRefPropCom =

∑
(spi,rj)∈IS

comRefPropSspi
rj

|IS|

Discussion. Although having a data schema is not mandatory in semi-structured

datasets, Wikidata encourages users to define schemata to improve the quality of

data [Wik21b]. As a complement to Metric 21, this metric is an indicator of the

richness of the input dataset schema in references. Note that the set H contains

only referenced statements. There might be statements at the instance level with

no references. These statements are not included in calculating the completeness

metrics as we assume that non-referenced statements do not need to be referenced

according to Wikidata policies. However, we can calculate completeness metrics by

taking both cases into account. In that case, the completeness ratio of reference

property rj w.r.t. its references schema psi would be as follows:

comRefPropSspi
rj

=
|{(s, r) ∈ H | predicate(s) = spi ∧ r = rj}|

|{s ∈ SD | predicate(s) = spi}|

Metric 23. Property Completeness of References Assume we partition the

set SD into the family of fact class sets P = {[p1], ..., [pn]}, based on a equivalence

relation X = {(si, sj) | predicate(si) = predicate(sj)} as follows:

[pi] := {s ∈ SD | predicate(s) = pi}

Also consider H to be the set of all combinations of the referenced facts and their

reference as defined in Metric 22 and consider ⟨fact class, reference property⟩ pairs
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set I ⊆ (P ×RPD) as:

I := {⟨[p], r⟩ | [p] ∈ P ∧ ∃(s, r) ∈ H : s ∈ [p]}

Then, ∀⟨[pi], rj⟩ ∈ I, we define completeness ratio of reference property rj w.r.t.

fact class [pi] as follows:

comRefProp[pi]rj
=

|{(s, r) ∈ H | s ∈ [pi] ∧ r = rj}|
|{(s, r) ∈ H | s ∈ [pi]}|

and the metric mrefPropCom as:

mrefPropCom =

∑
⟨[pi],rj⟩∈I

comRefProp[pi]rj

|I|

Discussion. The main difference between this metric and Metric 22 is that Met-

ric 22 computes the completeness of reference-specific properties using the dataset

schemata, while this metric computes the completeness of reference-specific prop-

erties by comparing the current status of similar data instances, regardless of any

schema. The logic is similar to Färber et al. column completeness metric [Fä+17].

In traditional relational datasets that have a fixed schema, property (a.k.a. relation

or column) completeness is the degree by which a defined property in schema level is

used in the instance records [PLW02]. In semi-structured datasets (like RDF), there

is no fixed schema. Therefore, one can measure the column completeness as the

extent to which instances of the same class have used the same properties [PLW02]

in instance level. In the context of references, we expect facts that are formed by the

same property to have similar references using the same reference-specific proper-

ties. For example, if there is a fact about a wrestler’s mass (e.g., using mass (P2067)

property), and the fact has a reference using reference URL (P854), then we expect

all equivalent mass-facts to have a reference using reference URL (P854) property.

This metric is the average of this expectation. Similar to Metric 22, this metric can

be calculated by taking non-referenced statements into account. In that case, the

completeness ratio of reference property rj w.r.t. fact class [pi] will be as follows:

comRefProp[pi]rj
=

|{(s, r) ∈ H | s ∈ [pi] ∧ r = rj}|
|[pi]|
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Metric 24. Population Completeness of References (Subjective) Let SSD ⊆
SD be a finite set of selected facts from SD that need referencing. We define the

metric mcomPop as follows:

mcomPop =
|{f ∈ SD | f ∈ SSD ∧ f has at least one reference}|

|SSD|

Discussion. In Linked Data, the population completeness is measured by using the

ratio of the number of represented real-world objects to the total number of real-

world objects [Zav+16] in a gold standard set (for example, see [Fä+17]). In the

context of references, we redefine the ratio as the number of referenced statements

to all statements that need referencing. We use the ‘need for referencing’ concept

according to Wikidata as described in Section 3.5.

7.2.5.2 Amount-of-data

According to Zaveri et al., “Amount-of-data refers to the quantity and volume of

data that is appropriate for a particular task” [Zav+16]. In the context of linked

data, this dimension represents the coverage of the dataset for a specific task. It in-

cludes statistics on the number of entities, the number of properties and the number

of triples [Zav+16]. In the context of references, this dimension can include quanti-

tive statistics of references. In Chapter 6, we investigated the number of reference

nodes, the total number of reference triples, the distribution of triples per reference

node, the usage frequency of reference-specific properties, and the percentage of

shared references. For all of these concepts, we formally define a quantitative metric

in the Amount-of-data dimension. In these metrics, having quantitative statistics

and the distribution of scores helps users to estimate the coverage of references.

Metric 25. Ratio of Reference Nodes per Statement We define metric

mrefNodesPerFact as follows:

mrefNodesPerFact =
|RD|
|SD|

Discussion. The ratio of distinct reference nodes per facts can show the richness of

reference metadata in the dataset.

Metric 26. Ratio of Reference Triples per Statement We define the metric

as follows:

mrefTriplesPerFact =
|RTD|
|SD|
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Figure 7.4: Different reference value types in Wikidata for Albert Einstein (Q937)’s
sex or gender (P21) statement.

Discussion. Similar to Metric 25, this metric can give an overview of the richness

in referencing.

Metric 27. Ratio of Reference Triples per Reference Node We define the

metric as follows:

mrefTriplesPerNode = 1 − |RD|
|RTD|

Discussion. As we explained in Section 2.4.3, Wikidata reference nodes collect a set

of reference triples for facts. Having more triples in a reference node provides more

details about the source which increases the accuracy. By knowing how many triples

each reference node has on average, we can estimate the detail level of referencing.

Metric 28. Ratio of Reference Literals per Reference Triple We define the

metric as follows:

mrefLiteralPerTriple =
|RLD|
|RTD|

Discussion. The Wikidata data model has three types of reference values: external

sources, internal sources, and literals as shown in Figure 7.4. This metric helps users

to know to what extent reference values consist of literals. Literal value amongst

reference triples can increase human readability. However, a high ratio of literal can

affect external referencing and decrease the trust in data.

7.2.5.3 Relevancy

According to Zaveri et al., “Relevancy refers to the provision of information which

is in accordance with the task at hand and important to the users’ query” [Zav+16].
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In Linked Data, relevancy metrics are checking the existence of meta-information

attributes and the extent of using relevant external links and/or relevant owl:sameAs

predicates [Biz07]. Farber et al. [Fä+17] measured the relevancy of facts in KGs by

looking at whether there is a ranking system on facts in the KG.

Relevancy is one of the main conditions of Wikidata references [Wik22h]. Ac-

cording to Wikidata guidelines, references “should point to specific sources that back

up the data provided in a statement” [Wik22h]. As we mentioned in Section 3.6, few

efforts are measuring the relevance of references in Wikidata. Judging the relevance

of a reference is highly subjective [Fä+17]. Due to the subjective nature of the

concept, Piscopo et al. [Pis+17a] proposed an approach to evaluate the relevance

of Wikidata English external sources through microtask crowdsourcing followed up

with a machine-learning algorithm. Recently, they extended the approach by sup-

porting different languages, increasing the sample size, using a more recent Wikidata

dump, and enhancing the machine-learning algorithm [Ama+21]. Their machine-

learning-trained data is useful to measure our relevancy metrics. We provide two

metrics for the relevance of the references: one considers all reference triples, and

the other considers shared references.

Metric 29. Relevance of Reference Triples (Subjective) Assume we have

function isRelevant : RTD → {0, 1} as below:

isRelevant(x) =

1 x is relevant to the fact to which it belongs

0 otherwise

Then we define metric mrelTriples as follows:

mrelTriples =

∑
x∈RTD

isRelevant(x)

|RTD|

Discussion. Previous works [Pis+17a; Ama+21] consider only external sources as

the subject of relevancy evaluation. We believe that the entire reference triples,

including the reference property and reference value (either external or internal

source), should be evaluated for relevance. However, computing this metric requires

aggregating human opinions, which makes it subjective. Due to the certainty in

computation and examining the entire statistical population, we are more interested

in the objective metrics.

Metric 30. Relevance of Shared References (Subjective) Consider shared

references set SRD as defined in Metric 12. Now consider SRTD ⊆ RTD as the set
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of all shared reference triples, i.e. SRTD := {(a, b, c) | a ∈ SRD}, and set FT as the

set of all ⟨shared triple, fact⟩ pairs:

FT := {⟨f, t : (a, b, c)⟩ ∈ SRD × SRTD | (f, prov:wasDerivedFrom, a) ∈ D}

Then, consider function isSharedTripleIrrelevant : FT → {0, 1} as below:

isSharedTripleIrrelevant(x) =

1 triple x.(a, b, c) is not relevant to the fact x.f

0 otherwise

Then we define metric mrelShared as follows:

mrelShared = 1 −

∑
x∈FT

isSharedTripleIrrelevant(x)

|FT |

Discussion. The metric aims to measure whether the shared references are relevant

to all of their connected statements. Reference sharing is considered a positive point

in Metric 29. However, a high reference-sharing ratio can potentially decrease the

relevancy of the facts connected to them.

7.2.6 Representational Category

Representational dimensions indicate the proper presentation and ease of under-

standing of data to the user. According to Zaveri et al. [Zav+16], in Linked Data

these dimensions are representational-conciseness, representational-consistency, un-

derstandability, interpretability, and versatility. Farber et al. [Fä+17] considered

two dimensions ease of understanding (equivalent to understandability) and inter-

operability (composite of interpretability, representational consistency, concise rep-

resentation). We follow the Zaveri et al. categorization.

7.2.6.1 Representational-conciseness

According to Zaveri et al., in the context of Linked Data, “representational-conciseness

refers to the representation of the data which is compact and well-formatted on the

one hand and clear and complete on the other hand” [Zav+16]. Literature measures

this by keeping URIs short and free of SPARQL parameters [Hog+12; Deb+18]

and also avoiding the use of RDF reification, containers, and collections [Hog+12;

Fä+17; Deb+18]. As references are statements about statements, reification is in-

evitable [Fä+17]. However, short external URIs help machines process references
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more efficient.

Metric 31. External Sources URL Length Assume ∀x ∈ RU ext
D , function

ASCIIlen(x) returns the the number of ASCII characters of x. Now we define a

URL length categorizer function, URLShortness : RU ext
D → [0, 1] as below:

URLShortness(x) =



1 ASCIIlen(x) ≤ 80

0.75 80 < ASCIIlen(x) ≤ 2083

0.5 2083 < ASCIIlen(x) ≤ 4096

0 otherwise

Then, we define metric murlLength as follows:

murlLength =

∑
x∈RUext

D

URLShortness(x)

|RU ext
D |

Discussion. The Hypertext Transfer Protocol HTTP/1.1 RFC [Nie+99] does not

recommend an upper limit for the length of URLs. However, short URLs are easier

for machines to parse and more efficient for datasets or servers to store. Web software

applies different limitations on the length of URLs. Popular web server management

software can handle URLs with 4096 characters (the lowest belongs to NGINX with

4098 characters10). Old browsers like Microsoft Internet Explorer cannot handle

URLs with more than 2083 characters11. Traditional practice for characters per

line is 80 character12. Based on these different recommendations, we tried to define

multi-level scoring. Since URLs can contain unsafe ASCII characters, counting the

characters of the raw URL string does not work. The standard URL encoding on the

web is Percent-encoding [W3S22]. This method maps non-ASCII characters with a

% sign followed by two hexadecimal numbers. As there is no scale in the real world,

we set the 0.25 difference for the first three categories based on the difference of

ASCIIlen() intervals.

10http://nginx.org/en/docs/http/ngx_http_core_module.html#large_client_header_

buffers - accessed 8 January 2023
11https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/topic/maximum-url-length-is-2-083-

characters-in-internet-explorer-174e7c8a-6666-f4e0-6fd6-908b53c12246 - accessed
8 January 2023

12https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Characters_per_line - accessed 18 February 2023
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7.2.6.2 Representational-consistency

Consistency in representation refers to “the degree to which the format and structure

of the information conform to previously returned information as well as data from

other sources” [Zav+16]. Representational consistency metrics assess the degree of

using existing terms in the context [Fä+17] and established terms that already are

used in the dataset [Deb+18]. In the context of referencing, despite there being

no standard vocabulary, there are well-known general ontologies, e.g., Dublin Core

Metadata13 and the W3C PROV-O [LSM21]. In addition, some ontologies use their

specific properties for references, e.g., Genealogy14. Wikidata reference properties

are in the form of P-IDs. Property labels also are specific; Wikidata does not use

other well-known vocabularies. Since this dimension indicates the importance of

using a steady and consistent manner (vocabularies and properties) to represent data

[Zav+16], we define a metric based on the diversity of properties used in reference

triples.

Metric 32. Diversity of Reference Properties We define metric mrefPropDiversity

as follows:

mrefPropDiversity = 1 − |RPD|
|RTD|

Discussion. The metric returns a lower score for input with a greater variety of

properties, considering the number of total reference triples. The Wikidata reference

properties are limited. Subsets may use similar numbers and types of properties.

For a better insight into diversity, we can compute the usage frequency of reference

properties as we used in Section 6.3.2. In this case, ∀rpi ∈ RPD we define mrpi
refPropUse

as follows:

mrpi
refPropUse =

|{(x, y, z) ∈ RTD | y = rpi}|
|RTD|

The above fraction shows how much the property rpi is used for referencing in

D. Such a distribution helps users to understand the usage balance of internal

sitelinks against external sources and which external dataset is used more in refer-

ences [BGM21a].

7.2.6.3 Understandability

Understandability deals with the readability and accessibility of data for humans.

According to Zaveri et al., “Understandability refers to the ease with which data can

13https://dublincore.org/specifications/dublin-core/dcmi-terms/ - accessed 8 Jan-
uary 2023

14http://gov.genealogy.net/ontology.owl - accessed 8 January 2023
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be comprehended, without ambiguity, and used by a human information consumer”

[Zav+16]. Metrics for evaluating understandability in Linked Data look for the

percentage of entities, classes and properties with human-readable metadata, e.g.,

using rdfs:label and/or rdfs:comment [Deb+18; Fä+17], the existence of example

SPARQL queries for the dataset [Fle10], the existence of a regular expression that

expresses the URIs of the dataset [Fä+17; Deb+18], the existence of a vocabulary

list for the dataset [Deb+18], and the getting use of mailing lists and message boards

[Fle10]. In the context of references, we assess human readability by checking how

many reference predicates have labels or comments and to which extent the external

sources are handy, i.e., easy to access.

Metric 33. Human-readable Labeling of Reference Properties We define

metric mrefHumanLabel as follows:

mrefHumanLabel =
|{x ∈ RPD | ∃z : (x, rdfs:label, z) ∈ D}

|RPD|

Discussion. Different predicates are used in Linked Data to express the label of a

subject15. In KGs like Wikidata, entities -including reference predicates- are named

using Q, P, S, E, etc. IDs. Every entity in Wikidata needs to have a human-readable

label. Without labels, using the entity within the user interface would be very am-

biguous for human users. Wikidata RDF dump uses rdfs:label, skos:prefLabel,

and schema:name predicates for each label of subjects. The essential labelling pred-

icate that every Wikidata item should have is rdfs:label. Wikidata entities might

have also different “Also known as” labels using skos:altLabel predicates.

Metric 34. Human-readable Commenting of Reference Properties We

define metric mrefHumanComment as follows:

mrefHumanComment =
|{x ∈ RPD | ∃z : (x, schema:description, z) ∈ D}

|RPD|

Discussion. Descriptions are effective in removing the ambiguity of predicate usage.

According to Wikidata16, descriptions have a differentiating role for entities with

similar labels. Wikidata RDF dump uses schema:description predicate for each

description. Based on the Linked Data quality literature, this metric investigates the

existence of description for reference properties only. Having a comment does not

mean it is understandable. However, in the Wikidata environment, where human

contributors actively check entities (especially the properties, which are monitored

15For a comprehensive list of labelling predicates see [Deb+18, §(U1)]
16https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Help:Label - accessed 8 January 2023
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by administrative users too), it can be assumed that all existing comments are

linguistically understandable.

Metric 35. Handy External Sources Assume function handyExt : Rext
D → [0, 1]

as below:

handyExt(x) =



1 x is an online-available URL with anchor

0.75 x is an online-available URL

0.5 x is an online-available source

0.25 x is an offline sources

0 otherwise

Then, we define metric mhandyExt as follows:

mhandyExt =

∑
x∈Rext

D

handyExt(x)

|Rext
D |

Discussion. This metric measures to what extent external sources are easy-to-access

for human users. In the first line, there are URLs with anchor; a # character in

the path part of the URL. Anchors refer to a specific section or header in a long

HTML page and direct the web browser to a particular point in the destination

HTML page. Therefore, anchors can help human users save time verifying an online

external source. In the next step, there are online-available URLs. These URLs

have no anchor but point to a specific page. Those can be external dataset items’

HTML pages, CSV files, PDF documents, etc. The next level is external online-

available sources. These sources have not been added as a specific URL but are

datasets which users can investigate online. Those have been added as Wikidata Q-

IDs corresponding to a third-party dataset, e.g., Integrated Authority File (Q36578)

in Figure 7.4. We can represent external online-available sources as the set {x ∈
Rext

D | (x, wdt:P31/wdt:P279∗, wd:Q7094076) ∈ Wikidata}17. On the last line, we

see Wikidata items that point to offline sources such as books, magazines, compact

Disks, etc. While some of these sources may be available online (free or by fee),

automatic investigating online availability is not feasible. Since there is neither a

real-world scale nor a distinguishable reason, we set the same 0.25 difference for each

category in the handyExt function.

17online database (Q7094076)
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7.2.6.4 Interpretability

According to Zaveri et al., “Interpretability refers to technical aspects of the data,

that is, whether information is represented using an appropriate notation and whether

it conforms to the technical ability of the consumer” [Zav+16]. Interpretable data

increases the reusability and facilitates the integration with other datasets [Zav+16].

This dimension also considers technical aspects of data representation [Fä+17] and

is a way to measure how exploring data is easy for machines. The interpretabil-

ity criteria in Linked Data are using well-defined and unique identifiers across the

dataset [Biz07; Deb+18], and avoiding the usage of RDF blank nodes [Hog+12;

Deb+18; Fä+17]. In the context of references, we define a metric based on avoiding

blank node usage in references.

Metric 36. Usage of Blank Nodes in References Consider set UN := RD ∪
RPD ∪ROD. We define metric mblankNode as follows:

mblankNode = 1 − |{x ∈ UN | isBlank(x)}|
|UN |

Discussion. Blank nodes exist at the populating time when the dataset expects a

reference node or a reference triple which is not available. Serialization errors also

can cause this problem. Automatic tools can not interpret these nodes. Thus in

terms of interoperability, having no references is better than having blank nodes. As

shown in Figure 2.15, reference nodes, reference predicates, and reference values are

the main parts of referencing in the Wikidata RDF model. This metric examines

all those IRIs to find blank nodes in each.

7.2.6.5 Versatility

According to Zaveri et al., “Versatility refers to the availability of the data in an

internationalized way, the availability of alternative representations of data and the

provision of alternative access methods for a dataset.” In Linked Data, versatility

has metrics such as providing different serialization for data [Deb+18; Fä+17] and

multilingualism [GKA13; Deb+18; Fä+17]. In the context of references, multilin-

gualism helps various language speakers verify the facts. Furthermore, non-English

cultures and language facts require sources in their language.
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Metric 37. Multilingual Labeling of Reference Properties We define metric

mrefMLLabel as follows:

mrefMLLabel =
|{x ∈ RPD | ∃z : (x, rdfs:label, z) ∈ D ∧ lang(z) ̸= "en"}|

|RPD|

Metric 38. Multilingual Commenting of Reference Properties We define

metric mrefMLComment as follows:

mrefMLComment =

|{x ∈ RPD | ∃z : (x, schema:description, z) ∈ D ∧ lang(z) ̸= "en"}|
|RPD|

Discussion. Wikidata is a multilingual open KG. Almost all entities in Wikidata

(including reference properties) have labels and descriptions for multiple languages.

Besides Metric 37 and Metric 38 definitions above, we investigate how many lan-

guages are added for each property.

Metric 39. Multilingual Sources ∀xi ∈ ROD\RLD assume function srcLang(xi)

returns the ISO 639-1:200218 language code of the source. We define metric

mrefMLSources as follows:

mrefMLSources =
|{x ∈ ROD \RLD | langSrc(x) ̸= "en"}|

|ROD \RLD|

Discussion. This metric returns the ratio of non-English sources, considering both

internal and external. We hypothesise that most of the non-English references in

Wikidata are Wikimedia Foundation sources such as Wikipedia. For sources that are

Wikidata items, language of work or name (P407) property indicates the language

of the source as another Wikidata item. Language items have ISO 639-1 code (P218)

item that returns the Alpha 2 code of the language. For other URLs, we check the

lang attribute of the <html> tag.

Metric 40. Multilingual Referenced Statements Assume fucntion srcLang(xi)

from Metric 39. Also, consider the set MS to be the set of facts having at least one

non-English source as a reference:

MS := {x ∈ SD | ∃c ∈ ROD \RLD : (x, prov:wasDerivedFrom, z) ∈ D ∧ (z, b, c) ∈
D ∧ langSrc(c) ̸= "en"}

18https://www.iso.org/standard/22109.html - accessed 8 January 2023
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Table 7.1: The Linked data quality categories and dimensions as collected in
[Zav+16]. The referencing quality categories and dimensions are highlighted in
bold.

Category Dimension

Accessibility Availability, Licensing, Security, Interlinking, Performance
Intrinsic Accuracy, Consistency, Conciseness
Trust Reputation, Believability, Verifiability, Objectivity
Dynamicity Currency, Volatility, Timeliness
Contextual Completeness, Amount-of-data, Relevancy

Representational
Representational-conciseness, Representational-consistency,
Understandability, Interpretability, Versatility

Then, we define metric mMLFacts as follows:

mMLFacts =
|MS|
|SD|

Discussion. Having multilingual references ease verification of the reference for non-

English users. For some facts, e.g., contemporary facts related to closed non-English

speaking countries, it is necessary to refer to the sources of the same language.

7.3 Summary

In this chapter, we formally defined 40 referencing quality assessment metrics based

on Wikidata RDF format, which cover 22 Linked Data quality dimensions and are

classified into six quality categories. Table 7.1 shows all quality dimensions of the

Zaveri et al. study and highlights referencing-applicable dimensions and categories

in bold. We found that almost all Linked Data quality dimensions are relevant

and only Performance is not meaningful in the context of references. At the lower

level, our referencing quality assessment metrics use the criteria and definitions

of traditional Linked Data quality. We also added some novel referencing quality

metrics (in existing dimensions) which have not been presented in the Linked Data

quality. Table 7.2 separates our referencing quality metrics into three categories

-in terms of the coexistence with traditional Linked Data quality criteria. Note

that the novel metrics are still packed in traditional Linked Data dimensions and

categories. For example, the Human-added References metric is a new metric which

has not already been in Link Data quality criteria; however, as it investigates the

believability of a reference to the users, it fits in the Believability dimension.

In terms of computation, metrics measures different parts of referencing reifica-

tion, and are designed to return a number between 0 and 1 as the quality score.
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Table 7.2: The categorization of referencing quality assessment metrics based on
their relation with traditional Linked Data criteria. Metrics in italic are subjective.

Relationship Metrics

Direct use of
Linked Data
quality criteria
(with minor
adjustments)

Availability of External URIs (Availability), External URIs Do-
main Licensing (Licensing), Security External URIs (Security),
Syntactic Validity of Reference Literals (Accuracy), Seman-
tic Validity of Reference Triples (Accuracy), Range Consis-
tency of Reference Triples (Consistency), External URIs Repu-
tation (Reputation), Freshness of Reference Triples (Currency),
Freshness of External URIs (Currency), Volatility of Exter-
nal URIs (Volatility), Timeliness of External URIs (Time-
liness), Class/Property Schema Completeness of References
(Completeness), Population Completeness of References (Com-
pleteness), External Sources URL Length (Representational-
conciseness), Human-readable Labeling of Reference Proper-
ties (Understandability), Human-readable Commenting of Ref-
erence Properties (Understandability), Usage of Blank Nodes
in References (Interpretability), Multilingual Labeling of Refer-
ence Properties (Versatility), Multilingual Commenting of Ref-
erence Properties (Versatility)

Using the idea
behind Linked
Data quality
criteria (major
changes)

Interlinking of Reference Properties (Interlinking), Syntactic
Validity of Reference Triples (Accuracy), Consistency of Ref-
erence Properties (Consistency), Schema-level Consciences of
Reference Properties (Consciences), Schema-based Property
Completeness of References (Completeness), Property Com-
pleteness of References (Completeness), Relevance of Refer-
ence Triples (Relevancy), Relevance of Shared References (Rel-
evancy), Multilingual Sources (Versatility), Multilingual Refer-
enced Statements (Versatility)

Novel metrics Multiple References Consistency (Consistency), Ratio of Ref-
erence Sharing (Consciences), Human-added References (Be-
lievability), Verifiable Type of References (Verifiability), Mul-
tiple References for Statements (Objectivity), Ratio of Refer-
ence Nodes per Statement (Amount-of-data), Ratio of Refer-
ence Triples per Statement (Amount-of-data), Ratio of Refer-
ence Triples per Reference Node (Amount-of-data), Ratio of
Reference Literals per Reference Triple (Amount-of-data), Di-
versity of Reference Properties (Representational-consistency),
Handy External Sources (Understandability)
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Table 7.3: The classification of referencing quality assessment metrics based on the
target of evaluation. Metrics in italic are subjective.

Target Metrics

Referencing RDF
structure (proper-
ties, triples, nodes)

Interlinking of Reference Properties, Syntactic Validity of
Reference Triples, Syntactic Validity of Reference Liter-
als, Semantic Validity of Reference Triples, Consistency
of Reference Properties, Range Consistency of Reference
Triples, Schema-level Consciences of Reference Proper-
ties, Ratio of Reference Sharing, Multiple References for
Statements, Property Completeness of References, Popula-
tion Completeness of References, Ratio of Reference Nodes
per Statement, Ratio of Reference Triples per Statement, Ra-
tio of Reference Triples per Reference Node, Ratio of Ref-
erence Literals per Reference Triple, Diversity of Reference
Properties, Human-readable Labeling of Reference Prop-
erties, Human-readable Commenting of Reference Proper-
ties, Usage of Blank Nodes in References, Multilingual La-
beling of Reference Properties, Multilingual Commenting of
Reference Properties

Referencing Meta-
data (schemas,
historical meta-
data, sources
metadata)

External URIs Domain Licensing, External URIs Repu-
tation, Human-added References, Freshness of Reference
Triples, Freshness of External URIs, Volatility of External
URIs, Timeliness of External URIs, Class/Property Schema
Completeness of References, Schema-based Property Com-
pleteness of References

Source content Availability of External URIs, Security of External
URIs, Multiple References Consistency, Verifiable Type of
References, Relevance of Reference Triples, Relevance of
Shared References, External Sources URL Length, Handy
External Sources, Multilingual Sources, Multilingual Refer-
enced Statements

Table 7.3 shows the classification of metrics based on the targets and the part of

referencing reification on which the quality is measured. Amongst these metrics,

six metrics are subjective and the rest can be measured without the intervention

of human opinion. To have a numerical presentation of the quality, these metrics

should be implemented. In Chapter 8, we introduce the RQSS, which implements

the objective metrics of the framework and provides the necessary tools to measure

referencing quality in Wikidata.
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RQSS: Referencing Quality

Scoring System

Chapter 7 provided detailed formal definitions of our Wikidata referencing quality

assessment framework metrics. In this chapter, we elaborate on our Referencing

Quality Scoring System - RQSS, a Python implementation of the Chapter 7 assess-

ment framework and all necessary modules, which provide an automated method to

evaluate referencing quality of Wikidata. We then examine RQSS on seven Wikidata

subsets and discuss a detailed analysis of the metrics results. The contents of this

chapter are the results of RT4 and RT5, addressing both RQ1 and RQ3 (using

Linked Data quality criteria for a comprehensive referencing quality framework and

the impact of bots on the quality of referencing in Wikidata). Together with the

assessment framework introduced in Chapter 7, these results have been submitted

to the Semantic Web Journal Special Issue on Wikidata: Construction, Evaluation

and Applications1 [BGM22].

8.1 RQSS Components

The Referencing Quality Scoring System (RQSS) is a data quality assessment method-

ology [Zav+16] that aims to measure the referencing quality of the Wikidata and

other Wikibase-hosted2 datasets. The main constituent of RQSS is the assessment

framework defined in Chapter 7. As a system, RQSS has four components: Extrac-

tor, Metadata Extractor, Framework Runner, and Presenter. Figure 8.1 shows these

components and (part of) data flow between them. In the following paragraphs, we

1https://www.semantic-web-journal.net/blog/call-papers-special-issue-wikidata-

construction-evaluation-and-applications - accessed 9 January 2023
2https://wikiba.se/ - accessed 10 January 2023
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Figure 8.1: Main components of RQSS and part of its data pipeline. Extractor
(component A) fetches referencing data, such as external URIs, statement nodes,
etc. from the input dataset (which is based on the Wikidata data model). The
Metadata Extractor (component B) independently retrieves information such as
Entity-Schema summary and historical data from Wikidata. The extracted data
is then given to the Framework Runner (component C), which performs reference
quality metrics in different dimensions and returns a referencing quality score of the
input dataset as a weighted average between 0 and 1. In addition to the score, the
Framework Runner also produces disaggregated scores (for some dimensions), which
are then converted into visual charts by the Presenter (component D).

explain the details of the system.

Input RQSS data pipeline starts with an RDF dataset based on the Wikidata data

model. The input dataset can be the entire Wikidata or a subset of it. In addition

to the input dataset, RQSS needs other metadata: revision history metadata such

as reference editors and the reference editing date-time, and schema information.

These data come directly from the Wikidata knowledge base.

Extractor and Metadata Extractor Extractor fetches the referencing-related

sets required for calculating metrics from the input dataset. For example, to cal-

culate the availability and security dimensions, the Extractor retrieves all external

source URIs. As the Extractor retrieves the input dataset referencing data, the

Metadata Extractor deals with external referencing data required for metrics, e.g.,

a summary of referencing metadata in Wikidata Entity-Schemas, which is required

by completeness metrics such as Metric 21 and 22.

Framework Runner This module performs the referencing quality metrics. For

each dimension of the assessment framework, the Framework Runner takes the re-

quired data from the Extractor and Metadata Extractor and then calculates the
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score of the dimension’s metrics. The user can apply different weights to each met-

ric depending upon the user’s own perspective of the importance of each metric. The

Framework Runner then returns the final weighted average of the scores. For some

metrics, the Framework Runner also returns the disaggregated scores. For example,

the score of the completeness metrics is the average completeness ratio of multiple

reference properties. In that case, the Framework Runner returns the completeness

ratio of each property besides the metric score.

Presenter To facilitate understanding of the data behaviour in large datasets,

the Presenter draws different visual charts for those metrics that the Framework

Runner returns disaggregated scores. As mentioned in Section 7.1, the framework

adapts to the Open World Assumption in metric definitions; however, RQSS report

all missing, not found, and incomplete data in computing metrics to provide the

awareness of potential gaps that could impact the overall data quality evaluation.

8.1.1 RQSS Implementation

To automate the assessment of referencing quality in Wikidata and other Wikibase-

hosted datasets, the objective metrics of the assessment framework should be imple-

mented in a reusable manner. An automatic implementation facilitates monitoring

the referencing quality regularly and helps users to judge the quality quantitatively.

We use Python to implement the objective metrics and other RQSS components.

Python is well-designed for Big Data science research and easy to write and debug.

The code repository of the implementation is available on GitHub [Beg21a].

In the current version v1.0.1, all main components of Figure 8.1 are imple-

mented. The input dataset (entire Wikidata or a subset) must be available through

a SPARQL endpoint, either locally or on the Web. The Extractor fetches the data

by performing multiple SPARQL queries on the endpoint. Each metric is imple-

mented as an independent class. The Metadata Extractor is embedded inside the

metric classes and performs HTTP requests from different Wikidata web pages to

fetch the required metadata. Extraction, as well as metrics, can be performed in-

dependently and simultaneously. The Extractor as well as some of the Framework

Runner procedures perform heavy SPARQL queries that take a long time to com-

plete. This should be noted when the dataset is reached through a public SPARQL

endpoint since public endpoints usually apply run-time restrictions or have fair use

expectations.
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8.2 RQSS Evaluation Over Wikidata Subsets

Due to the limitations of our available resources, we cannot apply RQSS to the whole

of Wikidata. Again, we use the notion of subsetting and establish a comparison

platform based on subsets. In addition to topical subsets as the representative of

Wikidata in a specific topic, we use random subsets as the representative of the

whole Wikidata. RQSS is used to compute the scores and present the graphical

charts of three topical and four random Wikidata subsets. Through subsetting, we

established a comparison platform and gain valuable insight into the referencing

quality in different topics and also Wikidata as a whole.

8.2.1 Subsetting Overview

We extract three topical subsets corresponding to three Wikidata WikiProjects:

Gene Wiki3 [BM+16], Music [Wik22k], and Ships [Wik21c]. These projects are ac-

tive in curating references and have various sizes, covering a wide range of scientific

and cultural fields of activities in Wikidata for investigating references. Besides top-

ical subsets, we extract four random subsets in varying sizes as a random sampling

of Wikidata without considering a specific topic. Similar to Chapter 4, all subsets

are extracted from the Wikidata full JSON dump of 3 January 2022 [Wik22c] us-

ing WDumper [Fü19a]. Our subsetting approach is item-based, i.e., selecting the

desired items (Q-IDs) and extracting all statements of those items. For topical sub-

setting, we use the same approach of Chapters 5 and 6. For random subsetting, we

tweaked the WDumper code to extract items from the dump by Q-IDs. We then

deployed a Python script4 to generate random Q-IDs and created two specification

files with one hundred thousand Q-IDs, one with five hundred thousand Q-IDs, and

one with one million Q-IDs. To optimize the size of the subsets, we ignore metadata

irrelevant to referencing, such as item labels, item descriptions, and item qualifiers.

The specification files of topical and random subsets can be found in the GitHub

repository of the experiments [Beg22b]. The RDF files for each of the subsets can

be found in [Beg22c].

Table 8.1 shows for each subset the number of items, statements, references, and

statements that have at least one reference. We note that the referencing rate in

random subsets is generally higher than in the topical subsets. We also observe that

3https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_Gene_Wiki - accessed 10 January
2023

4Random WDumper specification file generator: https://github.com/seyedahbr/wdumper/

blob/12f0ddfc2a6d18b9c45f2876dab01d2e76454bfa/extensions/create_random_spec.py -
accessed 18 February 2023
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Table 8.1: The initial statistics of the Wikidata subsets in the RQSS evaluation
experiment: The number of items, statement nodes, reference nodes, and referenced
statements (statements with at least one reference).

Subset Items Statements References
Referenced
Statements

Gene Wiki 9,203,257 97,062,660 9,742,813
63,521,696

(65%)

Music 982,730 12,743,480 1,585,122
6,348,140

(50%)

Ships 128,815 1,116,976 61,996
301,290

(27%)

Random100K #1 86,916 1,225,313 94,966
946,523

(77%)

Random 100K #2 86,865 1,226,097 94,982
940,552

(76%)

Random 500K 433,364 6,117,915 453,273
4,704,898

(77%)

Random 1M 864,665 12,231,380 894,093
9,392,549

(77%)

items are missing from each of the random subsets, i.e. none of the random subsets

contains the expected number of items, but this rate is consistent across the four

subsets. Wikidata item identifiers start with Q, followed by an incremental number.

At the end of December 2021, the maximum Q-ID in Wikidata was 110,272,953.

The random generator script is set to generate the given number of random Q-

IDs (100K, 500K, or one million) between Q1 and Q110272953. However, after

the extraction, we recognized that the number of extracted items in the random

subsets is 15% less than expected. We hypothesise that about 15% of Wikidata

Q-IDs are not resolvable anymore. Continuing generating random Q-IDs until we

have the exact desired number of items is possible; however, since the extraction of

the entire ransom items is done after selecting random Q-IDs, the extraction is split

into several smaller batches to reduce the extraction time, checking the existence

or absence of all randomly selected Q-IDs is not efficient before extraction, and the

fact that extracted subsets are large enough in terms of having a random sampling

of Wikidata, we did not continue generating new random Q-IDs.

8.2.1.1 Random Subsets Topic Coverage

Table 8.2 shows the intersection between the random subsets, i.e., the number of

overlapped items. Considering the sum-up size of each pair of subsets, the amount

of overlap is negligible. However, the uniformity of referencing rate and similarity
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Table 8.2: The number of joint items in random subsets.

Random 100K #2 Random 500K Random 1M
Random 100K #1 62 372 779
Random 100K #2 399 802
Random 500K 3,861

of missing items percentage in random subsets with variable sizes reveals the need

for a deeper look at what is in these subsets. We seek to find the topic coverage of

the random subsets, i.e., separating random subset items based on topics similar to

Wikidata [Wik22g, §(What is in Wikidata)]5. In this regard, we get all classes of

items of the subset, then sort the classes based on the number of items that belong

to that class. To make sure of disjoint classes, we remove the duplicated items in

low-listed ones6.

Figure 8.2 shows the topic coverage of the four random subsets. As we can see,

all four subsets have similar topic coverage. In all subsets, the majority of items

belong to the scholarly article (Q13442814) class. The next most frequent classes

are galaxy (Q318) and star (Q523) (subclass of astronomical object (Q6999)). The

order of frequency in all random subsets follows the same pattern of Wikidata topic

coverage in [Wik22g, §(What is in Wikidata)]. Our random subset topic frequency

follows Fahl et al. frequently order as well [Fah+22, §(1.1. Content of Wikidata)],

where scholarly articles have the majority by covering 37.86% of items, followed by

humans (10.00%), astronomical object types (8.36%), Wikimedia category (4.99%)

and taxons (3.48%) in the Wikidata dump of July 2022. The coverage percentages

of each topic in our sampling are also close to Fahl et al., and the difference can

be justified due to the seven-month distance between the dumps and the nature of

randomly selecting the items. This topic coverage shows that our random sampling

is uniform, and the extracted random subsets are a good approximation of the entire

Wikidata7.

8.2.2 Subsets Overall Scores

Table 8.3 shows the overall RQSS scores of each subset in different categories, the

total average of all scores, and an example of a weighted average. Despite waiting for

5Note that the pie chart belongs to December 2019 when Wikidata had about 71 million items.
6See the script: https://github.com/seyedahbr/RQSS_Evaluation/blob/

5178f8379ddde6b1a9c09ff69905ade1149b58b5/scripts/topic_coverage.py - accessed 18
February 2023

7The lists of the distinct items in each random subset can be found in https://github.

com/seyedahbr/RQSS_Evaluation/tree/main/data/TopicCoverageLists/DistinctItems - ac-
cessed 11 January 2023
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Figure 8.2: Topic coverage of the four random subsets. Note that the colours are
consistent across the four charts.

more than 90 days and having three unsuccessful attempts, Metrics 14 and 18 scores

were not obtained for Gene Wiki due to the large size of this subset. Metric 19, and

therefore Metric 20 scores were not obtained due to the lack of an efficient tool for

fetching <changefreq> tags. We ignore these metrics in all averages. Considering

the Overall Average column, the four random subsets have a higher score than the

topical subsets. The scores of random subsets differ by less than 2%. This is most

likely due to the similarity of their topic coverage (Figure 8.2). Gene Wiki has the

highest score of the topical subsets and is only 1% less than the random subsets.

This is most likely due to the presence of lots of schema definitions and the use of

bots to populate the data. The Extractor and the Framework Runner outputs of

performing RQSS on the topical and random subsets can be found in [Beg22a].

8.2.2.1 Scores by Dimension

In this section, we review the average scores of each subset in the referencing quality

dimension. Here we explain the results of RQSS Framework Runner. Then in

Section 8.2.3, we interpret the results metric by metric separately. To investigate

the quality of referencing by dimension, we calculate the average scores of all subsets

in each dimension. At a summary level, we observe that all subsets have good scores

in Intrinsic (accuracy-related metrics) and Representational dimensions but weak

scores in Dynamicity (freshness-related) and Contextual (completeness and amount

of data) categories. Contextual and Representation is where topical subsets have

better scores than random subsets.
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Table 8.3: The average of RQSS metric scores in each category, the total average,
and an example weighted average.
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Gene Wiki 0.5332 0.7901 0.5086 0.0338 0.3211 0.7819 0.5816 0.5349
Music 0.4606 0.7824 0.3622 0.0758 0.2265 0.8534 0.5569 0.5013
Ships 0.5592 0.7469 0.3525 0.1239 0.1703 0.8245 0.5406 0.4840
Random
100K #1

0.5269 0.8918 0.5043 0.1116 0.2960 0.7868 0.5944 0.5476

Random
100K #2

0.5220 0.8951 0.5027 0.0842 0.2929 0.7871 0.5926 0.5451

Random
500K

0.5196 0.8849 0.5062 0.1029 0.2936 0.7881 0.5921 0.5451

Random
1M

0.5170 0.8891 0.5079 0.1116 0.2945 0.7878 0.5930 0.5463

In the Accessibility category, the average of subsets is 0.95 for availability and

0.92 for security but 0.06 for licensing and 0.12 for interlinking. Regarding licensing,

we have been expecting low scores due to the lack of explicit licenses in many external

sources. However, in the case of interlinking, the low score means a high number

of reference properties have no link to their equivalents in external vocabularies. In

such cases, only curating reference properties can improve quality scores.

In the Intrinsic category (accuracy-related metrics), the average score is 0.99 for

accuracy, 0.56 for consistency and 0.65 for conciseness. Despite the high accuracy

scores, in Syntactic Validity of Reference Literals (Metric 6), we observe that the lack

of regexes for a few frequently used properties causes many literals not to be checked.

The Consistency of Reference Properties (Metric 8) is higher than 0.7 in all subsets,

and random subsets have better scores than topical subsets. In Range Consistency

of Reference Triples (Metric 9), scores vary from 0.2 (Ships) to 0.44 (Gene Wiki),

and besides low scores, all subsets suffer from having no specified ranges for reference

properties. The reference sharing ratio as the proxy of conciseness varies between

0.3 and 0.7 and is considerably higher in random subsets than topical subsets.

In the Trust category, the average for Reputation is 0.99, for Believability is

0.5, for Verifiability is 0.35, but for Objectivity is 0.02. In Reputation (Metric 13),

we investigated the deny-listed domains only, so having a small number of deny-
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list URLs was expected. The deny-list datasets identify highly malicious URLs,

which are unlikely to be used as an external source in Wikidata. In Believability

(Metric 14), for which we use added-by-humans as the proxy, scores vary from 0.43

to 0.78, and topical subsets have considerably higher scores than random subsets.

The computation of Gene Wiki results timed out, but we think the scores are likely

to be close to random subsets due to active bots in its WikiProject. The added-by-

human ratio is essential to hypothesizing the reasons behind other quality metrics.

In the Verifiable Type of Sources (Metric 15), random subsets and Gene Wiki have

similar scores around average, but Ships and Music have notably low scores. In

Objectivity, for which we use having multiple references as the proxy (Metric 16),

scores are less than 0.07 in topical subsets and even less than 0.01 in random subsets.

In the Dynamicity category, the average is 0.94 for the freshness of facts-reference

pairs but 0.09 for the freshness of external URIs. In the fact-reference freshness

(Metric 17), Ships has the highest scores. It was not expected because Ships has the

highest percentage of human-added references and we hypothesized bots perform

better in constantly updating reference information, but we observe the opposite.

The freshness of external URIs (Metric 18) is notably lower than reference-fact pairs,

and Ships has the highest scores. It shows that the Ships WikiProject community

uses up-to-date sources more than other subsets. In both metrics, there are many

records that RQSS cannot find historical metadata for them.

In the Contextual category, the average of schema completeness (Metric 21) is less

than 0.01. As there are many E-ids in Wikidata related to life science, we expected

Gene Wiki to score high in class/property schema completeness, but it has low

scores. Instead, Ships and Music E-ids provide more information about references

despite being fewer in number. In schema-based property completeness (Metric 22),

the average is 0.39. Here Gene Wiki has the highest score, and Music and Ships score

notably low. It shows that Gene Wiki references comply with schemata better than

other subsets. In instance-based property completeness (Metric 23), the average is

0.35, and random subset scores are higher than topical subsets. In the amount-of-

data (Metrics 25, 26, 27, and 28), the average is 0.34.

In the Representational category, the average is 0.88 for representational con-

ciseness, 0.99 for representational-consistency, 0.85 for understandability, 0.99 for

interoperability, and 0.59 for versatility. In having handy (easily accessible) exter-

nal sources (Metric 35), topical subsets have higher scores than random subsets, and

Music has the highest scores as it uses URLs with anchors more than other subsets.

In multilingualism of reference properties (Metrics 37 and 38), all subsets score 0.99

to 1. However, the use of multilingual sources for facts (Metric 39 and 40) is notably

low in all subsets. Music uses multilingual sources as references most frequently and
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Gene Wiki less than all subsets.

From the framework, many hypothetical interrelations can be found between

dimensions. Verifiability and objectivity are likely affected by human-added refer-

ences, which can be observed by the similarity of Gene Wiki scores to the random

subsets scores. Multilingualism is likely affected by human-added references, but it

also might be affected by having multiple references for statements. We also ob-

served that curating reference-specific properties in equivalents, regular expressions,

ranges and schema metadata can increase referencing quality efficiently. Although

referencing completeness and having multiple references are essential, they can be

time-consuming to improve; currently, Wikidata scores low in these metrics.

8.2.2.2 Weighted Average Score

It is possible to apply weights to the metrics to emphasise the perceived relative

importance of the different scores. Assigning weight to the metrics is subjective

and depends on the task at hand and users’ qualitative requirements [Fä+17]. Data

consumers can assign more weight to those quality metrics that are more important

to their use case. For example, in the case of having a better schema in referencing,

Metrics 21 and 22 weights should be higher, or if the understandability for humans

is a matter of importance, Metrics 33 and 34 should be higher.

We present one hypothetical weighting scenario in the last column of Table 8.3.

Suppose our referencing quality investigation firstly cares about decision-making,

which depends a lot on the completeness of references, and secondly cares about

understandability. Also, suppose we care about certainty in metric computations;

thus, we can not accept proxies in computing metrics. Then, the weights and the

justifications for the importance of metrics are as below:

• Metrics 22 and 23 weights are set to three. This indicates the importance of

completeness in references, as incomplete referencing can decrease the trust in

data and make it hard for machines to perform decisions based on references.

• Metrics 35, 39, and 40 weights are set to two. That is because of the importance

of online access to the provenance, and the existence of references for non-

English users, which is also one of Wikidata’s intentions.

• Metric 13 weight is set to zero as the current RQSS approach to use deny-listed

IPs as the proxy of reputation is not accurate.

• The rest of the metrics are assigned a weight of one.

Note that our weighting scenario is only one example of many. The above scenario’s

weighted scores are lower than the overall scores. It can be a sign of Wikidata
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(subsets) reference quality weaknesses in completeness and multilingualism of refer-

encing. It also shows that ignoring proxy-based metrics in computation can decrease

the score, and therefore, it is likely that current proxies can produce unrealistic high

scores. This phenomenon indicates the need for calibrating the metric set against

a gold standard dataset to determine their effectiveness and expected outcomes.

This calibration process typically involves establishing a correlation with human

judgments to validate the accuracy of metrics. Such calibration outcomes aligned

metrics, making the metric results understandable to the end users. We discuss

this as a required future work, entitled The Human Evaluation of RQSS Scores in

Section 9.2.2.

8.2.3 Referencing Quality Analysis

In this section, we analyse the quality scores obtained by running RQSS over topical

and random subsets in detail metric by metric. We also evaluate the correctness

of RQSS by matching the obtained results with the previous knowledge from Wiki-

data. During this evaluation, we will discuss valuable information from the data

composition in Wikidata.

8.2.3.1 Availability, Licensing and Security

Table 8.4 shows the details of the availability, licensing and security of external URIs

in each subset (Metrics 1, 2, and 3). To check the availability of external URIs, RQSS

forces 10 seconds request and 60 seconds response time-out. For security, RQSS sets

HTTP requests to verify TLS certificates. To check whether a license exists for URI

domains, RQSS probes the HTML home page of the domain to find any trace of

licensing terms8.

Availability and security scores are high while licensing is low. Random subsets

get better scores than topical subsets in general. The results of random subsets are

similar due to their similar topic coverage. Between topical subsets, Gene Wiki has

the highest, and Music has the lowest scores.

8.2.3.2 Interlinking of Reference Properties

Table 8.5 shows the RQSS results for interlinking of reference properties (Metric 4).

To check the interlinking, RQSS seeks the number of values for equivalent property

8See the "licensing_keywords" list of https://github.com/seyedahbr/RQSSFramework/

blob/94f960cfdc0a26c67bda7b86ff38538ec42206a0/RQSSFramework/Licensing/

LicenseExistanceChecking.py - accessed 18 February 2023
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Table 8.4: RQSS results of Availability, Licensing and Security dimensions
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Gene Wiki 2,559,493 10,138 0.9754 0.0635 0.9664
Music 215,161 21,593 0.8754 0.0480 0.8068
Ships 20,737 924 0.9647 0.0541 0.9294
Random 100K #1 48,618 2,057 0.9755 0.0700 0.9648
Random 100K #2 48,279 2,110 0.9739 0.0611 0.9641
Random 500K 240,183 5,952 0.9750 0.0633 0.9597
Random 1M 478,035 9,342 0.9760 0.0597 0.9589

Table 8.5: RQSS results for interlinking of reference properties.

Subset Reference Properties Score (Metric 4)

Gene Wiki 855 0.1274
Music 1,194 0.1122
Ships 97 0.2886
Random 100K #1 586 0.0972
Random 100K #2 607 0.0889
Random 500K 969 0.0804
Random 1M 1,159 0.0733

(P1628) statement of each reference property from Wikidata as on 19 August 2022.

While scores for all subsets are low, topical subsets have relatively better scores.

Ship’s score is notably higher than all subsets. As a project with more human than

bot edits, Ships project contributors have been provided more equivalents for their

project reference properties. Figure 8.3 shows the distribution of equivalents in ref-

erence properties between properties with one or more equivalent values. Although

there are reference properties with 11 equivalent values (e.g. main subject (P921)),

the average is 2 to 3.

8.2.3.3 Accuracy

Syntactic Validity of Reference Triples RQSS deploys the PyShEx evaluator

tool [Sol18] to verify the reification of all referenced statements, reference nodes and

reference values. The main reason behind using ShEx instead of SHACL is that

defining an RDF shape in the ShEx syntax is more straightforward, and we already

had experience with the ShEx language and PyShEx components. We use a ShEx
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Figure 8.3: The distribution of reference properties equivalents (between those with
≥ 1 equivalents). Red lines are medians, triangles are means and circles are outliers.

Table 8.6: RQSS results for reference triple syntax accuracy.

Subset Statement Nodes Failures Score (Metric 5)

Gene Wiki 97,062,660 124783 0.9987
Music 12,743,480 2,798 0.9997
Ships 1,116,976 51 0.9999
Random 100K #1 1,225,313 580 0.9995
Random 100K #2 1,226,097 624 0.9994
Random 500K 6,117,915 2,482 0.9995
Random 1M 12,231,380 4,945 0.9995

schema9 that starts from the statement node and verifies links, value types, and

prefixes. The schema is general, i.e., not specific to any P-ID or Q-ID. Table 8.6

shows the number of statement nodes (as the starting points of the evaluation), the

number of evaluation failures, and the final scores. The scores are high. According

to the runtime prompts, the majority of the failures are caused by blank statement

nodes that we think are created during RDF serialization.

Syntactic Validity of Reference Literals After extracting all ⟨reference prop-

erty, literal⟩ pairs, we matched the literals with the regular expressions obtained

from the format as a regular expression (P1793) qualifiers of each property given

from Wikidata on 7 June 2022. Table 8.7 shows the total number of reference prop-

erties (with literal values), the total number of literal values, the total number of

regular expressions in all properties, the total number of failures in regular expres-

sion matching, and the final score of each subset. The ‘Invalid’ column shows the

9ShExC schema used: https://github.com/seyedahbr/RQSSFramework/blob/

0ef4c472e476b3c9820dbc0f55ead5951093ae29/RQSSFramework/ShExes.py - accessed 18
February 2023
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Table 8.7: RQSS results for reference literal syntax accuracy.
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63

(0.91)
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968
(45%)
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(1.08)
6 0 1.0000

5,334
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589

(1.03)
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5,212
(10%)

Random
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939

(1.04)
10 0 1.0000

15,472
(6%)

Random
1M

1,082 479,231
1,132

(1.04)
16 0 1.0000

27,085
(5%)

number of invalid regular expressions. In the ‘Regexes’ column, the numbers inside

the parentheses show how many regular expressions each property has on average.

Unlike the random subsets, the average is less than one in topical subsets. However,

there are reference properties with more than 20 regular expressions. Some proper-

ties do not have regular expressions at all. The ‘No Regex’ column shows the total

number of literals affected by these properties. ‘Invalid’ regular expressions and ‘No

Regex’ literals are ignored in calculating the scores. For the rest, the results show

complete accuracy. The number of no regex literals has a high variation in different

subsets. The reason for this variance is the use of the retrieved (P813) property in

references, which is one of the most widely used reference properties in Wikidata

that does not have any format as a regular expression (P1793) qualifier.

Figure 8.4 shows the top three reference properties in terms of having literal

values in each subset. External ID properties have the majority in all subsets except

Ships. In Ships and the two 100K random subsets, retrieved (P813) has a high share

resulting in a large number of literals with no regex. In Music, subject named as

(P1810) has the same role. The distribution of literals in random subsets is very

similar. If we consider random subsets as an approximation of the entire Wikidata,

about 50% of literals in Wikidata belong to PubMed ID (P698) values.
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Figure 8.4: The top three reference properties with the highest percentage of literals
in each subset.

8.2.3.4 Consistency

Consistency of Reference Properties Table 8.8 shows the RQSS results for

reference specificity of reference properties (Metric 8). We check the reference-

specificity of properties that are used in references using property scope (P5314)

qualifiers from Wikidata on 7 June 2022. Having no such qualifier is considered non-

reference-specific as well. The lowest score comes to Gene Wiki where more than a

quarter of reference properties are not reference-specific. It can be conjectured that

improper use of bots is the cause of this low score in Gene Wiki. In Ships, where there

is less bot activity, the freshness of references is relatively low (See Section 8.2.3.10).

Therefore, the low score may be due to the lack of regular data curation. In random

subsets, the score is about 0.87. From the total of 84,944,052 distinct referenced

statements in all subsets, 15,840,379 (19%) are referenced with the non-reference-

specific properties, in which PubMed ID (P698) (11%) and UniProt protein ID

(P352) (5%) have the majority. Both properties do not have property scope (P5314)

qualifier.

Range Consistency of Reference Triples We extract all ⟨reference property,

reference value⟩ pairs from the subsets and the ranges (value-type constraint

(Q21510865)) of each property from Wikidata as on 18 June 2022. Table 8.9 shows

the results of matching the class of values with the specified ranges. The second

column is the number of reference properties that have ranges specified. The third
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Table 8.8: RQSS results for consistency of reference properties.

Subset Reference Properties Score (Metric 8)

Gene Wiki 855 0.7298
Music 1,194 0.8072
Ships 97 0.7319
Random 100K #1 586 0.8788
Random 100K #2 607 0.8896
Random 500K 969 0.8627
Random 1M 1,159 0.8714

column shows total reference object values. The fourth column shows the total

number of range classes in all properties. Column five is the number of values where

their type does not match with the specified range. Column six shows the metric

score. The last column is the total number of reference values whose properties

have no ranges specified; We ignore these values in scoring. Results show a low

consistency. The best scores belong to Gene Wiki, where bot accounts have high

activity. However, Gene Wiki also has the highest ratio of no range specified amongst

all subsets. Music and Ships, on the other hand, have the lowest scores. This

difference between the two groups of topical subsets is evidence to suggest another

positive impact of bots: automated tools comply with the properties range more

than humans. Random subsets have a 0.35 score on average. Comparing the second

column of Table 8.9 with the same column of Table 8.8 shows properties that have

specified ranges are very limited in all subsets. However, having more properties

with a specified range and choosing references in the specified range can indicate

the participants’ level of expertise (whether human or bot) in referencing.

8.2.3.5 Conciseness: Ratio of Reference Sharing

Similar to Section 6.3.4, we count all incoming connections to each reference node

to see if the reference node is used as a reference for more than one statement.

Table 8.10 shows the ratio of reference sharing for each subset. As a factor of

conciseness, reference sharing is a positive point. The ratio for random subsets

is higher than for topical subsets. We believe it is related to scholarly articles as

the majority of random subsets (as well as Wikidata). There are many reference

nodes with the value of an article shared between all related items. The results

of topical subsets are similar to Section 6.3.4 considering there is a six-month gap

between their dump dates. Amongst topical subsets, Gene Wiki has the highest

score; which appears to be another evidence of bot activities in this subset. Column

‘Maximum’ in the table shows the highest number of incoming edges to a reference
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Table 8.9: RQSS results for range consistency of reference triples.
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(3%)
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25150
(3%)

node. Column ‘Mean’ shows the average number of incoming nodes. While the

average number of incoming nodes is 14, there are reference nodes shared between

thousands of statements.

8.2.3.6 Reputation: External URIs

We use pydnsbl10 to check whether URI domains are amongst the public deny-listed

domains on the web. Table 8.11 shows the number of URIs, URI domains, the

score of the metric (considering the ratio of deny-listed domains), and the number

of URIs affected by the deny-listed domains. The scores are high meaning there are

few deny-listed URIs amongst external sources; 13 affected URIs between 3,610,506

URIs.

8.2.3.7 Believability: Human-added References

In the absence of an effective solution to retrieve the revision history of Wikidata,

RQSS reads the HTML history pages of items on Wikidata software. Figure 8.5

shows the ‘View History’ tab of Albert Einstein (Q937) on 20 September 2022. In

these HTML pages, there is a record for each edit in which the date-time of the edit,

10https://pypi.org/project/pydnsbl/0.5.4/ - accessed 14 January 2023
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Table 8.10: RQSS results for reference sharing.

Subset
Reference

Nodes
Maximum Mean

Score
(Metric 12)

Gene Wiki 9,742,813 1,281,307 13 0.4924
Music 1,585,122 1,378,301 12 0.2982
Ships 61,996 96,591 16 0.2710
Random 100K #1 94,966 41,667 14 0.7021
Random 100K #2 94,982 43,171 14 0.6969
Random 500K 453,273 206,837 15 0.6998
Random 1M 894,093 418,196 15 0.7031

Table 8.11: RQSS results for the reputation of external URIs (Pydnsbl).

Subset URIs
URI

Domains
Score

(Metric 13)
Affected

URIs

Gene Wiki 2,559,493 10,138 0.9998 3
Music 215,161 21,593 0.9996 7
Ships 20,737 924 1.0000 0
Random 100K #1 48,618 2,057 1.0000 0
Random 100K #2 48,279 2,110 1.0000 0
Random 500K 240,183 5,952 0.9996 3
Random 1M 478,035 9,342 1.0000 0

the editor’s account and a brief description of the edit are available. In terms of

references, the metadata provided on these pages is limited. One can only check the

addition, deletion, or change of a reference for a specific statement property. There

is no data on what reference value has been changed. Also, there is no distinc-

tion between different statements with the same property. With these limitations

in mind, RQSS retrieve all ⟨item, referenced statement property⟩ pairs from the

subsets. Then, RQSS investigates the last editor user account that added/edited a

reference for that specific property of that item using an XPath query. Note that

there is an upper date limit set to 3 January 2022 (the release date of the subsetted

Wikidata dump). We consider an added/edited reference human-added if there is no

sub-string bot in the editor’s account username. Identifying those accounts requires

pattern recognition of Wikidata revision history which needs direct access to the

revision history dumps. These dumps are massive, and we did not have the infras-

tructure to process them. Suggested approaches for handling these data dumps are

topic-specific and limited in size coverage, such as Gonzalez-Hevia and Gayo-Avello

[GHGA22], or their proposed dataset has not been published at the time of our

experiments, such as [SDS21].

Table 8.12 shows the number and the percentage of referenced items, the number

of referenced facts (distinct properties used) of the referenced items, the score of the
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Figure 8.5: ‘View History’ tab of Albert Einstein (Q937). The second record shows
an addition of a reference to a claim. Retrieved on 20 September 2022.

Table 8.12: RQSS results for human-added references. Computing Gene Wiki scores
timed out after three unsuccessful attempts and more than 90 days of processing.
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Music 862,053 (88%) 6,030,622 0.5028 1,868,355 (31%)
Ships 68,495 (53%) 286,307 0.7888 102,658 (36%)
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Random 1M 702,033 (81%) 5,243,722 0.4312 4,379,482 (83%)
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metric, and the number of facts properties in which there is no historical metadata for

them. The results of Gene Wiki were not available after three unsuccessful attempts

and more than 90 days of processing. The scores vary between random and topical

subsets. Due to the presence of active bots in the Gene Wiki WikiProject, such as

Pathwaybot11 and ProteinBoxBot12, we hypothesize that there are more bot-added

references than human-added references in the Gene Wiki subset. For the same

reason, i.e. the lack of active bots in the corresponding WikiProject, Ships have

the highest human-added reference ratio. The ratio for random subsets is 0.43 on

average, which is less than both topical subsets. It also tentatively justifies the

higher rate of reference sharing in random subsets versus Music and Ships. The

percentage of referenced facts with no historical metadata is also high in all random

subsets. Note that if we consider curating a large amount of data in one action

as the main feature of bots, some human user accounts (without bot prefixes or

suffixes) may also show the same behaviour.

8.2.3.8 Verifiability: Type of References

We retrieve all IRI-based reference node values from the subsets. For Q-ID values,

we get the type of value from Wikidata on 21 August 2022. For external URI values,

we only check if the URI belongs to our well-known datasets list13. Table 8.13 shows

the disaggregated statistics of source types and the verifiability scores. However, in

both subsets, the main weakness is the high number of external URIs that are not

well-known datasets (and get zero scores); this is the strong point in Gene Wiki

and random subsets. Note that many external links can be blog posts, encyclopedic

articles, or even scholarly articles, but investigating the content of the external

links is subjective. The ‘Unclassified’ column shows the number and percentage

of external sources for which RQSS cannot classify their type. Music and Ships

contains a large number of such external sources, which explains the reason for

their low score. In Ships, an additional investigation of the reference values shows

an unexpected phenomenon: the majority of unclassified reference values are the

ship Q-ID itself. Considering the item’s Q-ID for its own claims lacks coherence

and contradicts Wikidata policies regarding sources [Wik22h]. For music, on the

other hand, a majority of reference values are external URLs, pointing to the third-

party ‘music information databases’ (See Section 8.2.3.16). Although some of the

databases are popular, the RQSS framework can not consider them as a scorable

11https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/User:Pathwaybot - accessed 14 January 2023
12https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/User:ProteinBoxBot - accessed 14 January 2023
13List of known datasets: https://github.com/seyedahbr/RQSSFramework/blob/

018c5358e3f97dada5fe0d24ed0dd629f15c2b1a/RQSSFramework/utils/lists.py - accessed
18 February 2023
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Table 8.13: RQSS results for type of sources and the verifiability.
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Gene
Wiki

2,899,958
206,449

(7%)
1,618,047

(56%)
473 51

1,074,938
(37%)

0.4897

Music 768,682 32
24,190

(3%)
1570 207

742,683
(96%)

0.0247

Ships 59,209 1 333 18 1
58,856
(99%)

0.0043

Random
100K #1

58,944
2,383
(4%)

36,405
(61%)

37 8
20,111
(34%)

0.5039

Random
100K #2

59,069
2,418
(4%)

36,041
(61%)

55 4
20,551
(34%)

0.4990

Random
500K

278,710
7,476
(3%)

179,340
(64%)

106 23
91,765
(33%)

0.5096

Random
1M

550,455
14,233

(3%)
358,289

(65%)
215 40

177,678
(32%)

0.5142

reference value, as these are neither well-known trustable datasets (because of the

lack of collaborative data curation) nor a blog or website post (because the author

is not clear in such databases).

8.2.3.9 Objectivity: Multiple References for Statements

RQSS counts the number of reference nodes connected to each statement node via

prov:wasDerivedFrom links (Figure 2.15). Table 8.14 shows the scores of objectivity

based on the statements with multiple references. Although multiple referencing is

low in all subsets, random subsets have lower scores. Less than one per cent of

referenced statements have more than one reference in random subsets. The higher

rate of multiple referencing can be related to more human contributions versus bot

contributions, as found in the Music and Ships subsets.

Figure 8.6 shows the distribution of references in statements having two or more

references. Gene Wiki has the best average, and most of its multiple-referenced

statements have between 2 and 4 references. Note that there are statements in
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Table 8.14: RQSS results for having multiple references for statements.

Subset
Referenced
Statement

Multiple
Referenced
Statements

Score
(Metric 16)

Gene Wiki 63,521,696 2,307,545 0.0363
Music 6,348,140 395,296 0.0622
Ships 301,290 16,068 0.0533
Random 100K #1 946,523 8,594 0.0090
Random 100K #2 940,552 8,567 0.0091
Random 500K 4,704,898 44,929 0.0095
Random 1M 9,392,549 90,684 0.0096

Figure 8.6: The distribution of references connected to statements (between state-
ments with ≥ 2 reference). Red lines are medians and triangles are means. Outliers
are ignored due to readability.

Gene Wiki having more than 100 references.

8.2.3.10 Currency

Freshness of Reference Triples As mentioned in Section 8.2.3.7, we do not

have access to the historical metadata of a single triple. Using HTML history pages

of items (Figure 8.5) and for all ⟨item, referenced fact⟩ pairs, RQSS extracts the

first creation time of each fact as its startT ime, and the latest reference creation

or revision of the fact as the modifT ime. The upper date limit is set to 3 January

2022. The results of fact-reference freshness are shown in Table 8.15. The results

of Gene Wiki were not computable after 90 days of processing. The percentage

of missing historical data is similar to Section 8.2.3.7 (Table 8.12). The freshness

scores, which includes only found referenced facts, are high, and there is not much

difference between different subsets.
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Table 8.15: RQSS results for fact-reference freshness. Computing Gene Wiki scores
timed out after three unsuccessful attempts and more than 90 days of processing.
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Gene Wiki 8,022,583 (87%) 49,552,129
Music 862,053 (88%) 6,030,622 0.9245 1,947,806 (32%)
Ships 68,495 (53%) 286,307 0.9693 104,111 (36%)
Random 100K #1 70,458 (81%) 526,658 0.9459 442,960 (84%)
Random 100K #2 70,754 (81%) 526,028 0.9467 442,303 (84%)
Random 500K 351,923 (81%) 2,627,460 0.9450 2,207,080 (84%)
Random 1M 702,033 (81%) 5,243,722 0.9456 4,406,737 (84%)

Table 8.16: RQSS results for freshness of external URIs.

Subset
External

URIs
Score

(Metric 18)
No Last-Modified

Header

Gene Wiki 2,559,493 0.0338 2,026,803 (79%)
Music 215,161 0.0758 196,460 (91%)
Ships 20,737 0.1239 19,687(95%)
Random 100K #1 48,618 0.1116 46,827 (96%)
Random 100K #2 48,279 0.0842 46,585 (96%)
Random 500K 240,183 0.1029 231,803 (96%)
Random 1M 478,035 0.1116 461,554 (96%)

Freshness of External URIs To calculate the freshness of external URIs, RQSS

checks the <Last-Modified> header of the HTTP response of each URI. The

startT ime is set for 29 October 2012 (the Wikidata launch date) for all URIs. Ta-

ble 8.16 shows the result of external URIs freshness. There is a very high percentage

of external URIs without <Last-Modified> header, consequently, the scores are very

low. There is no relation between the found <Last-Modified> header percentage

and the score. Gene Wiki has the lowest score despite lots of its external URIs hav-

ing <Last-Modified> header. Considering the usage of <Last-Modified> header as

a sign of dataset professionalism, Gene Wiki uses the most credible external sources.
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Table 8.17: RQSS results for class and property schema completeness in referencing.

Subset Classes
Fact

Properties
Score (Metric 21)

mclassSchemaCom mpropertySchemaCom

Gene Wiki 17,184 4,206 0.0004 0.0147
Music 1,381 3,506 0.0014 0.0088
Ships 1,133 701 0.0008 0.0370
Random 100K #1 3,484 4,141 0.0025 0.0132
Random 100K #2 3,498 4,191 0.0022 0.0121
Random 500K 8,299 5,917 0.0010 0.0096
Random 1M 11,908 6,630 0.0007 0.0088

8.2.3.11 Volatility and Timeliness

To compute Metric 19, RQSS uses the Ultimate Sitemap Parser14 Python package

(version 0.5). This package searches the root domain for XML sitemap files and finds

the <changefreq> tag of the given URI. However, downloading, decompressing, and

searching XML sitemaps is very time-consuming, even for the smallest subset. Thus

we are not able to present volatility results. As Metric 20 is the distance between

freshness and volatility, timeliness results are also not computed.

8.2.3.12 Completeness

Class/Property Schema Completeness of References RQSS deploys PyShEx

schema loader to parse Wikidata Entity Schema ShEx-C raw texts and create a sum-

mary of the schema-level referenced classes, referenced fact properties, and the used

reference properties on 9 July 2022. On the date, there were 319 Entity-Schemas

of which 13 had reference schema information. In total 16 classes and 63 properties

had reference schemas. Table 8.17 shows the results of schema-level class/property

completeness in the context of references. The scores for both ratios are low due

to the low number of Entity-Schemas and schema-level referenced classes/proper-

ties. Although the Entity-Schema concept is new in Wikidata, the scores show the

weakness of schema-level referencing information in this KG.

Schema-based Property Completeness of References Using the En-

tity Schema summaries (Section 8.2.3.12) RQSS extracts all ⟨statement, reference

property⟩ pairs from subsets and checks each pair over E-ID summaries. There is a

total of 193 ⟨fact property, reference property⟩ pairs in the schema level. Table 8.18

shows the details of comparing schema-level referencing metadata with the instance-

level. The second column is the total number of ⟨statement, reference property⟩
14https://pypi.org/project/ultimate-sitemap-parser/ - accessed 15 January 2023
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Figure 8.7: The distribution of completeness ratios of the 193 schema-level ⟨fact
property, reference property⟩ (comRefPropS values). Red lines are medians, trian-
gles are means.

pairs. The third column shows the number of statements without reference. The

‘Score’ column shows results with and without considering non-referenced state-

ments in the instance level into account. A 0.60 score means the average complete-

ness ratio of the 193 schema-level ⟨fact property, reference property⟩ (comRefPropS

values in Metric 22) pairs is 60%. The scores of Gene Wiki are considerably higher

than all subsets. Part of that is due to the activity of its community in defining

Entity-Schemas and their attention to referencing. The Majority of the current

Entity-Schemas belong to Gene Wiki classes15. That does not necessarily mean

the instance-level data are following schema-level. That might be due to writing

Entity-Schemas based on the instance-level data in the project. Both are useful

as it helps users to understand what kind of references they should expect on the

topic. While in the previous metrics, the scores of the random subsets are similar,

here, the scores increase as the random subset size increases. That is because the

number of averaging factors is constant, while their values grow with the increase

of instance-level data. For all subsets, there are 193 averaging factor pairs. As the

subset size increases, there are more adjustable instance-level ⟨statement, reference

property⟩ pairs to the 193 schema-level pairs. Thus, the comRefPropS values in-

crease and due to a fixed 193 pairs, the total score raises. Figure 8.7 shows the

distribution of all 193 comRefPropS values. In all subsets, there are a variety of

comRefPropS values between 0 and 1. The details of comRefPropS values can be

found at [Beg22a].

15https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Database_reports/EntitySchema_

directory - accessed 15 January 2023
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Table 8.18: RQSS results for schema-based property completeness of references.

Subset
⟨statement,

reference
property⟩

pairs

Non-
Referenced

Facts

Score (Metric 22)
Without

Non-
Referenced

Facts

With
Non-

Referenced
Facts

Gene
Wiki

180,955,497 33,540,964 0.6098 0.5354

Music 12,148,520 6,395,340 0.1203 0.0632
Ships 490,748 815,686 0.1177 0.0523
Random
100K #1

2,754,858 278,790 0.4331 0.3647

Random
100K #2

2,722,602 285,545 0.4252 0.3584

Random
500K

13,681,074 1,413,017 0.4946 0.4195

Random
1M

27,304,697 2,838,831 0.5369 0.4645

Property Completeness of References RQSS extracts all ⟨fact property, refer-

ence property⟩ pairs from subsets and checks if a fact with fact property X referenced

by a reference property Y in the instance level, how many of other fact property X

are referenced using reference property Y . Table 8.19 shows the result of property

completeness of references. The fourth column shows the number of ⟨statement,

reference property⟩ pairs (comRefProp values in Metric 23), which are the averag-

ing factors. Comparing the results with Section 8.2.3.12, Gene Wiki has no longer

the highest but one of the lowest scores. Random subsets have better scores than

topical subsets. The score falls with the increase in size due to the variable number

of averaging factors because the averaging factors are not fixed and increase with

the size of the subset. Unlike Metric 22, the entire Wikidata would probably get

lower scores. It shows that the instance-level reference property completeness in

Wikidata is weaker than schema-based reference property completeness. Figure 8.8

shows the distribution of averaging factors (comRefProp values). The distribution

shows topical subset comRefProp values are less scattered. Detailed statistics of

⟨fact property, reference property⟩ pairs can be found on [Beg22a].

8.2.3.13 Amount-of-data

By extracting the number of statement nodes, reference nodes, reference triples

and reference literals, RQSS computes the Amount-of-data ratios. Besides that,

RQSS retrieves the number of outgoing reference triples and outgoing literal values
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Table 8.19: RQSS results for property completeness of references.

Subset
⟨statement,

reference
property⟩

pairs

Non-
Referenced

Facts

⟨fact
property,
reference
property⟩

pairs

Score (Metric 23)
Without

Non-
Referenced

Facts

With
Non-

Referenced
Facts

Gene
Wiki

180,955,497 33,540,964 14,582 0.2942 0.1587

Music 12,148,520 6,395,340 15,823 0.2196 0.0975
Ships 490,748 815,686 1,637 0.3243 0.1673
Random
100K #1

2,754,858 278,790 8,227 0.4711 0.3318

Random
100K #2

2,722,602 285,545 8,264 0.4597 0.3214

Random
500K

13,681,074 1,413,017 14,037 0.3945 0.2429

Random
1M

27,304,697 2,838,831 17,324 0.3616 0.2128

Figure 8.8: The distribution of completeness ratios ⟨fact property, reference
property⟩ (comRefProp values) at instance-level. Red lines are medians, trian-
gles are means. Circles on the Music bar are outliers.
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Figure 8.9: RQSS results for metrics: Ratio of Reference Node per Statement (Met-
ric 25), Ratio of Reference Triple per Statement (Metric 26), Ratio of Reference
Triple per reference Node (Metric 27), and Ratio of Reference Literal per Reference
triple (Metric 28).

for each reference node. Figure 8.9 shows the scores of the four Amount-of-data

metrics. Gene Wiki has the highest score in all metrics except for the Metric 25.

Note that the definition of Metric 27 inverses the ratio and subtracts it from one to

map the ratio into a number between 0 and 1. Figure 8.10 shows the distribution

of triples and literals per reference node. The average of triples per reference node

of Gene Wiki is 3.5, which is higher than other subsets as Metric 27 score shows.

In Gene Wiki, Music, and Ships, Triples per Reference Node results are identical

to the similar subsets of the 2021 dump (Figure 6.4) explained in Section 6.3.3.

Random subsets have identically the same distribution over both ratios and their

metric scores, as well as their distribution, are very close to Gene Wiki, showing

that the Wikidata as a whole is in good condition concerning Amount-of-data.

8.2.3.14 Representational-conciseness

RQSS decodes each external URI to percent encoding and counts the number of

characters. Table 8.20 shows the details of External URI lengths in each subset

and the scores. There are no URIs longer than 2083 in any of the subsets. Music

and Ships score better than Gene Wiki and random subsets. The results bring the

suggestion to mind that there is an inverse relation between referencing URI lengths

and the activity of bots.
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Figure 8.10: The distribution of triples and literals per reference node. Red lines
are medians and triangles are means. Outliers are ignored due to readability.

Table 8.20: RQSS results for URI length of external sources.
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Gene Wiki 2,559,493 1,212,860 1,346,633 0 0 0.8684
Music 215,161 164,166 50,995 0 0 0.9407
Ships 20,737 19,250 1,487 0 0 0.9820
Random 100K #1 48,618 21,721 26,897 0 0 0.8616
Random 100K #2 48,279 21,447 26,832 0 0 0.8610
Random 500K 240,183 107,025 133,158 0 0 0.8613
Random 1M 478,035 213,267 264,768 0 0 0.8615
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Table 8.21: RQSS results for the diversity of reference properties.

Subset
Reference
Properties

Reference
Triples

Score
(Metric 32)

Gene Wiki 855 34,727,916 0.9999
Music 1,194 3,961,595 0.9996
Ships 97 136,518 0.9992
Random 100K #1 586 291,334 0.9979
Random 100K #2 607 290,854 0.9979
Random 500K 969 1,424,752 0.9993
Random 1M 1,159 2,822,601 0.9995

8.2.3.15 Representational-consistency

Table 8.21 shows the results for reference property diversity. The scores of all sub-

sets are higher than 0.9. Smaller random subsets have lesser scores. In smaller

random subsets, the property diversity of references is not far from larger subsets

due to a broad type of statements (which is the nature of random selection), and

the number of their triples is much less. Figure 8.11 shows the top five properties

with the highest frequency of use in each subset. The frequency of property usage

in topical subsets is similar to Section 6.3.2 (Figure 6.3) and shows that sources in

Music and Ships are more internal (Wikimedia-based projects). The distribution of

frequency and type of properties in random subsets is similar. Apart from Entrez

Gene ID (P351) and UniProt protein ID (P352) which are specific Gene Wiki ref-

erence properties, random subsets and Gene Wiki have similar frequency and type

of used properties. Note that PubMed ID (P698), which is one the most frequent

literal accepting properties in the random subsets, is also the fourth most frequent

property in general.

8.2.3.16 Understandability

Human-readable Labeling/Commenting of Reference Properties RQSS

queries the number of labels and comments of each reference property from Wikidata

on 28 August 2022. Table 8.22 shows the result of human-readable labelling and

commenting on reference properties. All reference properties in Gene Wiki and

Ships have human-readable labels and comments. The results of other subsets are

also high, and there are less than five properties with no tags and comments (e.g.

P2580, P6656, and P3043 ). Figure 8.12 shows the distribution of the number of

labels and comments in reference properties. The Ships subset has the best average

and most uniform distribution. The average and the distribution of other subsets

are similar.
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Figure 8.11: Five properties with the highest frequency of use in each subset.

Table 8.22: RQSS results for human-readable labelling and commenting of reference
properties.

Subset
Reference
Properties

Labelling Score
(Metric 33)

commenting Score
(Metric 34)

Gene Wiki 855 1.0000 1.0000
Music 1,194 0.9983 0.9966
Ships 97 1.0000 1.0000
Random 100K #1 586 0.9965 0.9948
Random 100K #2 607 0.9967 0.9950
Random 500K 969 0.9979 0.9958
Random 1M 1,159 0.9974 0.9956
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Figure 8.12: The distribution of the number of labels and comments in reference
properties. Red lines are medians, triangles are means, and circles are outliers.

Handy External Sources RQSS extracts all external sources (external URIs

plus external sources that are Wikidata items) from the subsets. For external URIs,

RQSS checks the existence of an anchor in the middle of the path part of the URI.

For external sources that are Wikidata items, RQSS checks if the item is an instance

of an online database (Q7094076) or if there is a value for its full work available at

URL (P953), SPARQL endpoint (P5305), or API endpoint (P6269) properties on

Wikidata on 21 August 2022. Table 8.23 shows the scores of handy external sources.

The scores of all subsets are high, Music has the highest score, and topical subsets

have better scores than random subsets. Two larger random subsets have better

scores because they have lower offline sources but more URLs (with no anchors).

Figure 8.13 shows the share of each handy external source type in the final score. As

Figure 8.13 shows, Music is the only subset with more than 10% of external URLs

with anchors (in other subsets, this type has less than 1% of the share). The most

frequent type in all subsets is the URLs with no anchors.
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Table 8.23: RQSS results for handy external sources.

Subset External Sources Score (Metric 35)

Gene Wiki 2,788,210 0.7115
Music 268,081 0.7404
Ships 22,859 0.7295
Random 100K #1 57,127 0.7078
Random 100K #2 57,224 0.7032
Random 500K 260,408 0.7237
Random 1M 511,510 0.7266

Figure 8.13: The share (percent) of different handy external source types.
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Table 8.24: RQSS results for blank nodes in referencing reification.

Subset
Reference

Nodes
Value
Nodes

Blank
Reference

Nodes

Blank
Value
Nodes

Score
(Metric 36)

Gene Wiki 9,742,813 7,239,594 0 6 0.9999
Music 1,585,122 1,449,236 0 13 0.9999
Ships 61,996 61,302 0 0 1.0000
Random 100K #1 94,966 109358 0 0 1.0000
Random 100K #2 94,982 108,939 0 0 1.0000
Random 500K 453,273 518,994 0 0 1.0000
Random 1M 894,093 1,023,517 0 2 0.9999

8.2.3.17 Interpretability: Usage of Blank Nodes in References

RQSS checks the number of blank nodes amongst reference nodes and reference value

nodes (Figure 2.15). Table 8.24 shows the number of nodes in each reification part,

the number of blank nodes, and the scores. The results show quite a low number

of blank nodes only in reference values. Note that the ‘Value Nodes’ column is

the distinct counting of reference values. That is different from the ‘Reference

Values’ column in Table 8.9, where RQSS counted the property-value pairs. In

topical subsets, the distinct reference value nodes are lower than the reference nodes,

showing that some reference values are shared between reference nodes.

8.2.3.18 Versatility

Multilingual Labelling/Commenting of Reference Properties RQSS queries

the number of non-English labels and comments of each reference property from

Wikidata on 28 August 2022. Table 8.25 shows the result of multilingual labelling

and commenting on reference properties. Compared to Section 8.2.3.16, the scores

of multilingual metadata are lower. However, high scores show that Wikidata is

rich in non-English labelling/commenting. Figure 8.14 shows the distribution of

the number of non-English labels and comments in reference properties, which is

identical to Figure 8.12.

Multilingual Sources RQSS retrieves all internal and external sources from the

subsets. For Wikidata items, RQSS checks the language of work or name (P407)

and then the ISO 639-1 code (P218) properties directly from Wikidata. For URL

sources, RQSS checks the "lang" attribute of the <html> tag of the URL. Extract-

ing the languages has been between 29 August to 16 September 2022. Table 8.26

shows the results of multilingualism in internal and external sources. Music has the
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Table 8.25: RQSS results for multilingual labelling and commenting of reference
properties.

Subset
Reference
Properties

Labelling Score
(Metric 37)

commenting Score
(Metric 38)

Gene Wiki 855 1.0000 0.9988
Music 1,194 0.9983 0.9958
Ships 97 1.0000 1.0000
Random 100K #1 586 0.9965 0.9931
Random 100K #2 607 0.9967 0.9934
Random 500K 969 0.9979 0.9938
Random 1M 1,159 0.9974 0.9948

Figure 8.14: The distribution of the number of non-English labels and comments
in reference properties. Red lines are medians, triangles are means and circles are
outliers.
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Table 8.26: RQSS results for multilingual internal/external sources.

Subset Sources
Non-English
Languages

Score
(Metric 39)

No Language
Found

Gene Wiki 2,900,380 215 0.2017 1,674,149 (58%)
Music 769,290 316 0.4844 79,730 (10%)
Ships 59,242 77 0.2200 2,468 (4%)
Random 100K #1 59,270 143 0.2602 37,317 (63%)
Random 100K #2 59,396 137 0.2659 37,443 (63%)
Random 500K 279,454 208 0.2510 176,688 (63%)
Random 1M 551,439 239 0.2450 348,302 (63%)

Figure 8.15: The five most frequent non-English languages used in sources.

highest score and the second lowest not-found languages. That can be due to having

international data on music tracks, signers, albums etc. Random subsets have many

not-found languages but better results than Ships and Gene Wiki. The multilin-

gualism ratio decreases with the increase of subset size in random subsets. Despite

having a high diversity of non-English languages, Gene Wiki has the lowest score

as it widely uses well-known biomedical datasets IDs/sources in references, which

are published in English. Figure 8.15 shows the five most frequent non-English lan-

guages used in sources. In Gene Wiki and Ships, German is dominant. In other

subsets, non-English languages have a more uniform usage.

Multilingual Referenced Statements RQSS starts with extracting the

⟨statement ID, reference value⟩ pairs (IRI values, either internal or external), and

matching the languages of sources using Section 8.2.3.18 data. Table 8.27 shows

the number of referenced statements with internal or external sources and the ratio

of multilingualism in each subset. The scores of Music and Ships are considerably

higher than other subsets, especially the other topical subset Gene Wiki. The results
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Table 8.27: RQSS results for multilingual referenced statements.

Subset
Referenced Statements

(Internal/External Sources)
Score (Metric 40)

Gene Wiki 63,234,184 0.0393
Music 5,937,119 0.3799
Ships 300,626 0.3142
Random 100K #1 940,887 0.0595
Random 100K #2 934,848 0.0613
Random 500K 4,677,314 0.0606
Random 1M 9,336,331 0.0602

suggest another hypothetical impact of bot activities: bots added mostly English

sources. We can observe that in the random subsets and Gene Wiki, where bots are

more active, despite having a good variety of non-English sources, a small fraction

of statements use non-English references.

8.3 Summary

In this chapter, we explained the Referencing Quality Scoring System - RQSS and

evaluated RQSS over three topical and four random subsets. RQSS is a Python

implementation of the objective metrics of the referencing quality assessment frame-

work introduced in Chapter 7. By evaluating RQSS over the topical and random

subsets, we gathered valuable information on the referencing quality of Wikidata.

RQSS scores show that Wikidata is rich in the accuracy, availability, security, and un-

derstandability of referencing, but relatively weak in completeness, defined schemas,

verifiability, objectivity and multilingualism of referencing. In more detail, in the

accessibility category, Wikidata subsets have an average of 0.95 for availability and

0.92 for security, but 0.06 for licensing and 0.12 for interlinking. In the intrinsic

category, the average score is 0.99 for accuracy, 0.56 for consistency and 0.65 for

conciseness. In the trust category, the average score of subsets for reputation is

0.99, for believability is 0.5, for verifiability is 0.35, but for objectivity is 0.02. In

the currency category, the average is 0.94 for the freshness of facts-reference pairs

but 0.09 for the freshness of external URIs. In the contextual category, the aver-

age of schema completeness is less than 0.01; however, for schema-based property

completeness the average is 0.39 and for instance-based property completeness the

average is 0.35, and for amount-of-data, the average is 0.34. In the representational

category, the average of subsets scores is 0.88 for representational-conciseness, 0.99

for representational consistency, 0.85 for understandability, 0.99 for interoperability,

and 0.59 for versatility. RQSS reveals the interrelation between different referenc-
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ing quality dimensions and highlights efficient ways to address the weaknesses in

referencing quality in Wikidata, especially in reference properties.

The results show several metrics return a score very close to 0 or 1 in all subsets.

These metrics can be divided into three categories:

1. Metrics that return high scores in Wikidata random and topical subsets, but

might behave differently in other non-Wikidata Wikibase-derived datasets.

Syntactic Validity of Reference Triples, Usage of Blank Nodes in References,

and Labelling-Commenting metrics (both English and multilingual) belongs to

this category. In current Wikidata dumps, due to active maintenance, negative

scores in such metrics are rare. However, these metrics are yet essential for the

framework when the end users try to assess a non-Wikidata but a Wikibase-

derived dataset or aim to find those rare inconsistencies.

2. Metrics that return low scores in Wikidata because the measuring target is very

recent. Schema-based metrics in the Completeness dimension belong to this

category. The concept of EntitySchemas in Wikidata is recent compared with

the KG lifetime. Again, the presence of these metrics is required to be able

to monitor Wikidata schema-based referencing quality and other Wikibase-

derived datasets.

3. The External URIs Reputation metric, which uses deny-listed URIs as a proxy

to measure URLs reputation (instead of using page ranks). Until finding a

reliable measurement, this metric can be ignored in referencing quality assess-

ments, unless end users want to find those deny-listed URIs to achieve a 100%

score.

RQSS is the first reusable comprehensive referencing quality investigation and

gives us valuable insights into referencing quality strengths and weaknesses. The

results of the RQSS evaluation show that our hypothesis in RQ1 is correct. RQSS

effectively quantitates referencing qualitative dimensions, and its evaluation of Wiki-

data emerges crucial advantages and weaknesses in Wikidata references.

As one of the metrics, the RQSS human-added references is used to hypothe-

size the impact of bot activities in the provenance metadata behaviour in different

subsets. From the available results, we can tentatively suggest that bots can have

both positive and negative impacts on references. These hypothetical effects on var-

ious RQSS parameters are summarized in Table 8.28, showing that contrary to our

hypothesis in RQ3, bots do not necessarily increase referencing quality. It should

also be noted that although reference sharing is listed as a positive impact point

of bots, this criterion can also have negative effects on referencing quality. One of

the other bot positive impacts, the schema-based property completeness may also
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Table 8.28: The preliminary findings about the positive versus the negative impact
of bots on the referencing quality metric scores.

Positive Impact Negative Impact
Range Consistency of Reference Triples
Ratio of Reference Sharing (Conciseness)
Schema-based Property Completeness of References

Consistency of Reference Properties
Fact-Reference Freshness
Multiple References for Statements
External Sources URL Length
Multilingual Referenced Statements

be due to writing the schema based on the existing data and not the compliance

of bots’ (or humans’) activity to the existing schemata. This shows that the few

bots’ strengths in referencing quality are trembling. Note that to prove all observa-

tions about the relationship between human-added references and other metrics, a

separate correlation analysis between the metric results should be conducted.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions, Lessons Learned, and

Future Work

This thesis has proposed, implemented, and applied a framework for assessing the

referencing quality in Wikidata. Wikidata references have a crucial effect on re-

searchers’ trust and increase error avoidance in machines for this knowledge graph

-however, studies on the referencing quality in Wikidata are few and limited to a

couple of subjective dimensions such as relevance. The importance of references and

the lack of a comprehensive qualitative study was our motivation for this research.

To answer the research questions, we designed several research tasks and conducted

various experiments. In an overview, our activity in this field had two parts: First,

creating and expanding a comparison platform based on subsetting, which was nec-

essary for qualitative studies to be conducted promptly over a KG with the size

of Wikidata. Second, checking the referencing quality using statistical information

via creating a comprehensive and objective framework that can be reused without

human intervention. This research brought valuable discussions over Wikidata refer-

ences and identified the strengths and weaknesses of referencing in Wikidata. Below,

we will express the results in response to the research questions:

RQ1: How can the quality of references be quantified considering different

aspects of data quality? This was the main research question of this study which

has been addressed in Chapters 7 and 8. We defined a comprehensive referencing

quality assessment framework consisting of 40 quality metrics specific to references

based on the existing Linked Data quality dimensions of Zaveri et al. [Zav+16],

34 of which are objective. We implemented the objective metrics of the assessment

framework as a reusable Python program called Referencing Quality Scoring System

- RQSS. RQSS was been executed over seven Wikidata subsets, generating quantified
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scores by which the referencing quality can be analyzed and compared.

RQSS scores showed that Wikidata subsets are rich in the accuracy, availability,

security, and understandability of references, but relatively weak in completeness,

existing schemas, verifiability, objectivity and multilingualism of references. In more

detail, in the accessibility category, Wikidata subsets have an average of 0.95 for

availability and 0.92 for security, but 0.06 for licensing and 0.12 for interlinking. In

the intrinsic category, the average score is 0.99 for accuracy, 0.56 for consistency

and 0.65 for conciseness. In the trust category, the average score of subsets for

reputation is 0.99, for believability is 0.5, for verifiability is 0.35, but for objectivity is

0.02. In the currency category, the average is 0.94 for the freshness of facts-reference

pairs but 0.09 for the freshness of external URIs. In the contextual category, the

average of schema completeness is less than 0.01; however, for schema-based property

completeness the average is 0.39 and for instance-based property completeness the

average is 0.35, and for amount-of-data, the average is 0.34. In the representational

category, the average of subsets scores is 0.88 for representational-conciseness, 0.99

for representational-consistency, 0.85 for understandability, 0.99 for interoperability,

and 0.59 for versatility.

Comparing topical subsets and random subsets (as the representative of the

whole Wikidata) showed that random subsets have higher (and close to each other)

overall scores of around 0.59. Gene Wiki has a near but lower overall score than the

random subsets (0.58). Music and Ships have even lower overall scores (0.55 and 0.54

respectively). Amongst referencing quality categories, topical subsets have higher

scores (more than 0.8 on average) than random subsets. Gene Wiki has the highest

score in Contextual and Trust and Ships have the highest scores in Accessibility,

showing the referencing strengths in Wikidata topics compared to the whole KG.

RQSS revealed the interrelation between different referencing quality dimensions.

For example, we observed the human-added ratio has a strong indirect effect on

verifiability (verifiable type of sources) and a direct effect on objectivity (multiple

references per fact). Another relationship was that having multiple references for

facts affects multilingualism positively. RQSS results also highlighted efficient ways

to address the weaknesses in referencing quality in Wikidata, especially in reference

properties. For example, we observed that in Ships, nearly 45% of the reference

values do not have a defined range. This value is 7% on average in random subgroups.

Also, on average, 3% of the literal reference values do not have a defined regex.

The RQSS is a real example that approves our initial hypothesis around RQ1,

i.e., that Linked Data quality dimensions can be used to assess referencing quality

of Wikidata effectively.
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RQ2: How much has the reference quality of Wikidata changed since

2016, considering the rapid increase in data volume and diversity of

sources? Chapter 6 dealt with this research question, where we investigated the

statistics of Wikidata references in six topical subsets of Wikidata over two Wikidata

dumps; one from 2016 and one from 2021. We investigated the primary statistic

(number of items, statements, reference nodes, and referenced statements) and the

distribution of various parts of Wikidata referencing reification. Besides valuable

insights into the amount of provenance metadata, and tracing bot activities, the ex-

periments showed our initial hypothesis, i.e., referencing quality has increased from

2016 to 2021, is incorrect in some of the Wikidata topics.

The first observation was that in the basic statistics, the amount of data, amount

of referencing metadata, and the percentage of referenced statements have increased

significantly in all subsets from 2016 to 2021 except Music and Ships. The increase

in referenced statements ratio is significant in some WikiProjects, such as Gene Wiki

(from 49% to 66%) and Law (from 27% to 53%) and the decrease in Ships is also

noticeable (from 61% to 27%).

In the triples per reference node ratio, we found that the average number of

triples has decreased in all WikiProjects except Music and Law. A higher number

of triples in a reference node means providing more details about the provenance of

the fact, which increases the trustworthiness of referencing. Thus, this decrease in

the average number of triples is considered a sign of a quality decrease. The ratio

of reference sharing has also decreased in all projects except Astronomy. Reference

sharing is a way to reduce redundancy and raise conciseness, and this decrease points

to a quality fall as well.

Overall, even though a significant increase in the amount of provenance data can

be seen from 2016 to 2021, this increase is not distributed fairly in all Wikidata

thematic bases and has not increased the referencing quality.

RQ3: To what extent is there a difference in the quality of references pro-

vided by humans and bots? Although we are not able to accurately separate

references added by humans from those references added by bots, we addressed this

question in Chapters 6 and 8 by comparing the results in different subsets with var-

ious percentages of human versus bot contributions. Determining the human-added

referencing ratio was also one of our framework metrics. The results of the initial

statistical study and RQSS showed that using more bots despite having positive

effects, does not lead to an increase in referencing quality, contrary to our initial

hypothesis.
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The first step was to identify the subsets with high bot activities. This task is

doable in two ways: first, checking the historical metadata of Wikidata and checking

which references were added by humans and second, inference from the results and

observations of other metrics. The first way is one of the RQSS metrics, in which

we found that, contrary to our hypothesis, the human-added references ratio in

random subsets (representing the entire Wikidata) is lower than in topical subsets.

In random subsets, 43% of references have been added by humans, while this ratio

is 79% in Ships and 50% in Music. Calculating the human-added ratio in Gene Wiki

was not successful due to the large volume of data and the lack of efficient access

to the historical metadata. However, it can be inferred that bots are active in this

subset. For example, the scores of Gene Wiki are very similar to random subsets in

almost all metrics. Also, this subset is well-known for having organized and active

bots amongst the Wikidata user community.

Putting together the score of the human-added metric and other metrics, we

found that bots do not lead to better scores in all referencing quality dimensions.

One of the dimensions in that bot activities result in higher scores is the Amount-

of-data, where almost all metrics showed higher scores in subsets with high bot

activities. For example, the ratio of reference triples per reference node in Gene

Wiki and random subsets is 0.7 on average, while it is less than 0.6 in Music and

Ships. Bots are performing well also in adding references according to the Wikidata

Entity Schemata. The schema-based property completeness score in Gene Wiki is

0.6 and in random subsets is more than 0.42, while in Music and Ships, it is lower

than 0.12 on average. Another positive effect of bots can be seen in adding reference

values concerning the specified range of properties. The range consistency score in

Gene Wiki and random subsets is 0.4 on average, while it is 0.25 in Music and Ships.

On the other hand, in some metrics, subsets with high bot activities receive

lower scores. One example is using referencing specific properties. The consistency

of reference properties score is 0.73 in Ships and 0.81 in Music, while it is 0.88 in

Random subsets (Gene Wiki has a low score of 0.78 in this metric, showing that it

does not always follow the random subsets pattern). Another negative bots effect

can be seen in the freshness of references: bot-added references are relatively older

than human-added references. The freshness of reference triples score in Ships is

0.96, while it is 0.94 in random subsets.

But the most noticeable disadvantage of bots is in the representational-conciseness

and adding multilingual references. In the length of reference URLs (the only metric

of representational-conciseness), Music and Ships score 0.94 and 0.98, while Gene

Wiki and random subsets score uniformly 0.86. In multilingual sources, while Music

and Ships score 0.38 and 0.31, random subsets score less than 0.06 on average, and
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Gene Wiki scores 0.03.

In short, in the metrics that can theoretically be influenced by bots, the high ac-

tivity of bots does not necessarily lead to an increase in quality scores. Bots perform

well in populating references, complying with the Wikidata Entity Schemata, and

adding reference values concerning the specified range of properties. However, they

use referencing specific properties to a lesser extent, their added references are less

fresh, and operate poorly at adding multilingual reference values. The main reason

for bot disadvantages is that they apply a massive volume of edits in the same pat-

tern at once. Thus, if they use a non-reference-specific property for referencing, it

will affect many statements and items. Bots are presumably not deployed regularly,

and therefore the footprint of the references added by them looks old.

9.1 Lessons Learned

In addition to the executions, statistical analytics, and referencing scores, there

are other lessons learned in this comprehensive and in-depth study of Wikidata

references regarding the size of Wikidata, subset definitions, the Wikidata revision

history, metric proxies, and subjective metrics.

9.1.1 Wikidata Massive Size

The first and most important is querying the massive size of Wikidata. The pub-

lic SPARQL endpoint is neither intended nor suitable for performing quality tests.

Storing, processing and querying the 100 GB 2022 Wikidata dumps is beyond most

computing resources available to researchers. We could not establish the Wikibase

docker containers due to the lack of root privileges on the server. It is an increasing

problem in UK universities where cybersecurity measures are being rolled out. Be-

sides technical issues, many quality-driven queries with this amount of data require

several hours (even days) of execution. Our approach to overcome the high volume

of data was subsetting, but some subsets (such as the Gene Wiki) are still very large,

consisting of 9 million triples and 12GB of data. Due to the interconnectivity (as

the nature of a graph data model), shrinking subsets beyond a certain point will

not conquer the problem. With the current triplestore technologies, it is necessary

to use powerful hardware such as a large amount of RAM and SSD storage. As we

mentioned in Section 4.2, a google cloud computation engine that can handle such
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massive data would cost more than $527 per month1. A solution is to perform an

initial evaluation of the entire Wikidata followed by periodical investigations only

on newly added/edited data.

9.1.2 Subset Definitions

Regarding subsetting approaches, accurate and reliable tools for subsetting from

Wikidata have emerged in recent years and continue to be actively developed. These

tools offer a balance in the run-time required for extraction, and the flexibility

and details in defining subsets. However, the major problem in subsetting is the

definitions. When we are talking about the definition of a subset around a given

theme, determining the scope and boundaries of the subset is not an easy task for

an interconnected KG. Defining subsets is a subjective task for which experts think

differently. We have experienced this problem repeatedly in various meetings with

the ELIXIR BioHackathon Europe Subsetting project colleagues, which are full of

discussions about what should be and should not be in a subset. One solution to this

problem is to populate several examples as ShEx schemata (similar to the SPARQL

training wiki pages), such that users can observe the existing definitions for a given

topic and quickly improve it.

9.1.3 Timeliness

The size problem and technical issues with Wikibase Docker meant that we had to

query lots of metadata (e.g. languages of sources in Metric 39 or equivalence of

reference properties in Metric 4) directly from the Wikidata public endpoint. This

is not good practice because there is a seven-month period between our data dump

and the date of the experiment. The best practice would be to include all metadata

in the subsets or query the 03 January 2022 full dump locally. The first solution is

not possible with current subsetting tools. The second solution; however, requires

expensive infrastructure.

9.1.4 Wikidata Revision History

The lack of a permanent and easy access method to the Wikidata revision history

impacted this study. Our approach utilised the HTML history web pages, which

are inaccurate due to missed information. Wikimedia revision dump files are more

1Estimated by Google Cloud Pricing Calculator: https://cloud.google.com/products/

calculator/#id=32eca290-7628-48af-9988-20508f4bc861 accessed 11 February 2023
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than 3TB compressed, making it far harder than Wikidata dumps to process locally.

Accessing the revision history is required for any quality studies, and establishing

permanent ways to access the historical metadata is the data provider’s responsi-

bility. In several metrics, we hypothesize that the variation in scores is related to

the amount of bot versus human activities, but distinguishing bots from humans

requires pattern recognition of activities, which requires access to the detailed revi-

sioning metadata. The same is true about freshness and date-time metadata.

9.1.5 Metric Proxies

In several metrics where accessing accurate data is impossible, we use proxies. For

example, in Metric 13, we use the concept of deny-listed domains as the reputation

proxy. This approach has limitations: as the number of deny-listed domains is low,

the metric returns unrealistically high scores. A better solution would be to have

a ranking system for Wikidata’s external sources individually. A ranking algorithm

can update the visits of external sources periodically and deliver better insight into

the reputation of external sources.

9.1.6 Subjective Metrics

The problem of subjective metrics is another matter of importance. One of these

metrics is relevancy. The high relevance of references can increase the quality score

of other objective metrics. In subsets such as Ships, many reference values are

Wikidata ship instance items that are relevant to the statement they reference, but

good referencing practice would be to link to external sources to verify the data

[Wik22h]. For example, the claim for the power of a nuclear ship engine should

refer to governmental documentation, encyclopedia articles, or military magazines,

not an item within Wikidata or Wikipedia. In such cases, we need an approach to

distinguish non-relevant and non-sensible provenance values.

9.1.7 Summary

Despite the limitations discussed above, this research has positive results. The most

important achievement of this research is that statistical analysis can identify data

quality weaknesses in the context of referencing. Although having low scores in

criteria such as the completeness of referencing is expected (and hard to improve

due to the data volume and rapid growth of Wikidata), in other dimensions such as

interlinking, the quality can be improved by improving a small amount of data, i.e.,
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only reference properties. RQSS can be deployed on other Wikidata WikiProjects

such as Scholarly Articles, Astronomy, or Law, to allow maintainers and editors to

identify weaknesses in the quality of references based on the scores. It can also be

directly applied to other KGs hosted in Wikibase instances that follow the Wikidata

model, e.g., the EU Knowledge Graph [DWA21] and FactGrid2. In this research, we

devised innovative methods to deal with the limitations. For example, subsetting

was used to deal with the large size of Wikidata. Also, the comprehensive review

of data quality dimensions in referencing gives us a good insight into the subjective

versus quantitative criteria.

9.2 Future Work

In this section, we point to future work regarding the topics discussed in this dis-

sertation. These works can be divided into two main categories: subsetting and

referencing quality. Some of the following paths have already started, and for some

others, there are concrete proposals.

9.2.1 Subsetting

SparkWDSub: SparkWDSub [LG21] is an under-development subsetting tool

for Wikidata based on WDSub, which uses the ShEx language for subset definition.

The improvement of this tool compared to WDSub is the implementation of graph

traversal for subset creation and the distribution of computation across multiple

compute nodes. Graph traversal will provide supporting navigational graph patterns

and path extensions (Section 2.1.3.4). For example in Wikidata, the path extension

wdt:P31/wdt:P279* is used to access all of the instances of (P31) all subclasses of

(P279) a class in the SPARQL queries. Implementing traversal support in subsetting

over a massive graph like Wikidata slows the extraction speed down significantly. To

improve the speed, SparkWDSub will use the Apache Spark platform to distribute

the computation. This tool is in the initial stages of requirements determination

and development.

Live Susbets: In this study (as well as in other related projects) we extracted

several topical subsets for which reusability is one of the main features. Over time

with the new edits coming, the gap (the freshness of original data and staleness

of the subset) between these subsets and the corresponding data in Wikidata will

2https://database.factgrid.de/wiki/Main_Page - accessed 17 January 2023
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increase. This gap can be reduced by repeating the subsetting process regularly,

and by reducing the interval to an acceptable level (e.g., one day), we can reach

practically live subsets. A better solution is not to spend the extraction time for

each repetition, instead, to generate the subset and apply the edits in real-time by

establishing an active link between the Wikidata database and the subset. The main

challenge in this task is hosting issues and the fact that Wikidata does not have a

public API for establishing active links to the best of our knowledge.

Life Science KG: As mentioned in Section 8.2.1.1, scholarly articles and related

topics form the majority of Wikidata instance items. Wikidata has also a rich Life

Science component, i.e., the Gene Wiki project that aims to use Wikidata as the

central hub of structured life science knowledge. There have been debates between

the Gene Wiki contributors that the Wikidata ontology (class hierarchy, properties,

and reference properties) is not well-designed to capture life science data [Wik23].

The consequence is that there will be no exact match between the written literature

of Life Science, as well as other online databases, and Wikidata, making it difficult

for users to query the data. The idea is to extract a Life Science subset of Wikidata

and host it as a new secondary KG for accessing structured data. The main challenge

as we mentioned in Section 9.1.2 is to specify the boundaries, decide what should

be in the subset and what should be excluded and ensure the subset’s freshness.

Documentation: As mentioned in Section 9.1.2, one of the main challenges in

subsetting is the task of defining a subset. In this regard, there are two essential

steps: the first is to specify the scope and boundaries of the subset and the second

is to write the specifications understandably for submitting tools. Aggregating and

documenting the existing subset definitions as a training wiki can help both steps.

Providing the ShEx schemata of subsetting use cases (from different scenarios) helps

users to specify accurate boundaries (not too broad and not too narrow) in a sim-

ilar scenario. Having such wiki pages also facilitates writing new subsetting ShEx

schema as users can familiarise themselves with the subtleties of the language and

its grammatical features.

9.2.2 Referencing Quality

Regular Quality Checks: RQSS can effectively score the referencing quality of

Wikidata; however, the main benefits will be achieved when the weaknesses are

addressed and the quality checks are regularly repeated to ensure high referencing

quality. In this case, there are two essential considerations:
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1. The Wikidata size, as well as some of its topical subsets, are very large. Qual-

itative investigations on such volumes of data are time-consuming and expen-

sive. Since providing qualified data is the data holder’s responsibility, Wiki-

data should dedicate resources to maintain the referencing quality. Part of the

high time consumption is due to the use of inefficient third-party packages and

the lack of distribution in the current RQSS version. For example, one of the

longest RQSS procedures is computing the accessibility, security, and licensing

of external URLs. To ensure the accessibility or security of the URLs, external

HTTP requests and responses are required, for each of which enough retries

and a sufficient timeout should be considered. The high number of URLs in

some subsets, such as Gene Wiki increases the required time dramatically.

By distributing the input external URL set over a large number of smaller

computers, the analysis time is significantly reduced.

2. Wikidata revision history can improve the performance and results of RQSS

considerably. In the current version, computing human-added references and

freshness of reference triples is performed by parsing Wikidata HTML history

pages of each item; this is an inefficient and inaccurate measuring for two im-

portant metrics. Unfortunately, the available approaches to query the revision

history of Wikidata are either not published or limited in size, time coverage,

and scope. Facilitating the query of Wikidata revision history is crucial for

RQSS and other quality assessment approaches.

Implementing Subjective Criteria: The referencing quality assessment frame-

work introduced in Chapter 7 has six subjective metrics covering relevancy, con-

sistency, population completeness, and conciseness of referencing. These subjective

metrics have not been implemented in RQSS version 1.0.1. The main reason is that

currently, we are not able to automate the computing of these metrics. In other

words, a human opinion aggregation step is required for these metrics, which is out

of this dissertation’s scope. However, natural language models combined with knowl-

edge graphs such as ChatGPT [Ope22] are recently showing efficient improvements

in answering human questions based on verified data. These tools can be config-

ured to answer exact binary answers (yes/no - true/false, etc.) to questions and

suggest gold standard sets. One idea is to use these APIs instead of time-consuming

inefficient human crowdsourcing.

Human Evaluation of RQSS Scores: Although RQSS can effectively calculate

referencing quality scores and the analysis of scores provided valuable information

about Wikidata, RQSS scores should be evaluated by human users to ensure their
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usefulness. As we mentioned in Section 8.2.2.2, such a study fine-tunes the referenc-

ing quality assessment metric set against a gold standard dataset derived entirely

from human opinions in an iterative process to determine metrics’ effectiveness and

accuracy to the end user. In this context, we need data quality experts, Wikidata

WikiProject managers, and Wikidata users to interpret RQSS scores and determine

whether the scores can distinguish referencing quality gaps. This human evaluation

should identify whether users understand the scores and charts produced by RQSS

and what improvements should be made in providing quality recommendations.

Generalizing RQSS: Currently, both RQSS and its assessment framework are

based on the Wikidata data model. This means that the Python implementation

and the formal definitions are made using Wikidata terminology, vocabulary, and

RDF model, while they can be applied to any Wikiabse-derived dataset. There

are many KGs, e.g., Yago with the capability of providing provenance metadata

that employ different internal models. In addition, several necessary metadata for

computing the metrics come directly from Wikidata, e.g., schemata and historical

information. The good news is that the nature of the referencing quality metrics

and dimensions can be reproduced for any other KGs. In all KGs that support

referencing, references must be available, complete, reputable, etc. Even the type of

calculation can be generalized with few changes. For example, in the Amount-of-data

dimension, for KGs that references are bound to the items (instead of statements),

one can change the ratios per item (instead of statements). Generalizing RQSS for

any RDF KG enables data quality researchers to compare provenance quality across

different KGs.
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